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Get Plugged Inl 

Motor Drivers/Controllers 
Here are just a few of our controller and 
driver modules for AC, DC, unipolar/bipolar 
stepper motors and servo motors. See 
website for full details. 

NEW! Bidirectional DC Motor Controller 
Controls the speed of 
most common DC 
motors (rated up to 
32VDC/5A) in both 
the forward and re
verse direction. The 

range of control is from fully OFF to fully ON 
in both directions. The direction and speed 
are controlled using a single potentiometer. 
Screw terminal block for connections. 
Kit Order Code: 3166KT - £14.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3166 - £24.95 

DC Motor Speed Controller (5A/100V) 
Control the speed of 
almost any common 
DC motor rated up to 
100V/5A. Pulse width 
modulation output for 
maximum motor torque 

at all speeds. Supply: 5-15VDC. Box sup
plied . Dimensions (mm): 60Wx100Lx60H. 
Kit Order Code: 3067KT - £11.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3067 - £19.95 

NEW! PC 1 Standalone Unipolar 
Stepper Motor Driver 
Drives any 5, 6 or 8-lead 
unipolar stepper motor 
rated up to 6 Amps max. 
Provides speed and direc
tion control. Operates in stand-alone or PC
controlled mode. Up to six 3179 driver boards 
can be connected to a single parallel port. 
Supply: 9V DC. PCB: 80x50mm. 
Kit Order Code: 3179KT - £9.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3179 - £16.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3113 - £24.95 

NEW! Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver 
Drive any bi-polar stepper 
motor using externally sup
plied 5V levels for stepping 
and direction control. These 
usually come from software 
running on a computer. 
Supply: 8-30V DC. PCB: 75x85mm. 
Kit Order Code: 3158KT - £12.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3158 - £26.95 

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix) 
or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix). 

Controllers & Loggers 
Here are just a few of the controller and 
data acquisition and control units we have. 
See website for full details. Suitable PSU 
for all units: Order Code PSU445 £8.95 

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote 
State-of-the-Art. High security. 
4 channels . Momentary or 
latching relay output. Range 
up to 40m. Up to 15 Tx's can 
be learnt by one Rx (kit in
cludes one Tx but more avail
able separately) . 4 indicator LED 's. Rx: PCB 
77x85mm, 12VDC/6mA (standby). Two and 
Ten channel versions also available. 
Kit Order Code: 3180KT - £41.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - £49.95 

Computer Temperature Data Logger 
4-channel temperature log
ger for serial port. °C or OF. 
Continuously logs up to 4 
separate sensors located 
200m+ from board. Wide 
range of free software appli

cations for storing/using data. PCB just 
38x38mm. Powered by PC. Includes one 
DS1820 sensor and four header cables. 
Kit Order Code: 3145KT - £19.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - £26.95 
Additional DS1820 Sensors - £3.95 each 

NEW! DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher 
Call your phone number 
using a DTMF phone from 
anywhere in the world and 

remotely turn on/off any of ~11I1!!!11~ 
the 4 relays as desired . '" 
User settable Security Password , Anti
Tamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and 
Lockout. Includes plastic case. Not BT ap
proved . 130x11 Ox30mm. Power: 12VDC. 
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - £39.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - £49.95 

Serial Isolated 110 Module 
Computer controlled 8-
channel relay board . 
SA mains rated relay 
outputs. 4 isolated 
digital inputs . Useful in 
a variety of control and 

sensing applications. Controlled via serial 
port for programming (using our new Win
dows interface, terminal emulator or batch 
files) . Includes plastic case 130x1 00x30mm. 
Power Supply: 12VDC/500mA. 
Kit Order Code: 3108KT - £54.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS31 08 - £64.95 

Infrared RC Relay Board 
Individually control 12 on
board relays with included 
infrared remote control unit. 
Toggle or momentary. 15m+ 
range. 112x122mm. Supply: 12VDC/0.5A 
Kit Order Code: 3142KT - £41.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - £51.95 

PIC & ATMEL Programmers 
We have a wide range of low cost PIC and 
ATMEL Programmers. Complete range and 
documentation available from our web site. 

Programmer Accessories: 
40-pin Wide ZIF socket (ZIF40W) £15.00 
18V DC Power supply (PSU010) £19.95 
Leads: Parallel (LDC136) £4.95 1 Serial 
(LDC441) £4.951 USB (LDC644) £2.95 

NEW! USB 'All-Flash' PIC Programmer 
USB PIC programmer for all 
'Flash' devices. No external 
power supply making it truly 
portable. Supplied with box and 
Windows Software. ZIF Socket 
and USB Plug A-B lead not incl. 
Kit Order Code: 3128KT - £34.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3128 - £44.95 

Enhanced "PICALL" ISP PIC Programmer 
Will program virtually ALL 8 
to 40 pin PICs plus a range 
of ATMEL AVR, SCENIX 
SX and EEPROM 24C de
vices. Also supports In Sys

tem Programming (ISP) for PIC and ATMEL 
AVRs. Free software. Blank chip auto detect 
for super fast bulk programming. Available in 
assembled format with ZIF socket only. 
Assembled Order Code: AS3144ZIF - £64.95 

ATMEL 89xxxx Programmer 
Uses serial port and any 
standard terminal comms 
program. 4 LED's display 
the status. ZIF sockets 
not included. Supply: 16-18VDC. 
Kit Order Code: 3123KT - £29.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3123 - £34.95 

NEW! USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer 
USB/Serial connection. Header 
cable for ICSP. Free Windows 
software. See website for PICs 
supported . ZIF Socket/USB Plug 

""'_,_ A-B lead extra. Supply: 18VDC. 
Kit Order Code: 3149CKT - £34.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3149C - £49.95 
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Comment 

Learning through light exercise 

11
e Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MI1) has stumbled upon a 
project that, it says, it has taken the 
world by storm. FabLab (Fabrication 

Laboratory rather than Fabulous Lab) is a suite 
of off-the-shelf, industrial-grade fabrication and 
electronics tools, wrapped in open source 
software and programs written by researchers 
at the Center for Bits and Atoms at the MIT. 

According to MIT's director of Bits and 
Atoms - Dr Neil Gershenfeld, who was recently 
visiting the UK, the project has proven the 
sequence of 'empowerment ~ education ~ 
problem solving ~ job creation ~ invention' 
over and over again, wherever the FabLab 
concept has been adopted. And it has! The 
tools have been used to create a "muffled 
scream box" in the US, a domestic animals 
herd 'supervisor' in the Alps, a milk 'tester' in 
India and for solar power generation in Ghana 
among others. 

On FabLab's website, the concept has 
been described as being able to "give users 
around the world the ability to locally concep
tualise, design, develop, fabricate and test 
almost anything. Since local communities 
themselves foster innovation, it can lead to 
sustainable solutions. We believe FabLabs will 
provide a thriving incubator for local micro
businesses. " 

Dr Gershenfeld talked fervently of this pro
ject, even though to his UK audience it 
appeared no more than a technically souped
up, wider-reaching Blue Peter. However, one 
interesting aspect is the project's result, which 
is bringing electronics to the masses - and the 
non-technical crowd at that. Most of the takers 
seem to be in the developing countries rather 
than the western world, which had prompted 
an industry observer to say that students here 
are dropping off engineering courses because 

"we are boring them" (instead of, what, giving 
them FabLab?). 

This comment leads us nicely into the sub
ject of "what's wrong with the engineering 
courses". I don't think students in the western 
world universities and colleges are bored but, 
rather, ground to death. When I was at univer
sity doing my electronic engineering degree, 
we could have easily done with a 36-hour day 
to complete all of our lectures, projects and 
home study. Our fellow students in geography 
and political sciences, on the other hand, man
aged to fit all of this in, plus a few beers at the 
local pub, organise a march or two at the stu
dents' union - in less than twelve hours, as 
well as have a social life to the envy of Tara 
Palmer-Tomkinson. 

We - the engineering crowd - just kept on 
studying, and to what benefits? Engineering is 
still not as recognised as some other disci
plines, funnily enough, including the extremely 
woolly "science" of politics. And it is so much 
easier to gain a degree just about in any disci
pline (bar a couple) than in engineering. A top 
boss in a big engineering firm is more likely to 
be a former economics or business graduate 
than engineering one. Engineering is still not as 
well paid as some other professions and cer
tainly it does not command as high a status in 
society. 

So, maybe the right road to attracting stu
dents to engineering in the western world 
would be not necessarily with FabLab and 
similar 'fun' concepts, but with simplified 
courses, raised profile of the discipline in 
society, better rewards (salaries and other ben
efits) as well as a wider recognition of well
known engineering individuals - and that 
should be just the beginning. 

Svetlana Josifovska 
Editor 
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THERE IS INTERESTING NEWS 
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The Handyscope 3 is a powerful and versatile two channel measuring 
instrument with an integrated function generator. 
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o USB 2.0 connection (USB 1.1 compatible) 
o sample speed up to 100 MHz per channel 
o 8 to 16 bit resolution (6 ,uVolt resolution) 
o 50 M Hz bandwidth 
o input sensitivity from 200 mVolt up to 80 Volt 
o large memory up to 131060 samples per channel 
o four integrated measuring devices 
o spectrum analyser with a dynamic range of 95 dB 
o fast transient recorder up to 10kHz 
o several trigger features 
o auto start/stop triggering 
o auto disk function up to 1000 files 
o auto setup for amplitude axis and time base 
o auto trigger level and hysteresis setting 
o cursor measurements with 21 read-outs 
o very extensive function generator (AWG) 0-2 MHz, 0-12 Volt 
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for more information, demo software, software, source code and DLL's visit our internet page: http://www.t iepie.nl 
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28, Stephenson Road, St. Ives 

Cambridgeshire, PE17 3WJ, UK 
Tel: 01480-460028 

Fax: 01480-460340 

© Copyright 2002 TiePie engineeling, All rights reserved. 



MicroStenciJ from Scotland has 
created a new type of electro
fonned stencil that will allow the 
fabrication of sub-1 00 micron 
aperbJre pitch with very good 
quality. The product has the 
potential to deliver considerable 
advantages in the field of intercon
necting technology and offers 
particular benefits in screen
printing for wafer bumping and 
chip bonding. 

Q 

The market for MEMS 
(MicroElectroMechanical Systems) 
will grow at a Compound Annual 
Growth Rate (CAGR) of up to 2()01o 
to nearty six billion units in 2009, 
reports market research finn In
Stat Funding for MEMS companies 
increased by 43.9% in 2004 versus 
2003, as the market continued to 
show strong sales. Year-over-year 
total MEMS revenues were up 32% 
from 2003 to 2004. "There was 
strong growth in 2004 as Texas 
Insbuments moved into the 
number one position in tenns of 
revenue with $88Om in sales of its 
DLP device," said Frank Dickson, 
In-Stat analyst 

Q 

Fujitsu has started to sell its new 
service robot dubbed enon. This is 
seen as an advanced practical
use, service robot for providing 
guidance, escorting guests, 
transporting objects and security 
patrolling. It is light in weight, 
small in size and has many safety 
features. For example, enon can 
detect when people stand in front 
of it The robot offers voice and 
visual communication. It is a result 
of the collaboration between 
Fujitsu Laboratories and Fujitsu 
Frontech. 

Q 

Semiconductor developer Renesas 
Technology announced that it will 
start working with the China 
Automotive Technology and 
Research Centre (CAT ARC) to 
boost the development of electron
ics technology for the Chinese 
automotive industry. Renesas will 
contribute by providing appropri
ate microcomputers and technical 
support for automotive systems 
developed by CATARC. 
Renesas provides microcomputer
based system solutions for car 
audio, dashboard, body control 
and car navigation systems. 

Technology 

Industry expects cautious 
moves to 40Gbitls 
Tn0ugh only a small number 
I of 40Gbitls systems have 

been deployed, and those that 
have are experimental, the 
industry is quietly confident 
that this will be rolled out on a 
mass scale, the only question 
is when. 

As such, a number of 
companies are introducing 
products or at least planning 
upgrades up to 40Gbitls. 
Some of these were on show 
at ECOC, the largest fibreoptic 
communications event in 
Europe, that took place in 
Glasgow this year. 

Southern Photonics, which 
makes equipment for use in 
research and development 
laboratories, has seen a 
growing demand for products 
that work with 40Gbitls. 

"For a while, people were 
saying 40Gbitls would never 
see the light of day," said John 
Harvey, CEO at Southern 
Photonics. "Now people say it 
will happen, they just don't 
know when the telcos are 
going to invest in the 
infrastructure." 

T erasea, which makes 
transponders for optical fibre 
systems, will have its 10Gbitls 
system on show but is not 
expecting to have a 40Gbitls 

product out until next year. 
"The reason we are not 
pushing hard is because we 
don't see a real 40Gbitls 
market today," said Haim 
Laufer, Terasea's VP for sales 
and marketing. "Some 
providers say they can do 
40Gbitls but when we ask the 
telcos they say it will be two to 
three years, and they were 
saying that three years ago." 

One company that has taken 
the plunge is the Centre for 
Integrated Photonics (CIP), 
which will have on show an all
optical 2R regenerator for 
optical networking up to 
40Gbitls. It is using a 
technique on its optical circuit 
board called passive alignment 
to keep the cost down. 

Most equivalent optical 
components use active 
alignment where the fibre 

waveguide is moved around in 
front of the semiconductor 
optical amplifier chip until there 
is sufficient coupling, and then 
it is welded in place. "This is 
an expensive process, but 
most are done that way," said 
David Smith, chief technical 
officer at CIP. "It is very labour 
intensive." 

CIP uses lithography to 
ensure correct position of the 
waveguide and to build a stop 
against which the chip can be 
pushed. This claims CIP gives 
accuracy to within one micron. 

"Our product would be 
almost impossible to make 
using active alignment," said 
Smith. "This is for 40Gbitls 
systems; 40Gbitls is just 
starting to appear for actual 
operation. People are starting 
to get interested in the high 
speeds." 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Crystal gro\Nth speeds s\Nitching 

Adramatic reduction in the 
speed of optical switch

es has been made possible 
by growing a (Pb,La)(Zr,Ti)03 
(known as PLZT) crystal on 
an Nb-doped semiconductor 
substrate. 

This technology has let 
Nozomi Photonics build a 
one-input, eight-output 

optical switch the size of a 
credit card that can achieve 
a rise and fall time below 
1 Ons. This compares with 
optical MEMS that go down 
to about 5ms. The switch 
was launched at ECOC. 

"It is suitable for applica
tions such as optical packet 
switching and switched 

delay lines," said Jerome 
Prieur, sales and marketing 
director. 

The PLZT crystal has a 
high refractive index and 
electro-optical coefficient, 
and is insensitive to 
polarisation, the combination 
of which gives it its high 
speed. 
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Technology 

Beatnik's audio engine goes off 
the beaten track 
."e audio side of the mobile 
I phone handset has not 

been fully exploited by service 
providers, but its time will come 
soon. So says Jeremy Copp, 
chief sales officer of Beatnik, a 
supplier of audio software. 

"Today all is focused on 
video. But just imagine the ser
vices you can offer with an 
audio engine embedded in the 
phone. Services like richer mul
timedia messaging and digital 
samples - where you can 
attach a sound clipping or voice 
before forwarding it on to 
someone else; 3D audio; adver
tising - where a sound byte will 
follow a video clip; gaming -
where the sound mimics the 
pace of the game; and so much 
more," said Copp. 

Beatnik's audio engine - the 
mobileBAE - is available for 
licensing and key handset sup
pliers, like Nokia, Motorola and 
Sony Ericsson, and chipmakers 
like Texas Instruments and 
Freescale, are existing licensees . 

"There are 700 
million mobile 
phones 
shipped this 
year, 70% of 
their manufac
turers are our 
lincensees, " 
said Copp. 

-- - - - -1 
~------------~I _ ~f~a~ _ ~--------------~ 

The engine's 
program code 
size is config
urable from 
160kB to a 
maximum of 
400kB. It takes 
less than 
1 MHz of pro
cessing power 
for a poly-
phonic voice. It is architecture
agnostic, so it can be used with 
any microprocessor and sup
ported with any acceleration 
device, like a DSP for example. 

The BAE incorporates a syn
thesiser, mixer, sample rate 
converter, linear audio player 
and support for MIDI, SP-MIDI, 

., 
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XMF, RMF and WAV file for
mats. The synthesiser relies on 
configurable wavetables (to 
300kB) and offers 8-48kHz 
sampling rates. 

"Anyone can write an engine 
for a PC, where there's lots of 
memory and processing power 
available. It's a lot tougher to 

Ro nderer I Mixer 

... 
I Output/Speake, 

mobileBAR's data flow model 

make it run in a resource-con
strained device," said Copp. 

Beatnik has only 17 
employees today, of which 12 
are software developers and 
technical support. Despite 
that, the ambition for the firm is 
to "be in every mobile phone in 
the world", says Copp. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Single molecule is enough to be a transistor 

Single atom's effects on a 
molecule prove g round -braking 

Ateam of researchers at the 
University of Liverpool has 

confirmed the theory that a 

molecule can act as a transis
tor. They created a prototype 
capable of demonstrating that 
a single charged atom on a 
silicon surface can regulate the 
conductivity of a nearby 
molecule. 

This is seen as a break
through in molecular electronics 
as it paves the way for much 
smaller transistors without 
having to involve expensive 
lithography equipment. It also 
allows for electronic devices to 
be devised from materials other 
than silicon. 

The team's setup revolved 
around the electrostatic field of 
a single atom. By manipulating 

this field, the team regulated 
the conductivity of the 
molecule, allowing electric cur
rent to flow through it. The 
effects were easily observed at 
room temperature in contrast 
to previous molecular experi
ments, which had to be con
ducted at temperatures closer 
to absolute zero and rendered 
much smaller currents. 

The University of Liverpool's 
team of researchers was led 
by Dr Werner Hofer and also 
worked in collaboration with 
the University of Alberta in the 
US and the National Research 
Council's Institute for 
Nanotechnology in Canada. 

"Our experiments demonstrate 
that we can control the current 
through a single molecule by 
charging a single atom on a sil
icon surface, while all sur
rounding atoms remain neu
tral," said Dr Hofer. 
"Computers and other tech
nologies based on this con
cept would require much less 
energy to power, produce 
much less heat and run much 
faster. Hence, they would be 
cheaper and more efficient 
than current devices and have 
the potential to power green 
technology because of the 
biodegradable nature of the 
device." 
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Technology 

European universities need technology 
and motivation to compete 
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New, advanced, pulse current-voltage instrument from Keithley 

Klaus Leutbecher, India and China in getting 
Germany-based sales funding and research work. 

and marketing director for "There's less funding avail-
Europe at Keithley able to universities [from gov-
Instruments says that ernments], so universities go 
Western European universi- out and look for industrial part-
ties need to "get their act ners. But, the industry goes 
together" if they were not to out to places like China and 
lose out to universities from India where students are 

equally educated, highly moti
vated and work for a tenth of 
the western salaries," he told 
Electronics World. 

"Universities in Western 
Europe have to be become 
more aggressive in adopting 
technology and motivate their 
students. They have to gen
erate awareness that they 
[Western countries' students] 
are not alone and that they 
are competing with India. 
They have to get their act 
together." 

Leutbecher suggests that 
Western European govern
ments also help out in this 
quest by keeping local elec
tronics industry alive through 
better directed funding and 
benefits promotion. "The ben
efits [technological advan
tages] we have today will 
slowly erode. We need to 
aggressively promote our 
advantages: we are closer to 
technology and we still have 
capital. But we [also] need to 
take away [subsidies] from 
fishing and agriculture and 
direct it into R&D [for the elec-

tronics industry]," said 
Leutbecher. 

"We cannot compete on 
reducing our salaries but by 
deploying advantageous tech
nologies we can boost produc
tivity by a factor of 10." 

Keithley Instruments prides 
itself on being at the cutting 
edge of technology. It recently 
launched the compact-form 
4200 model pUlse-current 
voltage (PIV) instrument aimed 
at researchers, engineers and 
designers working on leading
edge semiconductors and 
processes. 

The evolution of semicon
ductor technology is already 
beginning to demand new 
measurement techniques 
beyond DC source-measure to 
completely characterise new 
materials and devices. Pulse is 
essential for devices with 
isothermal limitations (SOl 
devices, FinFETs, Power FETs) 
to avoid self-heating, charge 
trapping and charge pumping 
for high k gate dielectrics and 
AC stress for device reliability 
among others . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

New 'hump' for Makimoto's Wave 
The next twelve years will 
I give rise to automated 

system-on-a-chip (SoC) and 
system-in-package (SiP) 
technologies in semiconduc
tor manufacture, according to 
Dr Tsugio Makimoto, a 
corporate advisor to 
Japanese electronics giant 
Sony and the creator of 
Makimoto's Wave. 

"The next wave - from 2007 
to 2017 - is automated 
SoC/SiP, based on maskless 
technology, JISSO technology 

and new design methodolo
gies," Dr Makimoto told 
Electronics World. "This leads 
to configurable structured 
eASICs, differentiated by one 
mask only and are NRE [non
recurring expenses] free. And 
this is just the beginning. All 
the major processes have to 
be automated and human 
intervention minimised. 
Devices specific to an area -
automotive, consumer elec
tronics etc - will be automated, 
but not so generic [outside 

Standardisation 

Customisation 

their field]." 
"This is a challenge not just 

for the semiconductor people 
but all engineers in all fields," 
he added. 

JISSO technology is a single 
word that in Japanese 

Makimoto's Wave 

2007 
I 

AUlomaled, Year 
SoC/SIP 

describes a complete solution 
for interconnecting, assembly, 
packaging, mounting and 
integrated system design. It is 
based on a thorough integra
tion of SoC, SiP and system
on-board (S08). 
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Technology 

Silicon Laboratories launches 
"revolutionary" oscillators 

US firm Silicon 
Laboratories claims it has 

devised a "revolutionary" 
method for manufacturing 
frequency control devices 
and it's using this method to 
deliver the first in a series of 
VCXOs - including a quad 
frequency oscillator. 

Instead of building the 
oscillator and then tuning it in 
several steps, as in traditional 
methods - which adds to 
delivery lead times, the com
pany is taking an oscillator 
and then adding a circuit to it 
that will tune it to the best 
frequency margins. This cir
cuit uses digital signal pro
cessing, based on a Silicon 
Laboratories proprietary 
architecture optimised for fil
tering functions, as well as 
converters to get the best 
results. 

"We assume the oscillators 

Fixed 
Low Frequency 

Crystal 

Control 
Voltage (V cl 

start out with a certain fre
quency, so the circuit deter
mines the frequency offset 
(from the final wanted fre
quency) and takes it out [filters 
it] by programming for it," said 
Mike Petrowski, marketing 
director at Silicon Laboratories. 
"Today, this [oscillator manu
facture] is very much a built-to
order business and what we 
are offering is revolutionary. 
We moved the value of the 
machining of the [traditional] 
oscillator into the IC. We've 
eliminated the bulk of a 12-
step [traditional] process. What 
we offer is pre-produced 
batches of devices that cus
tomers can choose from." 

In addition, Silicon 
Laboratories's circuit elimi
nates the accuracy and sta
bility problems typically asso
ciated with the aging of the 
resonator structures in 

DSPLL -based oscillator technology from Silicon Laboratories 

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) 
oscillators. "Our devices can 
be optimised for aging," con
firmed Petrowski. 

For its Si530/Si550 devices, 
the firm quotes yearly aging 
of 1 ppm, accuracy of 1 ppm 
and tuning linearity of less 
than 5% BSL, which is 10 
times better for accuracy, five 
times better for aging and 
three times better for tuning 
linearity than in inverted Mesa 
devices (XONCXO). 

Petrowski says that Silicon 
Labs's 10-year involvement in 
PLLs and expertise in CMOS 
processes has led to come 
up with such a novel 
approach to making oscilla
tors. 

One of the first devices that 
the firm is introducing is a 
single-output, four different 
frequencies (up to 1.4GHz) 
oscillator. 

Clock Output 
(10 MHz-1.4 GHz) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Georgia Tech researchers 
have developed a nanohelical 
structure that could provide 
engineers with a new building 
block for creating nanometer
scale sensors, transducers, 
resonators and other devices 
that rely on electromechanical 
coupling. It is based on a 
superlattice composed of 
alternating single-crystal 

"stripes" just a few nanome
ters wide. As such, the 
"nanohelix" structure is part 
of a family of nanobelts - tiny 
ribbon-like structures with 
semiconducting and piezo
electric properties - that were 
first reported in 2001. 

A team of chemists from 
the University of Edinburgh is 

one of the first to manipulate 
nanoscale machines (two 
millionths of a millimetre high) 
to move an object that is 
visible to the naked eye. The 
breakthrough will offer great 
advantages in laser technolo
gy applications, where for 
example, people will be able 
to move objects 'remotely' 
with laser pointers. 

Fault Finding 
CAUTION: These tips are 
based on experience with 
high power, high vottage 
electronic equipment. 

~~ Switch off the equipment. 

~~ Use the fire extinguisher. 

~~ Don't touch anything. 

~~ Make a cup of tea. 

~~ Sit down. 

~~ Get out the equipment handbook. 

~~ Analyse what was happening 
immediately before the fault. 

~~ From 7 & 8 narrow down the 
area of the fault and possible 
cause. 

~~ Open up and replace damaged 
components. 

~~ Switcll on carefully. 

These month's Top Ten Tips were 
supplied by Chris G Gardiner from 
the UK. He says: liOn so many 
occasions, I have seen people fol/ow 
the sequence 1, 2, 9 in their panic to 
get the equipment working again,' as a 
result they have destroyed clues to the 
fault and taken longer to complete the 
repair than if they had first enjoyed 
their tea." 

If you'd like to send us your top five 
or top ten tips on any subject you 
like, please write to the Editor at 

EWadmin@nexusmedia.com 
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Rechargeable batteries with solder tags. 
NIMH NICAD 
AA 2000mah ...................... £2.82 AA 650mah ........................ £1 .41 
C4Ah .................................. £4.70 C 2.5A ................................ £3.60 
D9Ah .................................. £7.60 D 4Ah ................................. £4.95 
PP3 150mah ...................... £4.95 

Instrument case with edge connector and 
screw terminals 
Size 112mm x 52mm x 1 05mm tall. 
This box consists of a cream base with a PCB slot, a cover plate to 
protect your circuit, a black lid with a 12 way edge connector and 12 
screw terminals built in (8mm pitch) and 2 screws to hold the lid on. 
The cream bases have minor marks from dust and handling. 
Price £2.00 + VAT (= £2.35) for a sample or £44.00 + VAT (= £51.70) 
for a box. 

866 battery pack originally intended to be used 
with an orbitel mobile telephone it contains 10 
1.6Ah sub C batteries (42x22dia the size usually 
used in cordless screwdrivers etc.) the pack is 
new and unused and can be broken open quite 
easily £6.46 + VAT = £8.77 

Please add £1.66 + VAT = £1.95 postage and packing per order. 
JPG ELECTRONICS 

Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield S40 2RB 
Tel: 01246 211202 Fax: 01246 550959 

www.jpgelectronics.com 
MastercardNisa/Switch 

Callers welcome 9.30am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday 
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... in softvvare design 

Paul Hollingsworth advises software developers to throwaway 
the concept of system design and use the data assets that 
already exist 

O
ver the last forty years, 
software design and 
development has had 
many evolutionary steps 
but no revolutions, until 

now. In that time, we've witnessed - or 
driven - many changes. For example, 
from structured, procedural coding to 
object orientation, from server-only UI 
(user interface) to client-server 

architectures, someone else can have 
the trouble of integrating. Of course, in 
some industries such as defence, 
designers often have the lUXUry of 
having an end-to-end scope, but for 
most of us in the commercial world and, 
especially those of us building commer
cial of the shelf (COTS) products, we 
have no idea of the final completed 

and the introduction of thin 
clients and application servers, 
from flat files to RDBMS 
(Relational Data Base 
Management System) and 
OODBs (Object Oriented Data 

" In some industries, designers often have 
the luxury of having an end-to-end 

scope, but most of us in the commercial 
world have no idea of the final 

completed architecture " 
Bases). In the world of integra-
tion we've seen lots of change over the 
years including transaction manage
ment systems, EAI (Enterprise 
Application Integration) and xml. But 
without exception, these developments 
have all been step changes; fundamen
tally, we've not changed the way we 
design and develop software systems. 

Back in the 'bad old' days, we used to 
define scope in terms of function. As the 
designer built lower level detailed func
tional models, the data required to sup
port the function was identified. By the 
end of the 70s, or certainly by the mid 
80s, most designers had changed 
around and either developed their data 
models first or, at least, as an equal 
partner to the functional model. Today, 
we're still generally doing exactly the 
same. This mind-set works on the 
premise that we have a fixed scope of 
function and data interest and that in 
order to deliver complete end-to-end 

10 
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architecture. 
I believe that the concept of software 

we all have in our heads is: a set of 
functions with an associated local data 
store and with Application Programming 
Interfaces (APls) provided to integrate 
with other systems. End-to-end archi
tectures are built from islands of func
tion and data (usually centred on an 
RDBMS or 00 data store), which are 
integrated by a 'lucky' designer. 

So, why should we change this way of 
thinking and of building island applica
tions? After all, there is a cart full of 
technology to help integrators link sys
tems together. What is the problem with 
continuing to build new functions 
around a local database? Well, it is clear 
to most large organisations that they've 
got enough - or rather too many -
databases. Across many industries the 
direction is to reduce cost and increase 
agility and this requires reducing the 

number of databases in the enterprise 
(or corporate) architecture. 

This is where the first software devel
opment revolution that I've witnessed 
comes in and it is remarkably simple: All 
the data that you need already exists 
and is in an application that is acces
sible to you as a designer. We must 
stop developing systems around a sep
arate new database and start to build 
applications that use the existing assets 
of the enterprise that your system will 
be working in. 

This is not so simple, otherwise we'd 
have had this idea before - and made it 
work. Some of the problems that face 
us are: the performance and scalability 
of APls to get the data, the vast varia
tion of data schemas and structures 
that hold the data and the management 
of data state. However, there are tools 
available to you that resolve most of 
these problems. There are a growing 
number of revolutionary companies 
building conceptually new software 
based upon this simple but radical shift 
of design. 

The old king has not yet been over
thrown but the revolution has started 
and is gaining momentum. So throw 
away your concept of a system design, 
start using the data assets that already 
exist and join the revolution. 

Paul Hollingsworth is Director of mar
keting at Celona Technologies, a radical 
software company in the product port
folio management arena. 
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SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS 
Test and Measurement Solutions 

8 Port RS232/RS422/RS485 model 
£350 

OS 1 M 12 Oscilloscope / Oatalogger 
2 1MS/s Input Channels + waveform 
generator output 

USB-16COM-RM 
16 Port USB Serial Server Rack 
Mount with Internal PSU 

£265 

PCI-BOOl 
8 Port PCI RS232 Serial card 
£150 (including cables) 
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Focus 

Mobile phones 
for all 

By ~ohn Walko 

F
OCUs on just the basics - voice and maybe text mes-
saging. That is the key to a hugely promising business Old platform 

emerging for electronic component makers, mobile 
phone network operators and manufacturers, and, per
haps most importantly, for the millions of people in 

developing countries that don't yet have, or cannot afford, the 
convenience of mobile telephony. 

Making wireless more affordable is an admirable aim. There 
are considerable challenges to meeting the target and not just 
for the many semiconductor and electronic component makers, 
such as Infineon Technologies, Texas Instruments (TI), Freescale 
Semiconductors, Philips Semiconductors. All of them have 
started targeting what is becoming known as the 'Ultra Low 
Cost' handset sector. 

At the other end of the supply chain are the handset designers 
and makers - from small design groups, many based in the Far summit' then set up a working group to devise a specification for 
East, to large Tier 1 handset suppliers such as Motorola and such low cost handsets. Tenders were issued and this resulted 
Nokia. They have the technical challenges and, yet, the handset is in further dialogue with 18 different handset vendors. 
just one part of the equation. Service providers, especially in the Motorola is already making the handsets at factories in the Far 
developing markets, will have to work on significantly lower cost, East and says it is on track to meet the initial six million handsets 
simpler-to-manage infrastructure gear and cost of ownership shipped target. "The key to success in this high growth market is 
regimes than are common in developed markets, not to mention achieving economies of scale - in procurement, testing, manu-
imaginative tariff structures. And regulators and governments will facturing and distribution so as to get the most appropriate 
have a crucial role to play for this to take off by devising equally handsets into the hands of the needy customers at realistic 
imaginative methods for spectrum access and tax regimes. prices," said David Taylor, Motorola's director of strategy, high 

In the middle of this chain and very much driving the ultra low growth markets for India, South East Asia and Africa. Taylor was 
cost initiative, also known as they the Emerging Markets talking to Electronics World just days after relocating from the 
Handset initiative, is the GSM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• UK to India to spearhead the 

Association. At the core of this is II The price of the handset is only one hurdle. We are handset maker's efforts. 
the reality that even though 80% also pushing hard for further positive changes that He admits margins can be 
of the world's population has wire- can be effected by governments " tough to achieve, "but we are in 
less coverage, or an estimated 1.4 business to make money, and this 
billion GSM users this represents Rob Conway, Chief Executive, GSMA is a commercial business". And 
only 25% of the potential. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• while he is very supportive of the 

The Association announced the first results of the initiative at GSMA initiatives, Taylor asserts "we have been selling ultra low 
this year's 3GSM exhibition and conference, held in Cannes, cost handsets and will continue to do, even without their wel-
France, when it revealed Motorola had won the first round of come moves." 
contracts to supply sub-$40 (ex-factory) phones based on its The GSMA announced a follow-up tender in July to attract 
C114 platform. The aim is to make six million of the handsets more handset makers and cover more emerging markets. The 
for eight operators serving countries such as Bangladesh, winner of this was due to be announced in late September, with 
India, Malaysia, the Philippines, Turkey and Russia. handsets, this time priced below $30, scheduled to start produc-

A year earlier, the GSMA brought together a group of its oper- tion from the first quarter of 2006. 
ator members that serve developing markets to create critical The second phase also projects six million handsets to be 
mass through a special procurement initiative. This 'leadership sold within the first six months. "We are very satisfied with the 
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K units Ultra low-cost phones - highest G8M growth rate in low cost segment 
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Entry phone segment 
address 450/0 of total 
handset market 

New 'ultra low-cost' 
market segment 
expected to emerge in 
the entry segment, 
reaching more than 
150 million units in 
2010 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

• Ultra-Low • Entry • Mid [] High 0 Ultra-High I Premium 
< $50 $50 -<125 $125 -<190 $190 -<300 > $300 

Source: Strategy Analytics, February 2005 

way this aspect of the emerging handsets market initiative is 
proceeding and it is great to see such companies as Texas 
Instruments, Infineon and Philips take up the challenge and 
come up with system solutions at the necessary cost levels," 
Ben Soppitt, who heads the imitative at the GSMA, told 
Electronics World . "We have established that by pooling their 
resources and thus bargaining power, emerging operators can 
get more attention from the handset makers, who seem more 
than willing to service the estimated additional 1 00 to 150 million 
customers, provided affordability can be met," he added. 

The Association is now beginning to focus more on lobbying 
governments to reduce taxes on handsets and services. As 
Soppitt points out, there is little point in eking out a few dollars 
from the cost of the handset, if governments continue to believe 
that taxing mobile services can be a cash cow. 

As his boss at the GSMA, chief executive Rob Conway, 
acknowledged recently: "The price of the handset is only one 
hurdle. We are also pushing hard for further positive changes 
that can be effected by governments, such as more flexible reg
ulatory decisions and a more favourable approach to taxation". 
Conway added the Association is also encouraging "innovative 
payment mechanisms that could further positively reduce the 
barriers to ownership". 

In fact, many believe service may be a bigger issue than 
handset costs. The magic number may not be the $30 or even 
$20 handset, but the $5-a-month service fee. Some operators in 
Asia and Africa are lowering the bar for selling blocks of minutes 
in prepaid cards. Schemes are also appearing that allow one 
person to buy a set amount of credit and then resell smaller 

Copyrighl ~ I..,,,,,,, Technologies 2005. AI rights reserved 

blocks of time to others. In some markets we are seeing remov
able SIM cards so that several users may share a single, low
cost cell phone. 

But just how low could the cost of handsets go? If the compo
nent suppliers are right, quite a lot lower. Product analysis firm 
Portelligent from Austin, Texas, recently surveyed its customers 
in the wireless and electronic component sectors, and found that 
80% of the chip- and handset makers surveyed thought they 
could get to a $25 complete bill of materials (BOM) for a finished 
handset by the first quarter of 2007. Fifty-one percent said they 
could do it by early 2006. 

The breakdown of component costs for such a phone, which 
would be capable of voice and texting, is shown in the table on 
these pages. In addition to electronic and mechanical compo
nents, the BOM includes a basic battery, monochrome LCD and 
the cost of final testing and manufacture as well as packaging. 
"All the pieces are in place for this to become reality, and with 
big players like Freescale, Tl, Infineon and Philips seemingly 
committed, the mid-2006 target seems achievable," said David 
Carey, president of Portelligent. 

According to the survey, the digital logic is one of the least 
troublesome factors in hitting the $25 phone, said Portelligent's 
Carey, especially as the baseband will increasingly fold in more 
analogue and other capabilities. 

The display, on the other hand, is one of the trickier compo
nents to reduce in cost. It would have to be cut from an esti
mated $2.50 bargain-basement price today, for a 96 x 64 pixel 
monochrome dot-matrix LCD with icon capabilities, to an esti
mated $1 calculator-like LCD in the $25 phone. 
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The most troublesome unknown costs in the equation are 
those related to software and intellectual property (IP). "Those 

companies that have GSM IP and easy access to embedded 
software and real-time operating systems will have no problems; 
those that have to buy this in will struggle," said Carey. 

Thus, he and other executives believe it is the major phone 
suppliers who stand the best chance, because of established 

supply chain mechanisms and existing relationships with com
ponent and platform suppliers. "Motorola is close to Freescale, 

Nokia has long standing relationships with TI, and Samsung is a 
known user of Philips's Nexperia platforms," notes Carey. Mind 
you, he cautions, Motorola opted for TI core devices in its C11 x 

platform in an attempt to get to market quickly. 
Integration at the chip and package level is one road to 

cheaper handsets. For example, TI recently announced digital 

RF processing technology that moves most of the RF function 
into digital processing on the baseband. Its 'single-chip' design 

is due to be used by, among others, Nokia for a range of entry
level handsets, including ultra low cost versions. 

However, there is healthy debate in the industry about whether 

a 'single chip' approach is the most appropriate here. Many 

emphasise that it is the overall silicon die area, not the number of 
packages, that determines chip costs. And they, of course, point 
out that even some of the most sophisticated solutions typically 
have external memory, power amplifiers and other components. 

Philips Semiconductors is even more ambitious on costs, 

touting a sub-$5 system solution that it believes can drive 
handset costs to nearer $20 ex-factory in the short term and $15 

by late 2008. "The core chip comprises the GSM baseband, 
power management and radio transmit/receive part, as well as 

the necessary protocol stacks, and this is already being sampled 
to numerous ODMs and some major Tier 1 handset makers," 
said Armand Guerin, marketing manager, cellular systems group 
at the Dutch chip group. "We are used to getting the most out of 

low cost manufacturing and testing as well as software optimisa
tion with our Nexperia platform, and we see this drive towards 
ever lower costs as an extension of that trend," added Guerin. 

Philips has just established a special group working on driving 
down costs at its facility in Shanghai, China. "We see huge 

design activity and opportunities for these low-cost platforms 
and handsets in that country," said Guerin. 

Infineon Technologies was one of the first to see the opportuni
ties and its platform is based on the company's successful E
GOLD radio and its monolithic integration and CMOS RF ex per-

tise. "We started chip design targeting this sector back in 2004 

and our parts are already designed in to a host of 'ultra low cost' 
models," said Horst Pratsch, vice president of product marketing 
for entry phones at the Infineon communications business group. 

The company expects phones based on its package to be 

available for volume production in the first half of 2006, costing 
around $20. The platform includes all electronic hardware and 

software for dual mode handsets complying with GSM900/1800 
and GSM900/1900 standards. "This whole business is about 
designing out costs, as well as ensuring easy manufacturability 

and very cost-efficient testing for volume runs. If you have 
achieved that in your hardware and software package, there are 
sufficient margins to be able to make a commercial business out 

of this," said Pratsch. 

Portelligent's estimates of bill of materials for voice and 
text onry handsets (S) 

Existing low end phone Ultra-low cost phone 

Digital baseband 

External memory (any type) 

Passives 

Additional RF components 
(inc. power amplifier, T xRx) 

Analoque ASICs 
(incl.uding power management device) 

Other (including VCO, crystal,switches) 

Enclosure 

PC board 

Monochrome LCD 

Battery (Typical 800mA) 

Embedded software and IP royalties 

Final test 

Factory assembly 

Accessories/packaging 

6 

3.50 

2 

3 

3 

2 

4.50 

2.50 

2.50 

3.50 

NlA 

1.50 

2.50 

6 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

N/A 
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FOR HORIZONTAL 1911 RACK MOUNTING 
WITH DIGITAL METER 

New for 2005 is the Olson Electronics 1I;tf/l(et~ range with 
20A rated digital ammeters in a 1911 1.5U high panel 

allowing you to monitor how many amps you are using 
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Fibre communicatlo 

In this paper Shobhit Sachdeva describes 
the nonlinear properties of fibre and their 
applications in global optical networks 

T
he wide development of fibre optic communication 
systems is a result of their large frequency bandwidth 
and low price. Fibre optical systems that are used 
today are realised for two technologies - one provides 
a possibility to get a low attenuation silicon fibre and 

another allows for a high-speed optical information transmission. 
Telecom fibre optical-signal transmissions are influenced by 

nonlinear optical effects, because small core diameters lead to 
significant light intensities, even at moderate signal powers. 
Nonlinear optical effects playa significant role in optical commu
nications, laser technology and optical information processing. 
The most important and used in communication systems are 
generation of harmonics, self-phase modulation of the laser 
beam, nonlinear absorption processes, stimulated Raman and 
Brillouin scattering. Complete optical fibre transmission systems 
are developed using nonlinear optical effects and optical ampli
fiers. Their application is growing but it's being limited by the 
cost factor. 

Nonlinear effects have become significant at high optical 
power levels and have become even more important since the 
development of the Erbium-Doped Fibre Amplifier (EDFA) and 
Wavelength Division Multiplexed (WDM) systems. These ampli
fiers can boost the power in a number of channels at different 
wavelengths simultaneously rather than having a separate 
repeater for each channel. This allows many more channels to 
be multiplexed into a single fibre than was economically viable 
with optoelectronic repeaters. Although the individual power in 
each channel may be below that needed to produce nonlineari
ties, the combined effects of all channels can quickly become 
significant. The combination of high total optical power and a 
large number of channels at closely spaced wavelengths is ideal 
for many kinds of nonlinear effects. 

Fibre non-linearities 
The response of any optical fibre to light becomes nonlinear for 
intense electromagnetic fields. The origin of a nonlinear response 
is related to non-harmonic motion of bound electrons under the 
influence of an applied electric field. The refractive index of silica, 
the major material of optical fibre, has a slight dependence on 
the intensity of the optical field. This dependence is known as 
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Impacts of 
stimulated R. 
fibre commu 
the optical Kerr effect. The general expression for the refractive 
index n of silica includes a constant term no, which is the inten
sity-independent refractive index and a power density depen
dent term n2!' where n2 is the Kerr coefficient known as second 
order refractive index: n=no+n2! 

Refractive index is a dimensionless parameter, optical power 
density is measured in Watts per square metre and, therefore, the 
second-order refractive index has units of square metre per Watt. 
Typical values of no and n2 are 1.5 and 2.5, 10-20m2/W, respec
tively. Silica has one of the lowest n2 of any optical material. It can 
easily be shown that high intensities are required to make the 
intensity-dependent term comparable to the constant one. 

In spite of this, appearance of nonlinear phenomena in single
or multi-channel communication systems is ·frequent. Actually, 
nonlinearities can occur at reasonable powers of few dBm in the 
fibre because of large distances and small effective core area. 

Multiplexing 
Telecommunications for local access has evolved slowly. 
Telephones, televisions, fax, the Internet and so on - the primary 
terminal types in today's access networks - have remained 
essentially unchanged in function and bandwidth for half a cen
tury or more. The lilTlited capacity of these terminals and the 
fixed nature of the services they support has allowed them to 
smoothly evolve into efficient carriers of their respective services. 

One key difficulty is that the most commonly installed fibre in 
local area networks does not support this bandwidth over dis
tances of 500 metres due to modal dispersion, which limits the 
effective bandwidth distance product. 

Wavelenght-Division Multiplexing (WDM) offers an attractive 
solution to increasing LAN bandwidth without disturbing the 
existing embedded fibre, which populates most buildings and 
campuses, and continues to be the cable of choice for the near 
future. By multiplexing several relatively coarsely spaced wave
lengths over a single, installed multi mode network, the aggregate 
bandwidth can be increased by the multiplexing factor. 

The 1 DOG bps channel mentioned in the previous section will 
be a combination of many lower-speed signals, since very few 
individual applications today use this high bandwidth. These 
lower-speed channels are multiplexed together in time to form a 
higher-speed channel. This Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) can 
be accomplished in the electrical or optical domain, with each 
lower-speed channel transmitting a bit (or allocation of bits 
known as a packet) in a given time slot and then waiting its turn 
to transmit another bit (or packet) after all the other channels 
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Figure 1: Several TOM channels with bit -interleaved multiplexing 

have had their opportunity to transmit (Figure 1). 
TDM is quite popular with today's electrical networks and is 

fairly straightforward to implement in an optical network at under 
1 OOGbps speeds. This scheme by itself cannot use the available 
bandwidth because it is limited by the speed of the time multi
plexing and de-multiplexing components. 

To exploit more of the fibre's THz bandwidth we seek solutions 
that complement or replace TDM. One obvious choice is WDM, 
in which several baseband-modulated channels are transmitted 
along a single fibre, but with each channel located at a different 
wavelength (Figure 2). Each of the N different wavelength lasers 
is operating at the slower Gbps speeds, but the aggregate 
system is transmitting at N times the individual laser speed, pro
viding a significant capacity enhancement. The WDM channels 
are separated in wavelength to avoid crosstalk when they are 
(de)multiplexed by a non-ideal optical fibre. The wavelengths can 
be individually routed through a network or individually recov
ered by wavelength-selective components. 

WDM allows the use of much of the fibre bandwidth, although 
various device, system and network issues will limit the utilisa
tion of the full fibre-bandwidth. Note that each WDM channel 
may contain a set of even slower time-multiplexed channels. 

Another method conceptually related to WDM is Sub-Carrier 
Multiplexing (SCM). Instead of directly modulating a THz optical 
carrier wave with 100s of Mbps of baseband data, the baseband 
data is modulated into a GHz sub-carrier wave that is subse
quently modulated into the THz optical carrier. 

Lasers 

t t t. 
AI 1.2 A3 Wavelength 

Couplf!'r 
Output 1<1ber 

Figure 2: Many WOM channels propagating in a single optical fibre 
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Four wave mixing 
Four-Wave Mixing (FWM) occurs when two or more frequencies 
of light propagate through an optical fibre together - a condition 
known as phase matching. Here, light is generated at new fre
quencies using optical power from the original signals. 
Generation of light through FWM has serious implications for the 
rapidly expanding telecommunications field of WDM. The gener
ation of new frequencies from two or three input signals is shown 
schematically in Figure 3. 

The equation that defines the frequency of a FWM product is 

wijk = Wi + Wj - Wk 

WDM systems send data through an optical fibre, using a 
number of channels, each with a designated frequency. If two or 
more channels interact with each other through FWM, optical 
power will be generated at new frequencies at the cost of 
reduced power in the original channels. This power loss makes it 
more difficult to correctly detect the digital data in these chan-

A 

co 132, C0312 COz21 

B 

Figure 3: Additional frequencies generated through FWM in the 
partially degenerate (a) and non-degenerate case (b) 
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nels, making errors more likely and reducing the information 
bandwidth of the system. 

However, four-wave mixing is not just a detrimental effect. 
Possible applications for FWM in fibre include: 
::0- High-speed, all-optical frequency conversion 

-- Dispersion compensation in long-haul optical fibre links 

:..- Distributed measurements of dispersion and nonlinear param
eters in fibres 

::.- Millimeter-wave generation for microcellular mobile communi
cations 

Stimulated Raman scattering 
It is an important nonlinear process that can turn optical fibres 
into broadband Raman amplifiers and tunable Raman lasers. It 
can also severely limit the performance of multi-channel light
wave systems by transferring energy from one channel to the 
neighbouring channels. 

The Raman Effect is when in any molecular medium sponta
neous Raman scattering can transfer a small fraction of power 
(typically 10-6) from one optical field to another field, whose fre
quency is downshifted, which is determined by the vibration 
mode of the medium. 

In quantum mechanics, it is described as scattering of a 
photon by one of the molecules to a lower frequency photon, 
while the molecules make transition to a higher energy state. 
Incident light acts as a pump for generating the frequency
shifted radiation called Stokes Wave. 

Raman gain spectrum 
With the help of Continuous Wave (CW) and quasi-CW condi
tions, the initial growth of the Stokes Wave is described by: 
dIsldz=gR*Ipfs, where I is the Stokes intensity, Ip is the pump 
intensity and gR is the Raman gain coefficient, which is related to 
cross-section of spontaneous Raman scattering. 

The Raman gain spectrum gR (Q), where Q represents a fre
quency difference between the pump and the Stokes Wave, is 
the most important quantity for describing Stimulated Raman 

Photon /crystal 
lattice vibration 

\ 

Figure 4: Ram an Effect 
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Scattering (SRS). It is basically measured for silica fibres. gR 
depends on composition of the fibre code, varying significantly 
with the use of different dopants. Figure 5 shows a graph repre
senting gR for fused silica as function of the frequency shift with 
pump wavelength Ap = If.-lm. 

The most significant feature of the Raman gain in silica fibres is 
that gR (Q) extends over a large frequency range (up to 40THz) 
with the broad peak located near 13THz. This behaviour is due 
to the non-crystalline nature of silica glass. 

For describing practically the process of SRS, consider a CW 
pump beam propagating inside a fibre at the optical frequency 
wp' If a probe beam at the frequency Ws is coincident with the 
pump at the fibre input, it will be amplified because of the Raman 
gain as long as the frequency difference Q = w p - Ws lies within 
the bandwidth of the Raman gain spectrum as shown in the 
graph. If only the pump beam is incident at the fibre input, spon
taneous Raman scattering acts as a probe and is amplified with 
propagation. Spontaneous SRS generates photons within the 
entire bandwidth of the Raman gain spectrum and all of the fre
quency components are amplified. However, the frequency 
components for which gR is maximum, builds up very quickly. In 
case of pure silica, gR is the maximum for the frequency compo
nent that is downshifted from the pump frequency by about 
13.2THz. When the pump power exceeds a threshold value, this 
component builds up almost exponentially. As a result, SRS 
leads to the generation of Stokes waves whose frequency is 
determined by the peak of the Raman gain. The corresponding 
frequency shift is called Raman shift or Stokes shift. 

Raman threshold 
The nonlinear interaction between the pump and the Stokes 
wave is used to find the Raman's threshold. In the CW case, this 
interaction is governed by the following set of equations: 

dI/dz = gR I pfs- a sls (1) 
dI/dz = -( wpgRlpf/ ws)- a p Ip (2) 

where as and ap account for fibre losses at the Stokes and pump 
frequencies. In the absence of losses: 
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d(Is/ws-Iplwp)/dz=O (3) 
This equation states that the total number of photons in the 

pump and the Stokes beams remains constant during SRS. 
Pump depletion can be neglected for the purpose of esti

mating the Raman's threshold: 
dIs/dz = gRIrf!xp(-apZ)Is - Is (4) 
Equation 2 can be solved if we neglect the first term on its right 

side that is responsible for pump depletion. By substituting the 
solution in Equation 1 we obtain: 

Ii L)=IiO )exp( gRIo Lef! -asL) (5) 
where 10 is the incident pump intensity at z=O. From Equation 4 
we can obtain: 

Lef! = [l-exp( -a!--)]I ap (6) 
where L is the fibre length and Equation 6 shows that, because 
of pump absorption, the effective interaction length is reduced 
from L to Lef! . 

Once tile Raman threshold is reached, the power is transferred 
from the pump to the Stokes rapidly except from fibre losses. 

Quasi-continuous SRS 
If the SRS is used taking pump pulses of widths in the range 1-
100ns, it gives rise to quasi-CW regime. It finds its application in 
single pass Raman generation, Raman fibre lasers and Raman 
fibre amplifiers. 
1 - Single pass Raman generation 
Higher order Stokes lines appear at higher pump powers when 
the Stokes power became large enough to pump next order 
Stokes line. 

The graph in Figure 6 indicates the optical spectrum at pump 
power of about 1 kW with 'five Stokes lines. Each successive 
Stokes line is broader than the preceding one. This broadening is 
due to nonlinear processes, which limits the total number of 
Stokes lines. Stokes lines up to 15th order have been generated 
in the visible region. 

Further to dissolve the spectral details of each Stokes line, e.g. 
the line shape of the first order Stokes line, which is generated 
by launching a 100 metre long fibre pump pulses of about 1 ns 
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Figure 7: (a) Stokes spectra at three pump powers and (b) varia
tions of peak powers with pump power 

duration, obtained from a mode-locked Argon's laser. 
The above graphs observe the spectra at three pump powers. 

They exhibit a broad peak at 13.2THz and a narrow peak at 
14.7THz. If pump power is increased, the peak power of the 
broad peak saturates while that of the narrow peak keeps 
increasing. 

The graphs show that SRS generates Stokes light across the 
entire 'frequency range of the Raman gain spectrum. After short 
length of fibre these weak signals are amplified with the appro
priate gain coefficient when more spontaneous light is added. 
At low pump power the observed Stokes spectrum looks like 
exp (gR(Q)) because of the exponential amplification process. 
As pump power is increased, the high frequency peak at 
440cm-1 and can pump the low frequency peak at 490cm-1 

through the Raman amplification process. The Stokes radiation 
generated through SRS is generally noisy because it builds up 
from spontaneous Raman scattering. Due to this, both the width 
and the energy of Stoke pulses exhibit shot to shot fluctuations, 
even when the pump pulses have constant width and energy. 
The relative noise level of pulse energy decreases rapidly as the 
peak power of pump pulses is increased beyond the Raman 
threshold. Just before the onset of the second Stokes line, the 
energy distribution of the first order Stokes pulse becomes con
siderably narrower with a nearly Gaussian shape. 
2 - Raman fibre lasers 
This is an important application of the SRS phenomenon. Such 
lasers can be tuned over a wide frequency range (1 OTHz). The 
diagrammatic representation is shown in Figure 8. 

A piece of single mode fibre is placed inside a Fabry-Perot 
cavity, formed by two partially reflecting mirrors M1 and 1\112. The 
cavity provides wavelength selective feedback for the Stokes 
light, generated inside the fibre through SRS. An intracavity 
prism allows tuning of the laser wavelength by dispersing various 
Stokes wavelengths spatially, each of which can be selected by 
turning the mirror M2. The laser threshold corresponds to the 
pump power at which Raman amplification during a round trip is 
large enough to balance cavity losses, consisting mainly of the 
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Figure 8: Schematic illustration of a tunable Raman laser. M irrors M1 
and M2 form a Fabry-Perot cavity 

transmission loss at the mirrors and coupling losses at the two 
ends of the fibre. If we assume a typical value of 1 OdB for the 
round trip loss, the threshold condition is: 

G = exp( 2gRPO Lef!1 Aef! ) = 10 
where Lef! is given by Equation 6 in Raman threshold. The 
threshold pump power for a Raman laser is lower by at least one 
order of magnitude than that of single pass SRS. The threshold 
power is inversely proportional to the fibre length. The use of an 
intracavity prism allows tuning of the laser wavelength over a 
range of about 10nm. 

At high pump powers, higher order Stokes wavelengths are 
generated inside the fibre. These are dispersed spatially by the 
intracavity prism. By adding separate mirrors for each Stokes 
beam, such a Raman laser can be operated at several wave
lengths simultaneously, each of which can be independently 
tuned by turning the cavity mirror. 

Even a ring cavity configuration was used to generate five 
orders of tunable Stokes band. Raman lasers have been oper
ated in the infrared region from 1.1-1.6!-.lm, which is a useful 
region for optical fibre communication. 

When the Raman laser is pumped, each Raman pulse after 
one round-trip should be properly synchronised with one of the 
succeeding pump pulses. This synchronisation is achieved easily 
because the laser can select a particular wavelength that fulfills 
the synchronous pumping requirement among the wide range of 
possible wavelengths near the peak of the Raman gain spec
trum. The laser wavelength can be tuned by simply changing the 
cavity length. This is called time dispersion tuning, which is dif
ferent from prism tuning that works due to the spatial dispersion 
provided by the prism. This technique is very effective in tuning 
pulsed Raman lasers over a wide wavelength range. If the cavity 
length is changed by M..., the time delay M should be exactly 
composed by a wavelength change /).)... such that: 
M = M...lc = /D()"')/LM 
where L is the fibre length and D is the dispersion parameter. 
The tuning rate is therefore given by: 

WM... = J/cUD()"') = ()...2)/2nc2*u~2/ 
~2 is the GVD coefficient for the synchronously pumped Raman 
lasers used for generating ultra short optical pulses. Therefore, it 
becomes necessary to take into account the effects of Group 
Velocity Dispersion (GVD), group velocity mismatch, Self-Phase 
Modulation (SPM) and Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM) when 
such lasers are pulsed using pump pulses with widths of below 
100ps. If Raman pulse falls in the anomalous GVD regime of the 
fibre, the soliton effects can create pulses with widths of below 
10ots. Such lasers are called Raman soliton lasers. 

Nowadays, with the advent of fibre Bragg gratings, it has 
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become possible to replace cavity mirrors. Fused fibre couplers 
can also be used for this purpose. The three pairs of fibre grating 
or couplers are arranged such that they form three cavities for 
the three Raman lasers operating at different wavelengths, corre
sponding to first, second and third order Stokes lines. The 
resulting Raman laser is useful for amplifying signals. 
3 - Raman amplifiers 
Optical fibres can be used to amplify a weak signal if that signal 
is launched together with a strong pump-wave such that their 
frequency difference lies within the bandwidth of the Raman gain 
spectrum. This SRS is the physical mechanism behind amplifica
tion; such amplifiers are called Raman fibre amplifiers. Their 
experimental setup is same as that of the Raman lasers, except 
that the mirrors are not needed. 

Applications can vary. For example: 
:;..... These lasers could be used as a pre-amplifier before the 

signal is detected at the receiver of an optical communication 
system; 

}.-- An adaptive feature of the Raman amplifiers is related to their 
broad bandwidth (5THz). They can be used to amplify several 
channels simultaneously in a WDM light-wave system. 

:;..... Another application of Raman amplifiers is to extend the 
bandwidth of WDM light wave system operating in 1 .55!-.lm 
region. 

The Raman gain from the Raman amplifiers is pursued for dis
tributed amplification of signals. Here, relatively long spells of 
the transmission fibre are pumped bi-directionally for compen
sating fibre losses in a distributed manner. This technique is 
useful for solitons. 

Raman induced crosstalk 
The same Raman gain that is beneficial for making fibre 
amplifiers is detrimental for WDM systems. The reason is that 
short wavelength channel can act as a pump for longer wave
length channels and, thus, transfer part of the pulse energy to 
neighbouring channels. It leads to Raman-induced crosstalk 
among channels that can affect the system's performance 
considerably. 

In a two-channel system with short wavelength acting as a 
pump having almost equal fibre loss, we obtain pump depletion 
factor Dp from the power transferred between the two channels. 
The curves can be used to obtain Raman-induced power 
penalty, defined as the relative increase in the pump power nec
essary to maintain the same value of output power as that in the 
absence of Raman crosstalk. 
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The power penalty is given by: !1 = 10 loge 1/ Dp) 

The situation is more complicated for multi-channel WDM sys
tems. The intermediate channels not only transfer energy to 
longer wavelength channels but, at the same time, also receive 
energy from the shorter wavelength channels. The shortest 
wavelength channel is most affected by Raman-induced 
crosstalk because it transfers a part of its energy to all chan
nels lying within the Raman gain bandwidth. However, the 
transferred amount is different for different channels, as it is 
determined by the amount of Raman gain corresponding to the 
relative wavelength spacing. 

Conclusion 
This paper lays emphasis on the nonlinear properties of optical 
communication and their effects on the system. It has also been 
observed that WDM-based systems are gaining in importance. 

The first two nonlinear properties are not of observed much as 
they do not contribute in the same amount as the latter two do. 
XPM is basically produced when pulses undergo distortion due 
to interaction with different channels. This XPM is always accom
panied by SPM and occurs because the effective refractive 
index seen by an optical beam in a nonlinear medium depends 
not only on the intensity of the beam but also on the intensity of 
other co-propagating beams. Dependence of intensity of refrac
tive index in nonlinear optical media leads to SPM. 

Stimulated Raman scattering has been reviewed, discussing its 
positive and negative effects, which includes Raman fibre lasers 
and amplifiers as the important applications. 

It can be reduced by: 
:::.- Reducing the transmitted power 

:-- Reducing the pulse duration 

:- Lowering the pulse break power 

:::.- Unequal channel separation 
The characteristics of the energy losses in the Raman scat

tering were studied using MATLAB (see characteristics graphs). 

Implementation 
The implementation code for the above using IVIATLAB as a tool 
is as follows: 
%shobhifs work 
a = 23.04; 
A = 50*(10-6); 

g = 0.06*(10-12); 

PO = 0.6; 
L=[0:0.001 :2]; 
LO = (1 -exp(-a)*L)/a; 
% PL=(PO*exp(g*PO*LO)\A*exp( -a*L) 
%where (g*PO*LO)\A = 16 
PL= (PO*exp(-16))*exp(-a*L); 
plot(L,PL); 
title(,STROKES POWER Vs FIBRE LENGTH'); 
xlabel('FIBRE LENGTH(in km)'); 
ylabel(,STROKE POWER(in W)'); 
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P( L)=( P(O)*exp( g*PO*liM)*exp( -a*L) 

Where P(L) is the Stokes power, L is the fibre length and P(O) is 
the input pump power. 

• From the above study we have deduced some of the methods 
to counter nonlinear effects. Periodic amplification of the 
optical signals in their course of propagation is such that at no 
point the power level crosses the threshold. 

• Until power threshold is crossed by the power of the signals 
propagating in the fibre, these nonlinear effects may not be 
significant enough. 

• Use of Large Effective Area Fibre (LEAF) 
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RapidlO 

Tackling signal integrity i 

Serial RapidlO basics 

e RapidlO Physical Layer 1 xl4x LP-
Serial Specification addresses the phys

ical layer requirements for devices utilising 
an electrical serial connection medium. This 
specification defines a full duplex serial 
physical layer interface (link) between 
devices using unidirectional differential sig
nals. Further, it allows ganging of four seri
al links for applications requiring higher link 
performance. It also defines a protocol for 
link management and packet transport over 
a link. The introductory text below is part 
of the RapidlO Interconnect Specification Part 
VI: Physical Layer 1 xl4x LP-Serial Specification. 

RapidlO systems are comprised of end
point processing elements and switch 
processing elements. The RapidlO inter
connect architecture is partitioned into a 
layered hierarchy of specifications which 
includes the logical, common transport 
and physical layers. The logical layer 
specifications define the operations and 
associated transactions by which end
point processing elements communicate 
with each other. The common transport 
layer defines how transactions are routed 
from one end-point processing element to 
another through switch processing ele
ments. The physical layer defines how 
adjacent processing elements electrically 
connect to each other. RapidlO packets 
are formed through the combination of bit 
fields defined in the logical, common 
transport and physical layer specifications. 

The RapidlO physical layer 1 xl4x LP
Serial specification defines the protocol 
for packet delivery between serial 
RapidlO devices, including packet and 
control symbol transmission, flow con
trol, error management and other device
to-device functions. A particular device 
may not implement all of the mode
selectable features presented in the 
RapidlO specification. 
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The 1 xl4x LP-Serial physical layer 
specification has the following properties: 

~ Embeds the transmission clock with 
data using an 88/108 encoding scheme 

,. Supports one serial differential pair, 
referred to as one lane, or four ganged 
serial differential pairs, referred to as 
four lanes, in each direction. 

~ Allows switching packets between 
RapidlO 1 xl4x LP-Serial ports and 
RapidlO physical layer 8/16 
LP-LVDS ports without requiring 
packet manipulation 

~ Employs similar retry and error recov
ery protocols as the RapidlO physical 
layer 8/16 LP-LVDS specification 

~ Supports transmission rates of 1 .25, 
2.5 and 3.125Gbaud (data rates of 1.0, 
2.0 and 2.5Gb/s) per lane 

A RapidlO 1 xl4x LP-Serial packet is 
formed by prefixing a 10-bit physical 
layer header to the combined RapidlO 
transport and logical layer bit fields, fol
lowed by an appended 16-bit CRC field. 
The sum of all of the bit fields adds 20 
bytes to the encapsulated data packet 
size. The maximum data field size is 256 
bytes, resulting in a maximum packet 
size of 276 bytes. 

Two classes of control symbols are 
defined (stypeO and stype1) and are used 
for packet acknowledgement, link utility 
functions, link maintenance and packet 
delineation. A control symbol is a 24-bit 
entity (including a 5-bit CRC code). The 
control symbol is used for packet delin
eation by placement at the beginning of a 
packet. The control symbol may also be 

embedded within a packet for message 
passing and link status notification, as well 
as sent when the link is idle. 

The processing elements use acknowl
edgment control symbols to indicate pack
et transmission status. Utility control sym
bols are used to communicate buffer 
status and link recovery synchronisation. 
Link partner devices use link maintenance 
control symbols to communicate physical 
layer status, synchronisation requests and 
device reset. The physical layer is broken 
into two sublayers: the PCS and PMA lay
ers describe the Physical Coding Sublayer 
(PCS) functionality as well as the Physical 
Media Attachment (PMA) functionality. 

The PCS layer functionality includes 
88/108 encoding scheme for embedding 
the clock with the data. It also manages the 
transmission rules for the 1 x and 4x inter
faces and defines the link initialisation 
sequence for clock synchronisation. This 
function is also responsible for idle 
sequence generation, encoding for trans
mission and lane striping, and decoding, 
lane alignment and destriping on reception. 

The PCS layer also provides mecha
nisms for determining the operational 
mode of the port as 4-lane or 1-lane oper
ation and means to detect link states. It 
provides for clock difference tolerance 
between the sender and receiver without 
requiring flow control. 

The PMA function is responsible for seri
alising 1 a-bit parallel code groups to/from a 
serial bitstream on a lane-by-Iane basis. 
Upon receiving data, the PMA function pro
vides alignment of the received bitstream 
to 10-bit code-group boundaries, done 
independently on a lane-by-Iane basis. It 
then provides a continuous stream of 10-
bit code-groups to the PCS, one stream for 
each lane. The 1 a-bit code-groups are not 
observable by layers higher than the PCS. 
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ssues in serial interfaces 
This article explores the signal integrity (SI) challenges and considerations 
that the designer must tackle, providing a practical guide to overcoming 
such challenges. By Andre Pirnat, senior applications engineer, Tundra 
Semiconductor 

S
ignal integrity has always been a serious 
issue of concern to analogue engineers, 
but with the move towards serial data 
links operating at GHz data rates, the dig
ital hardware designer now equally has to 

pay attention to this vital topic. 
High-speed serial links between chips are now 

being adopted for a wide variety of applications in 
order to improve the throughput with a narrower 
bus width. Some of the latest DSPs and processors, 
for example, are being introduced with serial 
RapidlO. For many hardware designers, inter-chip 
communication using bus speeds over 300MHz is a 
new challenge they have not yet faced. 
Furthermore, the design of a high quality data link 
operating at GHz data rates requires more care and 
understanding to ensure that performance is not 
impaired by the effects of board layout and noise. 

In this paper, we look at the signal integrity (SI) 
challenges and considerations that the designer 
must face, aiming to provide a practical guide to 
overcoming these challenges. This includes recom
mendations and suggestions for the successful 
placing, routing and decoupling of the device on a 
printed circuit board. A 16-port serial RapidlO 
switch is described, providing a practical example 
of how these principles may be applied. 

Signal quality 
The quality of a signal is important at all points 
within a system and in serial RapidlO is quantified 
by the size of the receive eye. The eye is an infinite 
persistence trace where the waveform is repeatedly 
traced over the previous trace (see Figure 1). There 
are many opportunities for the signal quality to be 
compromised: by the introduction of noise or other 
random signals onto the signal path, by poor signal 
trace routing, by means of either conduction or radi
ation from external sources, or by generation within 
the system itself. All of these factors combine to 
shrink the receive eye. The areas that need to be 
considered include: 
-- Power supply input to the board, outputs of local 
regulators and distribution 
-- Clock generation and distribution 
-- Decoupling 
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-- PCB substrate material 
-- Chip-to-chip connections 
-- Board-to-board and backplane connections 
-- Board stack-Up and impedance control 
-- Inter-rack connections, cable and connectors 

When working at frequencies above 300M Hz, the 
majority of design best practices that are used for 
board layout at lower frequencies need to be 
revised. It is necessary to account for factors that 
arise as the wavelength becomes comparable to the 
board dimensions. This applies not only to the 
wavelength of the fundamental frequency but also 
to the Fourier components that make up the com
plete waveform. FR4 material may still be used suc
cessfully as a substrate, but at higher frequencies 
not only the permittivity of the material but also the 
dissipation or loss factor needs to be considered. 
Through-hole via design also becomes important 
because unused barrel length, which has a negli
gible effect at lower frequencies, presents an 
impedance mismatch in thicker boards and back
planes. The performance of post layout simulation is 
desirable in order to draw attention to routes of less 
than ideal signal integrity and point out areas of 
crosstalk. 

Particular challenges in terms of on-board SI are 
created by the presence of a high-speed processor 
bus, high-speed memory interface, by clock gener
ation and clock noise, and various sources of board 
noise such as ground bounce, crosstalk etc. 

Sources of noise can typically include: 
-- Single-ended parallel buses: switching noise 
can result from current transients necessary to 
charge/discharge all the lines 
);.- Power distribution: inadequate power distribu-
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Figure 2: Typical over
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tion aggravates the noise dilemma, particularly if 
there is inadequate copper for the current demands, 
or inadequate or improperly positioned decoupling. 
}.- Impedance matching: improper impedance 
matching results in reflections that can cause over
shoot, undershoot and ringing on the signal lines that 
make up the differential pair (see Figure 2). This 
results in a reduced receive eye and increased jitter in 
the signal. The following items are the main causes 
for mismatch artifacts being introduced onto a signal: 
• changes in routing layers 
• poorly designed escape routing from the device 
::.- Ground bounce: this causes input thresholds to 
change and can lead to corrupt bits. Serious cases 
can cause device latch-up, with power cycling 
required to recover from it. 
- Crosstalk: this is caused by the close proximity 
of traces belonging to different signal groups. The 
result of crosstalk in a serial communication link is 
closure of the receive eye due to the imposed jitter. 
Crosstalk is caused by the following factors: 
• insufficient track spacing to other signal 
• poorly implemented serpentines for path length 
matching. This causes edge advancement as part of 
the signal takes the short path Oumping legs of the 
serpentine) while the main signal takes the long path. 
- Clock generation: both clock generation and 
clock buffering can become noise generators unless 
careful attention is paid to details such as EMI fil
tering components and minimising crosstalk. 
Manufacturer's layout guidelines must be followed 
in order to obtain the highest quality clock signals 
from the device. The result of a poorly implemented 
clock is jitter in excess of that required by the 
RapidlO device. This causes poor throughput per-

v 

formance (evidence of which is seen in high bit-error 
rates at the receiver). 

Precautions 
How can the designer ensure that these effects are 
kept under control? First of all, by adequate trace 
isolation between synchronous signal groups and 
by restricting track lengths and minimising skew 
between the signals of a differential pair. Routing 
should be carried out with a view to limiting para
sitics by minimising the number of layer transitions. 
Vias are costly in unwanted inductance and stray 
capacitance and should be kept to a minimum. 
Usually, two vias per trace is the maximum allow
able in addition to the BGA pads. 

Choosing the right switch can help to meet the 
high-speed challenge, while more generally good 
design practices can help board designers take 
control of signal noise resulting from board level 
traffic. Some of these design features help in limiting 
external noise sources, while others are needed to 
address noise at the device itself. 

A properly designed package that minimises para
sitics is one of the first considerations, as is the 
positioning of power and ground pins. 

In component package design, it is crucial to use 
a sufficient number of power and ground pins as 
well as placing and partitioning them correctly. An 
inadequate quantity of power and ground pins will 
increase the return current path length, which can 
lead to chip core supply instability and increased 
electromagnetic noise. Improper power and ground 
pin placement can also negate a decoupling 
strategy - the pins need to be properly placed in 
order to allow decoupling to be located directly 
under the package, with minimal trace length to 
control inductance. Partitioning of core logic power 
and ground from I/O power and ground is also crit
ica� to controlling noise. 

From the perspective of device manufacturing 
cost, wire bond packaging may appear an attractive 
option, but from a signal integrity and system relia
bility point of view, flipchip mounting offers far more 
advantages. It allows for ample power and ground 
connections, even for a high signal count package, 
and power and ground bumps can be used to sur
round sensitive I/O bumps. With wire bonding, the 
number of pads is limited by the outer perimeter, so 
a high signal count package leaves very little room 
for power/ground connections and necessitates 
fewer and longer current return paths. 

The use of solder bumps rather than wires greatly 
reduces parasitic inductance, since bumps repre
sent much shorter and thicker connections than 
wires (Figure 3). The length of bond wires also 
greatly increases the susceptibility to crosstalk and 
imposes slew rate limits on the signal. Using a ball 
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grid array (BGA) package allows the signal and 
ground connections to be interspersed in a 'che
querboard' arrangement to effectively shield the 
signal lines from interfering with each other. 

Clock generation 
Clock generation circuitry requires particularly 
careful attention to detail, especially in terms of 
layout, proper termination and the judicious use of 
EMI filtering components. The impedance of the 
traces must also be controlled to avoid unwanted 
reflections. Improper application of these principles 
can result in clock generators becoming noise gen
erators. Clock generation and buffering can also 
lead to unnecessary noise, because of the 
increased design complexity and the introduction of 
routing voids in the power and ground planes. 

Cables and connectors 
Only cables and connectors specifically designed 
for high frequency and gigabit Ethernet applications 
should be used for connecting high bit-rate sys
tems. Use of inappropriate, unshielded or poorly 
matched cabling can cause unwanted reflections 
and pick up interference in a similar way to that 
described for on-board discontinuities. Proprietary 
types of cable for these applications are available 
from a variety of manufacturers including Tyco 
Electronics, Molex and WL Gore. 

Transmission line 
The impedance requirements of the serial RapidlO 
interface are 100.0. In order to maintain this consis
tent differential impedance, the options for the con
struction of the transmission line are limited to either 
stripline or microstrip. Microstrip is used when the 
signalling must be routed on an outer layer of the 
board, while stripline allows the signalling to be 

Power/ground plane 

Power/ground plane 
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placed on an inner layer where shielding by adja
cent power and ground planes is possible. Edge
coupled differential (or co-planar) stripline, rather 
than a broadside coupled or dual stripline, is recom
mended. Edge-coupled differential stripline is 
shown in Figure 4, along with the equations for 
single-ended and differential impedance. The 
stripline is symmetrical when h1 = h2. The minimum 
recommended layer count is six layers and the 
optimum design has 16 layers. 

The signal return path is particularly important and 
is defined as the route that current takes to return to 
its source. This may be through ground planes, 
power planes, other signal paths and through ICs. 
The current always takes the path of least resis
tance. A simple way to evaluate the integrity of the 
return path is to draw a loop tracing the current 
from the driver through the signal conductor to the 
receiver - the smaller the area of the loop, the lower 
will be the parasitic inductance. 
The following design rules apply to all retum paths: 
• Always trace out the return current path and pro

vide as much care to the return path as the path of 
the signal conductors. 

• Do not route impedance-controlled signals over 
splits in the reference planes. 
• Do not route signals on the reference planes. 
• Do not make signal layer changes that force the 

return path to make a reference plane change. 
• Decoupling capacitors do not adequately com
pensate for a plane split. 
• Do not route over via anti-pads or socket anti-pads. 
If reference plane changes must be made, try to 
follow the following recommendations: 
• Change from a VSS reference plane to another 

VSS reference plane and place a via connecting 
the two planes as close as possible to the signal 
via. This also applies when making a reference 
plane change from one VCC plane to another 
VCC plane. 

• For symmetric stripline, provide return path vias 
for both VSS and VCC . 

• Do not switch the reference plane of a signal from 
VCC to VSS or vice versa. 
Guard traces - tracks that run parallel to a signal 

trace and are connected to the reference plane -
may be used to minimise crosstalk, but they do take 
up board space and will be required to be 'stitched', 

RapidlO 

Figure 3: Flipchip ball-grid 
array (BGA) packaging 

gives much lower 
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Figure 4 (Left): 
Recommended edge

coupled differential 
stripline configuration, 
showing equations for 

single-ended impedance 
Zo and differential 
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RapidlO 

or connected with vias, to the reference plane at 
intervals that prevent resonance. 

Due to the high frequency content of the serial 
RapidlO signals, it is necessary to minimise the dis
continuities imposed by crossing ground and power 
planes when it is necessary to transition to different 
signal layers. The use of a controlled impedance via 
is desirable. The design of these vias is a complex 
topic in its own right, and more detailed information 
can easily be found. Again, the basic principle is to 
keep the signal path down to a minimum and to 
ensure that Signals travel through the via rather than 
across it. 

Summary 
With some forethought and a knowledge of the 

16-port serial slNitch 
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basic design rules, it is possible to apply high fre
quency interconnects such as RapidlO to a system 
without encountering any of the problems that are 
traditionally associated with poor signal integrity, 
such as noise, transient effects or crosstalk and 
jitter. If traces and signal paths are kept as short as 
possible and are either shielded by ground planes 
or kept physically separate from each other, and if 
care is taken to avoid mismatched impedances or 
any configuration likely to support resonance, good 
signal integrity is easily achievable. 

The moral of the story? It is always simpler to 
avoid Signal integrity problems in the first place - by 
creating a well thought-out design verified by simu
lation - than to try and correct signal integrity issues 
in a problematic design. 
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RaPidlO is a point-to-point, 
packet-switched interconnect 

protocol designed to meet the 
needs of current and future 
embedded applications. A stan
dards-based, high performance 
16-port serial RapidlO switch is 
available from Tundra. This is the 
Tsi568A device. The switch can be 
used to provide a high-speed 
RapidlO interconnect between 
processors, bridges, remote mem
ories, or data plane processing 
elements in embedded applica
tions. The block diagram on the 
right shows the main components 
of the device. 
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Internal Switching 0 \J 

Typical applications for the 
switch are in wireless embedded 
communications (Node B, radio 
network controllers and media 
gateways). 

The Tsi568A has been specifi
cally designed to facilitate the 
highest possible standards of 
signal integrity and, to this end, 
includes features such as a low 
noise logic core as well as a high 
performance flipchip BGA 
package. In line with the principles 
described above, the switch also 
features adjustable drive current 
per x4 port and adjustable de
emphasis per x4 port. 
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New 82 Spice V5 
Our hottest Spice ever 

New 82 Spice Version 5 has all the power and functions you expect from a 

professional Spice package, but without the high cost: 

• Real design flexibility with over 30,000 models, unlimited circuit size and a huge 

range of new virtual instruments 

• New Circuit Wizard saves time by auto-generating many designs for you 

• Sweep all parameters for any component and simulation type with the powerful 
new Scenario Editor 

• Live Circuit feature allows values to be adjusted while simulations are running, 

displaying the results in real time 

Professional standard Spice simulation for just £229 + VAT. Plus educational 

and multi-user licence discounts available and FREE comprehensive telephone 

technical support. Try the full version completely free for 30 days. 

www.spice-software.com 
Tel: 01603 872331 

Research House, Norwich Road, Eastgate 
Norwich. NR1 0 4HA. Fax: 01603 879010 
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PCI Express 

What's wrong with the PC 's form-factor and 
how c an this be helped with PCI Express, 
asks Dan Jensen from Texas Instrunlents 

Bluetootfl® Inl 

D
uring the past several years, the PC has found itself 
at the heart of many people's homes, moving from 
the den or office and into the kitchen, or living room. 
As the PC becomes commonplace in living spaces, 
consumers have demanded changes to traditional 

desktop systems. Changing mechanical form-factors allow the 
PC to complement living environments, as well as fit it into 
smaller, more aesthetically pleasing designs. 

One fundamental problem with classic desktop towers is the 
desire to hide the large chassis, yet maintain convenient user 
access for high-performance I/0s at the table-top. These I/0s 
include CD and DVD drives, USB and 1394 ports, Flash media 
card readers and other interfaces. To further complicate the 
ergonomic problem of system accessibility, how often do users 
find themselves under their desk with a flashlight trying to find 
that last spare USB port? These ergonomic challenges have 
existed for years and consumers are looking for their solutions. 

Although potential solutions have surfaced, none have done an 
adequate job of truly solving the problems without sacrificing the 
ability for full expansion and upgradeability. With many solutions 
to date, users trade off performance, as seen with many of the 
"all-in-one" systems typically targeted at the ultra cost-sensitive 
markets. 

An evolution is taking place 
So, what's currently available to address these problems? 
Presently, an evolution from the system bus from PCI to 
PCI Express is under way. Today, a large percentage of desk
tops and notebooks are shipping with PCI Express support. PCI 
Express is a low voltage, differential, low pin-count serialised 

~ 

ovo\ 

PCMCIAlCardBus/ExpressCard 

bus, which began replacing the PCI bus late last year. 
The advantage of PCI Express is that it provides three to four 

times the performance of a traditional PCI bus. In the x1 form
factor, PCI Express only requires four pins plus a clock 

Enabling the s 
input, versus the minimum of 47 pins required for a 
PCI bus. In addition, the electrical characteristics 
of PCI Express allow it to extend beyond the 
system board and desktop chassis by oper
ating over several feet of low-cost cable. 
For the first time, this feature will let the 1/0 
system bus to extend outside of the PC 
platform, enabling OEMs to separate the 
system's 1/0 components from the pro
cessor, chipset, graphics and memory sub
systems. 

The ability to cable PCI Express outside of the 
standard desktop chassis allows OEMs to move 
the user 1/0 interfaces (CD, DVD, USB, 

to access the system tower on a regular basis. 
With cabled PCI Express, performance or 

expansion options are not limited. In addition, 
by extending the primary system bus, all of 
the software developments are also pre
served instead of the solution to migrate to a 
different 1/0 bus, like USB 2.0 or 1394. 
The split-chassis desktop also helps alle

viate fears of obsolescence by providing ways 
to upgrade targeted hardware individually (mod

ular 1/0 hub versus system tower). This flexibility 
allows users to upgrade sub-portions of their com

puting system instead of the entire platform, 
which proves less costly. 1394, Flash media etc.) to the table-top in Today's "desktop" PC - an ergonimic m ess 

a modular 1/0 hub, while placing the 
system tower several feet away, even within a cabinet. In this 
example, after performing the initial installation, there's no need 

Split-chassis desktop systems are 
expected to follow multiple implementation paths. In the sim
plest form, the desktop is simply split into two pieces. The 
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What does a user plug into a modular I/O hub? 
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Main computer 

PCI Express 

modular I/O hub is placed at the table-top surface with the 
monitor, keyboard and mouse, while the system tower is 
hidden several feet away. In a second configuration, OEMs are 
expected to integrate the modular I/O hub with the PC monitor 
to provide even less desktop clutter. 

Finally, the similarities between the modular I/O hub and the 
requirements of notebook docking should be highlighted. Their 
similarities in functionality lend themselves to allowing docking 
stations to migrate toward the same type of concept as a split
chassis modular I/O hub. 

Momentum update 
As with all new technology initiatives, it's challenging for some 
companies to determine at what point to begin investing and at 
what point will the market successfully accept a new tech
nology. One company has taken the concept of a split-chassis 
PC to a greater level with its product line, by using fibre optics 
as the transmission media between the processing tower and 
the modular I/O hub. This product provides a solution that sep
arates the two PC components by a much greater distance 
(hundreds of meters) than a solution using low-cost cable (less 
than 7m). 

The challenge of overcoming initial market momentum for the 
split-chassis PC concept comes from a variety of different 
sources. These include market adoption of the PCI Express bus 
standard, an industry standardised cable and connector 
scheme, the overall system cost concerns and signal integrity 
issues. One important aspect to enabling split-chassis adoption 
is the PC systems adopting the new PCI Express bus standard. 
To that end, desktop systems began shipping last year that sup
ported this new standard. Early this year, mobile platforms 
began shipping in volume. 

Market momentum and adoption of PCI Express is progressing 
very rapidly. Analysis of PC chipset road maps reveals that all 
chipsets planned in the near future add support for PCI Express. 
At this stage of the market, the time it takes for PCI Express to 
reach 100% adoption is related to the life-cycle of older 
chipsets. The support of a split-chassis PC system based upon 
PCI Express, therefore, must follow the adoption of PCI Express. 
But, at this point in time, PCI Express adoption is no longer seen 
as a barrier to split-chassis PC adoption. 

Standardised cable and connector 
A significant barrier to the split-chassis PC concept adoption is 
the preference from most customers that a standard cable and 
connector solution must be adopted by the industry. Although 
proprietary solutions will begin shipping before a standard cable 
and connector solution is determined, the broad market adop
tion of split-chassis PCs will follow the release of a standardised 
cable and connector. 

The PCI SIG (Special Interest Group) organisation 
(www.pcisig.com). which released the PCI Express specification, 
also established a Cable Working Group in late 2003. This group 
is chartered with the development of an industry standard cable 
and connector scheme specification. The organisation is pro
gressing well and should soon define a standard connector and 
cable for PCI Express. 
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PCI Express 

TI modular I/O hub demonstration 
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Block diagram of cabled PCI Express enabled spirt -chassis 
or docking station 

Cables and connectors from cable manufacturers are 
expected to follow very soon after the release of the cable speci
fication, if not concurrently. Many customers interested in the 
split-chassis PC concept are timing product releases, following 
the availability of the standard PCI Express cable and connector. 

An alternative method to provide a PCI Express connection to 
the platform is via an ExpressCard with an attached cable. The 
ExpressCard standard, released by the PCMCIA (Personal 
Computer Memory Card International Association) organisation 
(www.pcmcia.com) is a credit-card sized technology for the 
expansion of a platform via either PCI Express or USB. Laptop 
platforms have already begun shipping from vendors supporting 
an ExpressCard slot. This solution allows modular 10 hub manu
facturers the option of providing a cable with an ExpressCard at 
one end for connection to the platform. However, concerns over 
the use of an ExpressCard are the difficulty in meeting PCI 
Express "jitter", as well as loss system budgets over multiple 
connectors, cables and FR4 board traces. 

Signal integrity 
In order for cabled PCI Express to gain mass adoption, system 
designers must follow guidelines to ensure that the "jitter and 
loss" budgets for PCI Express can be met. The PCI Express 
signal leaves the transmitter I/O in a chip through a package 
onto the system board across FR4 board traces to a cable con
nector. The signal then traverses the cable to the other end, 
across a second cable connector, finally through an additional 
FR4 board trace to reach the receiving chip's I/O. 

If the "jitter and loss" of the signal through the transmission 
medium degrades beyond the budget allotted, then there is no 
guarantee that the receiver I/O can "capture" and properly 
decode the information in the signal. The chip's ability to prop
erly receive signals is a function of: the transmission media 
(board trace, connectors, cable); the quality of the data clock 
signal; and the performance of the receiver's I/O technology. 

30 

This means that the quality of the PCI Express receiver I/O is an 
important part of the cabled PCI Express solution. To aid in 
receiving signals properly, a repeater chip or a PCI Express 
switch device can be used to improve performance. 

Overall cost for split-chassis systems 
One concern for all customers considering the split-chassis PC 
concept is related to the cost-effectiveness of the desktop 
system. As one might expect, the separation of a platform into 
two physical components is not expected to reduce the total 
system cost, at least for the near-term. The question is difficult at 
this point to determine exactly how much additional cost is 
incurred by a split-chassis product but, regardless, the point that 
makes split-chassis viable is the fact that it also provides addi
tional value to the end user. As always, users will make decisions 
that are based on both a product's cost and appeal. Clearly, the 
LCD monitor trends during the past few years show that con
sumers will pay for features they value. 

The initial deployment of most split-chassis types of systems 
will more likely be a full desktop tower with a PCI Express cable 
port. The end user then makes the decision to purchase the 
additional modular I/O hub for the functionality and versatility it 
provides. This change adds very little additional cost to the 
desktop tower (the cost of a PCI Express cable connector). The 
added system cost will then be contained in the modular I/O 
hub, which users can either choose to purchase or not. 

A major customer concern is the additional cost to any existing 
platform, since the PC desktop market is extremely cost sensi
tive. This deployment option helps address the primary concern 
of not adding significant cost to the base platform, yet providing 
much of the split-chassis PC's functionality and ergonomic 
benefits. As users become more interested in such systems, 
base platforms can potentially be cost-reduced and targeted 
directly at specific market segments. 

The number of applications for cabled PCI Express is also 
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growing as customers evaluate how cabled PCI Express can 
solve real problems within their systems. Not only will the concept 
of a split-chassis PC drive the adoption of cabled PCI Express, 

PCI Express 

Instruments (TI) demonstrated an example of such a platform at 
the 2004 Windows Hardware Engineering Conference in Seattle, 
US. A second generation modular I/O hub was demonstrated at 

but additional market demand will drive the TI's modular I/O hub c irc uit card 2005 Intel Developers Forum (IDF) in March. 
adoption higher. Advanced high-performance 
peripherals (such as a PVR, Blu-Ray DVD, RAID, 
TV tuners, etc) will generate additional demand 
for cabled PCI Express ports. 

PCI Express availability 
The key enablers behind split
chassis platforms are devel
oping nicely. Cables, connec
tors and key silicon compo
nents will become readily available this year to 
support the concept of a split-chassis PC. 
PCI Express-to-PCI bridge silicon solutions are 
considered a critical component for the modular 1/0 
hub at this point. They enable the use of high volume, 
low cost, PCI-based silicon solutions within the mod
ular 1/0 hub. With this implementation, the PCI 
Express-to-PCI bridge serves as the link between the 

The IDF product demonstration supported a con-
cept modular 1/0 hub that measured approximately 
7x10x2 inches. This version of a modular 1/0 hub 
supported a DVD-ROM drive, a secondary hard 
disk drive, two 1394a ports (one front/one back), 
four USB 2.0 ports (two front/two back), a 7 -in-1 
Flash media reader (SD/SDIO/MMC/MS/MS
Pro/SM/xD picture card), one CardBuslCompact 
Flash socket and an on board audio controller. 

Looking ahead, there may be no limits where 
engineering and technology will take users and the 
PC market. For certain, the PC form-factor is 
changing drastically and this is becoming one of 

the key differentiators for new product concepts. 
The capabilities behind cabled PCI Express simply provide a 

new technology tool for companies to continue to innovate 
around the mechanical form-factors of PCs. As in the recent 
past, companies that embrace this innovation are likely to be 

cabled PCI Express fabric and the low-cost PCI silicon. Texas the one's enjoying success over the next few years. 
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Wire harness design 

Basic design fow for vehice 
wire harness design 
Early and frequent simulation and ORe improves wire harness quality and design productivity, 
says Nick Jay, Applications Engineer at Zuken 

V
ehicle electronic systems are now immensely compli
cated and a typical wire harness will contain upwards 
of 2500 interconnects, with the number rising with 
each new model. Traditional methods of designing 
harnesses, even using simple CAO tools, are no 

longer sufficient to ensure right-first-time outcomes. In addition, 
the further down the development path a project goes, the more 
time-consuming and expensive it becomes to correct errors. 

In order to detect potential errors as early as possible, two 
main strategies need to be adopted: regular simulation of the 
design and frequent design rule checking (ORC). Sophisticated 
EOA tools are now available to make these processes easier and 
more automated for engineers and designers. This article looks 
at these two vital aspects of vehicle wire harness design and ref
erences. 

Simulation and verification 
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Simulation and verification module voltage display 

A simulation and verification module within an EOA suite is the 
engineering tool that is used to make sure that the system con
forms to the power and loading of the vehicle, and that cable 
sizes, weight - and hence costs - are as low as possible. It is 
also a check that the circuit functions as it should. Unlike simula
tion in electronics circuits containing active components, this is 
not about checking rising edges and electronic signals; it's 
checking basic electrical parameters, such as current and 
voltage plus related factors such as wire resistance and temper
ature. 

Best practice is to simulate early and simulate often, even 
though the complete system cannot be simulated in the early 
stages of the design because it's not yet complete. In wire har-
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ness design, various parts of a circuit are simulated individually 
and as the design progresses, ever larger sections are simulated 
until it is possible to simulate and verify the complete design. A 
great deal of simulation is carried out with respect to load charts 
that define the maximum current on any given pin at a given 
state i.e. various contacts being open or closed. When the 
design is progressing successfully, simulations will bring up 
fewer errors the further along the design flow the harness has 
been developed. 

Before running any simulations, a resource file is created within 
the EOA tool where the attributes and component electrical 
characteristics are entered. This is normally changed very rarely, 
a single resource file often being used for many vehicles over an 
extended period. Ambient temperature will be defined within the 
resource file on a unit-by-unit basis for the various circuit units 
within the vehicle; a unit above the engine block is not going to 
be at the same ambient temperature as a control box behind a 
door panel. 

In Zuken's CR-5000 tool suite, a separate resources file covers 
the basic physical properties of the cables in the harnesses, 
such as nominal temperatures, materials properties, copper and 
aluminium properties, as well as others. 

What attributes simulation addresses 
Simulation and verification encompass the following: 
>- Wire operation temperature: checking both ambient ratings 
for the unit and conductor sizes needed to maintain the temper
ature within limits. 
>- Wire allowable current: engineers try to minimise wire sizes 
to keep down weight and cost, so checks are needed to ensure 
that this process hasn't been taken too far. 
>- Fuse load factor with respect to both continuous and peak 
ratings. 
>- Fuse rated current. 
» Wire size vs. fusing: to make sure that wire sizes and fuse 
ratings are compatible. 
» Fuse wire matching check: to make sure that wires do not 
deteriorate with long term use before the fuse blows - a pre
determined threshold rating is set in the resource file. 
>- Wire allowable length: longer wires have higher resistance. 
This check can only be made after the design has been created 
in the 3D mechanical CAD tool (typically CATIA). 
>- Wire fire pOint: is this compatible with the temperatures likely 
to be encountered. 
>- Load terminal voltage check: to make sure there isn't too 
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Variatioll, 

Zukell related tool flow. 
Variant manager 
Cabling Designer 
Simulatioll and Verification 
Topology 
Cabling Designer 
Simulation and Verijication 
3D tools (Calia V5) 

Simulation and verification module current display 

Wire harness design 
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Wire harness design 
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Design rule c hec ker (ORC) output showing errors 

much voltage drop along the harness to each terminal. 

Area-Set 

}> Connector current check based on connector data entered 
into the resource file. 
}> Switch current check. 
}> Relay current check. 
}> Load pin wrap around check: ifthere is a fault that causes a 
reverse current, this check is designed to ensure that it will not 
reach another part of the circuit by making sure that any fault is 
isolated at the load pin. 

When to simulate 
The engineer will normally create a manual drawing of the har
ness design, complete with variants, on paper. This drawing is 
then passed to a designer who will create a point-to-point logical 
circuit of wires and blocks, each with some attributes. The engi
neer will carry out a first simulation at this point, primarily for cir
cuit integrity, to check that the design matches what was origi
nally drawn. It's also useful to simulate on/off states and check 

Base Setti ng I Detai 1 Setti ng Message 

for 'sneak paths' - unintentional paths to ground - at this stage. 
For example, sneak paths occur if there are three relays and all 
connections have not been analysed in all conditions, then an 
unintentional path to ground can be created. At this stage, there 
is no consideration of connectors but it is important to simulate 
every possible scenario with respect to the on/off states of var
ious switches and connectors. 

The next step is to take the design into a 2.50 topology tool. 
Here, the designer will add harness breaks and connectors, 
for example where a door opens. The design is then back
annotated into the original schematic and the individual unit 
connectors are added. At this point we have a hybrid 
physical/electrical schematic. It is important to simulate and 
verify here to make sure that the right gauges of wires are 
going into the connectors to avoid overloads. By this stage, a 
lot of the physical attributes have been built up, including wire 
gauge and colour, and which pins are going to be used for 
each circuit. The most important thing that's not known at this 
point is the length of each wire. This is determined when the 
design is imported into the 30 mechanical CAO tool, such as 
CATIA V5. Here, wire lengths are established and the design is 
simulated again to ensure that maximum lengths are not 
exceeded. 

Design rule checking (DRC) 
ORC is a designer's tool that's used to ensure that the design 
conforms to engineering practices. For example, that the right 
size of terminal is used for a given wire size and so on. The 
process is, therefore, primarily checking the manufacturability of 
the circuit. 

Within the EOA tool, the ORC function will have its own 

Di spl aY-Item "'IA;-;ll~Sy-st;-e-m-::J...,rIA:-;"l -;-l -::"Po- r7"t',....· o-n -, r:-----...,r.-:-:-----------, 

The wire property "wire Label" has no value. 
The wire property "Wire Label" has no value. 
The wire property "wire Label" has no value. 
The wire property "wire Label" has no value. 

DOOR_ .. 

DOOR_ .. 

DOOR_. 

DOOR_. 

Cross probing from the design rule checker (ORC) highlighting a circuit error 
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checking resource file. Design rule checks are entered into the 
tool in a simple spreadsheet format. As with simulation and veri
fication, carrying out DRC early and often is best practice. The 
design must be 100% compliant with the check file at the end of 
the design or the harness will be either impossible to manufac
ture or not suited to the purpose for which it was designed. 
Checks can be carried out on a specific schematic block or via 
an administration circuit that shows all the circuits to be checked 
as interconnected blocks at the top-level of the design hierarchy. 
In Zuken's CR-5000 tool suite, simply clicking on individual 
blocks in the top level view shows the individual circuit within 
that block, which can then be checked in detail. 

In setting up a DRC run, users can choose to apply or omit 
individual checks. They can also set the individual checks so 
that non-compliance is reported as either an error or a warning. 
An error is totally unacceptable to the design. A warning is 
something that needs further investigation but is not necessarily 
a design fault. For example, the physical name of more than one 
wire will be 'ground'; it is not usually a problem, but could be, so 
it needs checking. 

Design rule checks for vehicle wire harnesses typically include 
the following: 
~ Wires: checks will cover labelling, wire size, colour, the cor
rect wire end connections and identification of label duplicates. 
In addition to the basic set of rules, customised setting, such as 
wire clearance, may need to be set. 
~ Wire joints and splices, loops and T -branching to ensure 
that, for example, the number of T -branches permissible in a 
given wire run is not exceeded. 
~ Units: checks to ensure that unit names have been set, pin 

Wire harness design 

numbers and part names are set, and group identification (lD) is 
set for instances where different parts of a unit may appear in 
different places on a schematic - group ID ties them together. 
~ Connectors: group ID set, correct gender allocated, termi
nals, shields, earths and coordinates. 

Again, with respect to the Zuken tools, the user can choose to 
display errors within an individual harness, or for all harnesses 
together. DRC errors are highlighted in red on a tool's check 
table, together with a detailed description of each error. Double 
clicking on the error description causes it to be highlighted in the 
schematic on the centre of the computer screen, enabling rapid 
identification and correction. Furthermore, all errors and warn
ings are held in a text file that can be printed out for review. Each 
time DRC is run, the text file is overwritten with the latest errors 
in the design. 

Conclusion 
The complexity of modern wire harnesses in all kinds of vehi
cles is only going to grow. Some 2500 interconnects per 
vehicle may well rise to 5000 over the next 10 years. Vehicle 
manufacturers are under the same time-to-market pressures 
as other makers of consumer goods and anything that can 
accelerate the design process, whilst improving product 
quality along the way, is going to deliver significant competi
tive advantage. 

Dedicated wire harness design EDA tools that enable har
nesses to be simulated and checked against pre-defined 
design rules from the earliest schematics through to fully 
modelled 3D layouts can make a valuable contribution in this 
respect. 
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Having dismantled a PC in last month's 
issue, Boris Sedacca now invites readers to 
put one back together 

In the opposite photograph is the case 
and below that is the power supply. Top 
right are the IDE cables for the hard disk 
and CD drives, and the diskette cable. 

Then working down from there are the 
CPU and heatsinklfan assembly, the AGP 
card, 256MB memory and motherboard. 
Bottom right is the CD writer, on top of 
which is the 80GB hard disk, and above 
them is the diskette drive. 

The first thing to do is to clear the CMOS 
memory on the motherboard, usually by 
temporarily shifting the position of a 
jumper and then replacing it (shown by the 
arrow) in its original position. In the case of 
the Elite K7S5A motherboard shown 
below, this jumper is designated ,JP4 and 
is located to the left of the battery, which is 
the size of a 1 Op coin. 

Arrow shows location of jumper 

If I were working with a mini tower case, 
I would have to screw down the mother
board and put in the CPU, fan and other 
components before mounting the power 
supply. 
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The elements needed to put the PC together 

In this case I am using a midi tower, 
which allows me to mount the power 
supply first and still gives me bags of 
room to work. There's also less need for 
using flexible screwdriver extensions. The 
power supply is secured to the case with 
four screws as shown on the right. 

A PC case will typically come with 
punch-outs for the various motherboard 
connectors, which are shown to the right 
of the power supply. Make sure that you 
punch out all the required holes for your 
motherboard before attempting to fit it 
into the case. 

The motherboard is secured to the case 
by pushing mounting screws through
holes in the motherboard and screwing 
them into standoffs, which will need to be 
aligned with these holes. 

As I am using the same motherboard, I 
have left the standoffs where they were. 
Two of them can be seen: one just to the 
right of the power supply, the other at the 

DIY 

right of the photo (follow the arrows). 
Next, place the motherboard so that its 

connecters go through the punch-outs 
comfortably. This is easy with the Elite 
K7S5A, but more difficult with some 
motherboard manufacturers. 

Here, I am using all nine standoffs and 
motherboard mounting screws provided. 
This helps as the motherboard tends to 
move about when the CPU, memory 
cards and various connectors are pushed 
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DIY 

in. Once the motherboard is secured to 
the case you can drop in the CPU, 
memory and assorted cards. First, 
remember to pull the lever up on the zero 
insertion force (ZIF) socket. Please refer to 
last month for photos. 

Remember that there is a hole missing 
on two of the corners of the socket, which 
makes it impossible to fit the CPU the 
wrong way around. Once the CPU is in its 
socket, remember to return the lever to 
the lock position, as shown below. 

You should also remember to use a 
small blob of thermal paste on the CPU 
before securing the heatsinklfan assembly 
with the spring lever. I always find it easier 

Arrow shows CPU lever is in lock position 

replacing an assembly than removing it. 
Do not forget to push the CPU fan con
nector into its socket on the motherboard. 
I did forget once and 'cooked' a perfectly 
good CPU: that 60 pounds down the 
drain. 

Next, push the memory into its socket 
and secure it with the levers at both ends. 
Then, insert the AGP card into its slot and 
secure it to the case with a screw as 
shown in the photo below. On the K7S5A 
motherboard, the AGP socket has an 
additional lever for securing and releasing 
the AGP card. 

The tricky part is connecting the cables. 
Here you will have to refer to the mother-

Arrow pointing at the AGP card 
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board manual for specific details. The 
connectors for the K7S5A are shown in 
the photo below. 

The most important convention to 
observe on most connections is that of 
the black or white cables going into the 
earth or ground or negative (-) pins, while 
just about any other colour will signify a 
power, signal or positive (+) pins. 

The easiest is the speaker connector, 
shown at the bottom on the right, and 
designated SPK1. 

Nowadays, the case speaker does little 
more than beep when the machine starts 
up. Many motherboards will have on
board sound, as this one does, or if they 
do not, they should have sufficient PCI 
slots for a sound card. 

To the left of the speaker connector is 
the socket for the case's main front panel 
components, designated FP1. Now you 
have to take care! What you need to con
nect are the power on-off switch, reset 
switch and hard disk LED. 

You will see that the pins are numbered 
1-10. The K7S5A manual states that pins 
1 and 3 are for the hard disk LED, with pin 
1 being positive. It is important to observe 

the correct polarity here, as an LED will 
not work otherwise. 

Pins 2 and 4 are for the power switch, 
while either pins 5 and 7 or 6 and 8 can 
be used for the reset switch. Polarity does 
not matter with the power and reset 
switches, which can be connected any 
way around. 

The mnemonics used by the mother
board connectors will probably not match 
those used on the case connector shells 
exactly. The LED connector on the moth
erboard is designated HD LED, while on 
the case connector shell it says HDD. 
LED, which shouldn't cause too much of a 
problem, but sometimes it might not be 
as obvious with other motherboard-to
case connections. 

The K7S5A provides additional connec
tors for infrared port, front panel audio 
(which my case does not provide) and 
front panel USB (which it does). USB con
nection is fairly straightforward and this is 
a useful feature, so I have opted to use it. 
Next, connect the power connector from 
the power supply to the connector on the 
motherboard. This should also be 
straightforward. 

Arrows show positions of audio, USB, front panel and speaker connectors 
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Then you need to mount the diskette, hard disk and CD 
drives into the case, making sure you secure them ade
quately with sufficient screws, particularly the CD drive, 
which as I explained last month, can cause a lot of vibra
tions. 

Then connect the power supply sockets to the diskette, 
hard disk and CD drives. This should be fairly straightfor
ward. 

Finally, connect the diskette cable from the motherboard 
socket to the diskette, and the IDE cable from the mother
board socket to the hard disk and CD drives. The photo on 
the right shows all the completed connections. 

Following that, you need to replace the side panels on 
the case. You are now ready to connect the external 
devices and cables, including the monitor screen, key
board and mouse, and, finally, the IEC power cable into 
the power supply socket. Some power supplies may 
include a switch, which you will need to switch to the ON 
position, but this is not always provided because on ATX 
motherboards, the machine is switched on from the front 
panel ON/OFF switch. 

That's it. Now you can switch on. Good luck! Re-assembled PC 
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HP 8404A Levelling Amplifier .. ..£15 
HP 3455A Digital Voltmeler £50 
Feedback FM610 Digital Frequency Meter £25 
Farnell TM8 True RMS RF Millivoltmeter. .. £40 
Thurlby 1503 Digilal Mulitmeter ... .£15 
Sullivan 6666 Milliohmmeler £15 
K&L Tunable Bank Reject Filter.. £15 
Barr & Stroud EF4-01 Bank Pass Filter 1HZ-100KHZ . £15 
Barr & Stroud EF4-02 LP/HP Filter 1HZ-100KHZ £15 
Fluke 8810A Digital Multlmeler £30 
Fluke 8502A Digital Multimeter . ...£25 
Electronic Visual EV4040 TV Waveform Monitor . £20 
Tracer Northern TNI750 ... £30 
RS 555-279 UV Exposure Unit £10 
Microdyne Corp Receiver ... £60 
Varian V2L-694 1FI Travelling Wave Tube Amplifier . £50 
Moore Read SFC500/1 AUXR Sialic Frequency Convertor 120 
Volts 400 HZ £50 
Drager 21 /31 Multi Gas Deleclor £10 
Phi lips PM8237B MulliPOIOI Dala Recorder ... . .£20 
Endeuco 4417 Signal Condilioner X 2 .£10 
Pulselek 132 DC Currenl CalibralOr . . . ..... £30 
PM1038-D14 Display wllh 1038-Nl0 Network Analyser. No 
Heads... £50 
Megger MJ4MK2 Wind Up 1000V MOhm . £30 
Metrohm 250V Pat Tester .. £15 
Sullivan AC1012 4 Decade Resistance Box 0.05%.. . £10 
Brandenburgh 020 Sialic Freq Convertor 1I0/240V inpul 
50/60HZ Ouiputl15V 400HZ 20VA .£40 
Narda 706 Allenualor £10 
Analogue ASSOCiates X800 Audio Amplifier 800wan (400w per 
Channel no DC Proleclion) £60 
W&G PCG2 PCM Channel Generalor ..... £30 
Sivers Lab 12400 - 18000 MHZ . £10 
Sivers Lab 52 12 2500 - 4000MHZ+C264 £10 
Cropico VS I 0 DC Siandard 10V £30 
Dawe 14050 Sound Level Meter. . . £15 
Cambridge 44228 POlenliometer in Wooden Case £30 
Weirclilfe Model6 Bulk Eraser . £10 
Casella T8620 Heat Siress Monitor £20 
Casella Drum Recorder .... £20 
Negrelli 0-55C Drum Recorder .. . £20 
Negrelli t 25 Series Drum Recorder £20 
Sato Kelryoki NS307 Hydrothermograph Dual Channel-t5c to 
+40c ....................................... " ................................... £30 
OK Induslries CECCOO-015 Surlace Resislivity/Resislance 10 
Ground Meier - No Probe . £10 

Meggar t OOOV X2 Wind Up . £10 
Edgcumbe 30A Clamp Meier Analogue £10 
Linslead GIOOO Generalor 10MHZ Slne/Sg/CMOSmL £20 
Cl(cullmate FG2 FunClion Generalor I HZ-2MHZ ... £30 
Kllppon UT2 Combi Check .. £t 0 
AVO 1200R Clamp meier 0-600V 0-t200A Analogue ... £10 
AVO TTl 69 Insitu Transislor Tesler ... .. .. .. £to 
Thurlby Thandar TGI02 Func. Generalor 2MHZ £25 
Farnell PA 122 Programmable Anenualor 500MHZ .£t 5 
Farnell ESG 1 Oscillator 1 MHZ £15 
Telequipment CT71 Curve Tracer IBroken KnOb) .... £20 
HP 5004A Signalure Analyser.. £20 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

OSCilloscopes 
LECROY 9400A Dual Trace 175MHZ 5G/S 
LECROY 9400 Dual Trace 125MHZ 
TEKTRONIX 468 Oual Trace 100MHZ Dlgilal Storage .. 
TEKTRONIX 475 Oual Trace 200M HZ Delay Sweep 
TEKTRONIX 4658 Dual Trace tOOMHZ Delay Sweep 
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual Trace tOOMHZ Delay Sweep 
PH ILLIPS PM3217 Dual Trace SOMHZ Delay Sweep 
THURLBY PL3200MD 0-30V 0-2A Twice Digital PSU 
H.P. 66312A 0-20V 0-2A Communications PSU 
H.P. 6623A 3 Oulpuls PSU 0-7'1 0-5A or 0-20V 0-2A 

0-20V 0-2A or 0-50VO-0 8A 
O-lV 0-1 OA or 0-20V 0-4A 

H.P. 6626A PreciSIOn High Resolullon PSU 4 Oulpuls .. 
O-N 0- t5MA or 0-50V 0-05A Twice 
0-t6V 0-0 2A or 0-50V 0-2A Twice 

£SOO 
£400 

..£300 
£250 
£250 
£175 

.. . £150 
...... £160 

£200 
£425 

£500 

CIRRUS CRL254 Sound Level Meier ",'llh Calibrator 80-120db LED ... £95 
WAYNE KERR 8424 Component Bridge ................. . . ... .. ............. £50 
RACAL 9300 True RMS Voltmeter 5HZ-20MHZ usable 10 60MHZ 10V-
316V ... £50 
RACAL 9300B True RMS Voltmeler 5HZ-20MHZ usable 10 60MHZ 
IOV-316V....... ... ... ... ....... ... ... . £75 
AVO DAI 16 Digilal Avomeler wllh Ballery and Leads £20 
FARNELL LFM4 SinelSq Oscilla lor 10HZ-IMHZ 10\'1 dislortlon TTL OUlpul 
Amplilude Meier ... .. ... £75 
FARNELL J3B Slne/sq Oscilialor tOHZ-100KHZ Lovi Dislonion ........ £60 
HEME 1000 LCD Clamp Meter O- IOOOA in Carrying Case £35 
FLUKE 77 Mulitmeter 3 112 Digit handheld wilh Ballery & Leads £45 
KENWOOD VTI762 Channel Mull ivollmeter £50 
KENWOOD FL 140 WOW & Fluner Meier £50 
KENWOOD FL 180A WOW & Fluner Meier £75 
KENWOOD FL180A WOW & Fluner Meter Unused .... ... ........ ...... £t25 
MARCONI 6960B Power Meier With 6920 Head tOMHZ - 20GHZ .. £450 
SOLARTRON 7t50 DMM 6 112 digil True RMS.IEEE ....... £75 
SOLARTRON 7150 Plus As 7150 + Temperature Measurement .. .£100 
IEEE Cables ........ .£5 
HP 3312A Function Gen 0.IHZ-13MHZ AMiFM Sweep/Sq/TrVBursl etc 

£200 
HP 331 OA Function Gen 0.005HZ-5MZ SlIIelSqiTrVRampiPulse £80 
RACAL 9008 AulomallC Modulation Meier t .5MHZ-2GHZ £60 
ISOLATING T ranslormer Inpul 250V OUlpul 500VA Unused .. £30 
RACAL t 792 Reciever ....... £525 

USED EQUIPMENT - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied. 
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or telephone for lists. Please check availability before 

ordering CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to total of goods and carriage. 
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lelnet 
Quality EBilrl-uEertest & mEEanErnent~ent 
Tel: 02476 650 702 Fax: 02476 650 773 

Web: w w w .teJnet.uk.a:::m En ail.: S3..leE@ teJnet.uk.a:::m 
All equipment is used - with 30 days guarantee and 90 days in some cases. Add carriage and VAT to all goods. 
1 Stoney Court, Hotchkiss Way, Binley Industrial Estate Coventry CV3 2RL ENGLAND 

Agilent (HP) 3314A Function Generator 20 MHz £650 Agilent (HP) 53181 A Frequency Counter 
Agilent (HP) 3325A and B function gen. from £550 Agilent (HP) 4284A Precison LCR lVIeter 
Agilent (HP) 435A1B, 436A, 4637B, 438A Power Meters from £100 Agilent (HP) 6031A Power Supply (20V - 120A) 
Agilent (HP) 3561 A Dynamic Signal Analyser £2950 Agilent (HP) 6032A Power Supply (60V - 50A) 
Agilent (HP) 3562A Dual Ch . Dynamic Sig. Analyser £3000 Agilent (HP) 6671 A Power Supply (8V - 200A) 
Agilent (HP) 3582A Spectrum Analyser Dual Channel £1200 Agilent (HP) E4411 A Spectrum Analyser (9kHz - 1.5GHz) 
Agilent (HP) 3585A and B Spec. An . (40MHz) from £2950 Agilent (HP) 8924C CDMA Mobile Station Test Set 
Agilent (HP) 35660A Dynamic Sig. An £2950 Agilent (HP) E8285C CDMA Mobile Station Test Set 
Agilent (HP) 4191 A R/F Impedance analyzer (1 GHz) £2995 Agilent (HP) 54520A 500MHz 2 Channel Oscilloscope 
Agilent (HP) 4192A UF Impedance Analyser (13MHz) £4000 Agilent (HP) 54645D 100MHz Mixed Signal Oscilloscope 
Agilent (HP) 4193A Vector Impedance Meter £2750 Agilent (HP) 8713B 300kHz - 3GHz Network Analyser 
Agilent (HP) 4274A LCR Meter £1750 Agilent (HP) 8566B 100Hz - 22GHz High Performance Spec. An. 
Agilent (HP) 4275A LCR Meter £2750 Agilent (HP) 8592B 9kHz - 22GHz Spectrum Analyser 
Agilent (HP) 4276A LCR Meter £1400 Amplifier Research 10W1000B Power Amplifier (1 GHz) 
Agilent (HP) 4278A Capacitance Meter (1 KHz /1 MHz) £2950 Anritsu ML 2438A Power Meter 
Agilent (HP) 5342A Frequency Counter (18GHz) £850 Rohde & Schwarz SMY01 9kHz - 1040 MHz Signal Generator 
Agilent (HP) 5351 B Frequency Counter (26.5GHz) £2750 Rohde & Schwarz CMD 57 Digital Radio Comms Test Set 
Agilent (HP) 5352B Frequency Counter (40GHz) £4950 Rohde & Schwarz XSRM Rubidium Frequency Standard 
Agilent (HP) 5331 OA Mod. Domain An (opt 1/31) £3450 Rohde & Schwarz CMD 80 Digital Radio Comms Test Set 
Agilent (HP) 54600A / B 100 MHz Scopes from £700 R&S SMIQ-03B Vector Sig. Gen. (3 GHz) 
Agilent (HP) 54810A Infinium Scope 500MHz £2995 R&S SMG (0.1 - 1 GHz) Sig . Gen. 
Agilent (HP) 8116A Function Gen. (50MHz) £1750 Tektronix THS 720A 1 OOMHz 2 Channel Hand-held Oscilloscope 
Agilent (HP) 8349B (2- 20GHz) Ampl ifier £1950 W&G PFJ 8 Error & Jitter Test Set 
Agilent (HP) 8350B Mainframe sweeper (plug-ins avail) £750 IFR (Marconi) 2051 10kHz-2.7GHz) Sig. Gen. 
Agilent (HP) 85024A High Frequency Probe £1000 Wayne Kerr AP 6050A Power Supply (60V - 50A) 
Agilent (HP) 8594E Spec. An . (2.9G Hz) opt 41 ,101,105,130) £3995 Wayne Kerr AP 400-5 Power Supply (400V - 5A) 
Agilent (HP) 8596E Spec. An . (12.8 GHz) opt various £8000 Wayne Kerr 3260A+3265A Precision Mag. An . with Bias Unit 
Agilent (HP) 89410A Vector Sig. An . Dc to 10MHz £7500 Wayne Kerr 3245 Precision Ind. Analyser 
Agilent (HP) 89440A Vector Signal Analyser 2MHz - 1.8GHz £8950 Wayne Kerr 6425 Precison Component Analyser 
Agilent (HP) 33120A Function/Arbitrary Waveform Generator 15MHz £850 Wavetek 9100 Universal Calibrator (Opts 100/250) 
Agilent (HP) 53131A Frequency Counter £750 Various other calibrators in stock. Call for stock / prices 

£750 
£5750 
£1250 
£2000 
£1350 
£3500 
£6000 
£6000 
£1000 
£3000 
£4500 
£7000 
£7500 
£4700 
£1400 
£1750 
£4250 
£3750 
£3500 
£7000 
£1750 
£1250 
£6500 
£5000 
£1850 
£1300 
£5500 
£1750 
£2000 
£9000 
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Wireless column 

When is a radio not a radio? 

By Mike Brookes 

C
urrently, Project 
Team PT 43 of 
the European 
Communications 
Committee (ECG) is 

deliberating on a "Strategy for 

the Future of Short Range 
Devices" (SRDs) on behalf of 
the European Commission (EG). 

It is vital for PT 43 to get it 
right in order for a strategy to 
be produced that will provide a 
climate of nourishment for suc
cessful development of the 
European SRD industry - the 
fastest growing of all radio 
market sectors. 

The work of the Project 
Team, which comprises Radio 
Administrations and industry 
representatives involves revis
iting current definitions of SRDs 
and has brought into sharp 
focus some consequences of 
selling radio spectrum piece
meal to the highest bidder. 

From CEPT JERC recommen
dation 70-03, the 'Bible' for the 
SRD industry in Europe, SRDs 
"in general operate in short 
bands and are not permitted to 
cause harmful interference to 
other radio services" and 
"cannot claim protection from 
interference caused by other 
radio services". 

Originally, SRDs were desig
nated to operate in ISM bands 

(Industrial, Scientific and 
Medical), themselves reserved 
for non-commercial use of 
radio frequency electromag
netic fields for industrial, scien
tific and medical purposes. This 
definition has clearly gone out 
of the window since radio LAN 
(local area network) services are 
now widely available in the 
2.4GHz ISM band and are 
planned for the 5GHz band, 
which includes another piece of 
'reserved' ISM spectrum. These 
are without doubt commercial 

low cost interference-avoiding 
kit, so why can't we share 
other parts of the spectrum?" 
And here we meet the Treasury 
and purchasers of very expen
sive operating licences (mobile 
phone operators, broadcasters 
etc) head on. They have no 
intention of allowing SRDs into 
their patch on the basis that 
they have paid for sole use of 
their spectrum and the aggre
gate effect of millions of SRDs 
might raise the noise floor and 
damage their investments. 

J J A new definition of Ultra Low Power (ULP) SRDs is 
under consideration, but because their range and power 
is so low, it could be argued that they should not be 
considered as radio at all " 

services, operating in licence
free conditions, thus avoiding -
so far - the Treasury's net for 
spectrum licences. 

Because SRDs operate in 
shared bands without licence 
control , interference between 
different applications is almost 
inevitable. This has led to an 
explosion of technical innova
tions, which has resulted in the 
availability of low cost radio 
chipsets «$5) that feature fre
quency agility, 'listen before 
talk', 'dynamic power adjust
ment' and other techniques to 
promote efficient spectrum use. 

Such developments have led 
to the SRD industry saying 
"OK, we've produced super 

On the other hand, the 'ben
efits' to EU member states of 
SRD development, while not 
providing revenue from spec
trum sales, include building 
automation (inherently energy 
saving) , new 'super' alarm 
systems, including video facil
ities that protect both prop
erty and people and RFID 
(tagging) which provides a 
whole raft of 'people ser
vices'. In addition, there is a 
new development in the use 
of SRDs for social and med
ical purposes. These include 
social alarms (to support sick 
and elderly people in unat
tended rooms), assistive lis
tening devices and increas-

... ~.-: .. -
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ingly 'on-body monitors' and 
medical implants. 

For these, a new definition of 
Ultra Low Power (ULP) SRDs 
is under consideration. 
Because the range and power 
of ULP devices is so low, it 
could be argued that they 
should not be considered as 
radio at all and thus be freed 
from radio regulations. After 
all, lVs and dishwashers emit 
electromagnetic radiation at 
very low levels and are not 
considered for radio regulation 
because they are not 'inten
tional radiators'. By contrast, 
medical implants and other 
ULP devices are intentional 
radiators and under the 
R& TIE Directive must be reg
ulated as radios. 

Freedom from Radio 
Regulations of ULPs would 
undoubtedly have major bene
fits in the medical world. 
However, mobile operators 
might view the prospect of mil
lions of people radiating from 
ULP devices as further intru
sion to their licences. 

The ethical versus commer
cial battle to come will make 
interesting reading. 

The Low Power Radio As.sc:ciation 
is a European trade body mat rep
resents manufacturers and users 
of short range devices (SROs). 

Mike Brookes is L.PRL\'s chairman. 

www.easy-radio.com/ew1 
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Tips 'n' tricks 

Uarious PIC microcontroller families 
~TIP 1: low energy power supplies (aU mCUs) 
Designing the power supply for a low-power device can be 
very tricky. There are many considerations including: 
1: Battery capacity 
2: Internal battery resistance 
3: Battery size 
4: Battery cost 
5: Battery weight 
6: Voltage regulator minimum regulation voltage 
7: Voltage regulator quiescent current 

Batteries come in all shapes, sizes and chemistry. A small, 
high capacity battery typically has a higher internal resistance, 
so it is less useful for high-current applications. Batteries 
good for high current generally have lower capacity and 
higher weight than a similar sized high resistance battery. 
Examples are NiCd and NiMh. The NiMh battery is low in 
weight, high in capacity and small in size. However, it has a 
much higher internal resistance than the NiCd. 

Rapid discharge of the NiMh will seriously decrease the life. 
The high internal resistance will not affect most low current 
applications, but if the application requires a burst of current, 
it is possible for the voltage to sag and the PICmicro MCU 
could reset. 

Think of an RF transponder. Most of the time it is sitting 
idle, but upon demand, it must produce a powerful radio 
burst. 

If VDD must be kept constant or the battery voltage is too 
large, a voltage regulator may be used in the application. If 
you add a voltage regulator, you increase the current con
sumption by the quiescent current of the regulator (the cur
rent used by the regulator to regulate). 

~TIP 2: I/O deuice control (aU mCUs) 
When power consumption is crucial in an application, 
designers look for ways of saving as much power as pos
sible. The most obvious way is to put the microcontroller to 
SLEEP when there is no need for it to be running. 

Another solution is to clock the device at a lower frequency 
to consume less current. If there are other ICs on the PCB, it 

.--------,!1D I 
1/0 t----------i OFFION 

TX RX 
RX TX 

PIC16F RS-232 

Figure 1 

is possible to use an I/O pin to turn them off and on when 
they are not needed. Some of these ICs have a control pin 
dedicated for this (see Figure 1). If there is no dedicated 
control pin , the I/O pin can be tied to the VDD pin of the 
devices. 

There are limitations to this. The device cannot draw more 
than the rated source current of the microcontroller I/O pin 
and must have a VDD requirement equal to the microcon
troller's VDD. An alternative would be to tie an output pin to 
control a switch, which controls power to other devices. 

~TIP 3: low power Timer1 (PIC16 and PIC18 
with nanoWatt) 

Applications requiring Timer1 to have a clock crystal con-
nected to its T10S0 and T10S1 pins must take PCB 
layout into consideration. The new low-power Timer1 con
sumes very little current, therefore making its oscillator cir
cuit sensitive to neighbouring circuits. 

To start, the oscillator circuit (including crystal and capac
itors) should be located as close as possible to the micro
controller. Other than VDD and VSS, no other circuits should 
be passing through the oscillator boundaries. If it is unavoid
able to have high-speed circuits around the oscillator circuit, 
then a guard ring should be placed around the oscillator ci 
cuit and microcontroller pins similar to that shown in 
Figure 2. It would also help to have the oscillator's circuit 
placed over a ground plane. 

Figure 2 

o 

vss 
OSC1 

OSC2 

RB7 

RB6 

RB5 
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~TIP 4: Clock switching PIC16F dual clock 
[PIC16F62X) 

The PIC16F62X devices are equipped with a second, low-
speed internal oscillator. This oscillator is available when 
the device is operating from internal RC (INTRC), External 
RC* (EXTRC) or External Resistor*" (ER) modes. It can be 
used to operate the microcontroller at low speeds for 
reduced power consumption. The actual speed of this 
oscillator is not calibrated, so expect 20% to 40% vari
ability in the oscillator frequency. 

To change oscillators, simply toggle bit 3 (OSCF) in the 
PCON register. If the bit is clear, the low-speed oscillator is 
used. If the bit is set, then the oscillator configured by the 
CON FIG bits is used. 

* EXTRC mode only available on A parts. 
** ER mode only available on the non-A parts. 

~TIP 5: Config port [all mcus) 
All PICmicro MCUs have bi-directional I/O pins. Some of 
these pins have analogue input capabilities. It is very 
important to pay attention to the signals applied to these 
pins so the least amount of power will be consumed. 

Digital inputs: 
A digital input pin consumes the least amount of power 
when the input voltage is near VOO or VSS. If the input 
voltage is near the midpoint between VOO and VSS, the 
transistors inside the PICmicro MCU are biased in a linear 
region and they will consume a significant amount of cur
rent. This current drain is most likely to occur if the appli
cation uses pin-overloading tricks, such as using a 
charging capacitor to read multiple switches or driving 
many LEOs from a few I/O pins. Sometimes, it may be 
better to reconfigure inputs to outputs to hold a known 
condition and minimise current. 

Digital outputs: 
There is no additional current consumed by a digital output 
pin other than the current going through the pin to power 
the external circuit. Pay close attention to the external cir
cuits to minimise their current consumption. Pay special 
attention to any bias circuits or pull-up/down circuits that 
may be required. 

Rnalogue inputs: 
Analogue inputs are very high impedance so they con-
sume very little current. They will consume less current 
than a digital input if the applied voltage would normally be 
centred between VOO and VSS. Sometimes, it is appro
priate and possible to configure digital inputs as analogue 
inputs when the digital input must go to a low-power state. 

Pay attention to the behavior of the pins and determine 
what the pin I/O state must be when entering and leaving 
each power mode. The wrong choice for one pin can cause 
a significant power increase and destroy the application. 
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Tips 'n' tricks 

~TIP 6: 110 initialisation [PIC16) 
Although the following practice may seem routine, PORT 
I/O initialisation is overlooked many times. On a POR 
(Power-on Reset), the PORT registers (Ex. PORTB) have 
an unknown value. If the TRIS registers (Ex. TRISB) are 
configured before the PORT registers are set or cleared, 
unexpected code behaviour can result. The instruction 
sequence below is an example of how I/O initialisation 
should be handled: 

banksel 
clrf 
banksel 
clrf 

PORTB 
PORTB 
TRISB 
TRISB 

;bank 0 
;clear PORTB 
;bank 1 
;con. gure for outputs 

~TIP 7: Two-speed start-up [PIC16 and PIC18 
with nanoWatt) 

This feature is new to the PIC microcontroller family and is 
available on some of the nanoWatt technology devices. 
Using the internal oscillator, it allows the user to execute 
code, while waiting for the Oscillator Start-up (OST) timer 
to expire (LP, XT or HS modes). 

This feature is enabled through the IESO configuration bit. 
By the default setting of the OSCCON register, two-speed 
start-up will clock the device from the INTRC (32kHz) until the 
OST has expired. Switching to a faster intemal oscillator fre
quency can optimise this feature. The example below shows 
several stages on how this can be achieved. The number of 
frequency changes is dependent upon the designer's dis
cretion. 

Assume a 20MHz crystal (HS mode) in the PIC18F 
example shown here: 

Tcy 
(Instruction Time) 

125~s @ 32kHz 
125~s @ 32kHz 
4~s @ 1MHz 
1~s@ 4MHz 
500ns 
500ns 

Instruction 
org Ox05 ;RESET vector 
bsf STATUS,RPO ;bank1 
bsf OSCCON,IRCF2 ;switch to 1 MHz 
bsf OSCCON,IRCF1 ;switch to 4 MHz 
bsf OSCCON,IRCFO ;switch to 8 MHz 
application code 
application code 

(OST expires eventually, 20MHz crystal clocks the device) 
200ns application code 

Win a PICkit2 flash Starter 

See page 44 
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Tips 'n' tricks 

Win a PICkit2 flash Starter kit 

Electronics World is offering its readers the chance to win a new Microchip PICkit 2 Flash Starter 
Kit. The new PICkit 2 Flash Starter Kit enables engineers, students and anyone with an interest, to easily 
begin development and experimentation with PIC microcontrollers. The PICkit 2 follows the very suc
cessful PICkit 1 offering improved ease of use, faster programming and greater flexibility. 

The PICkit 2 Starter Kit connects to any personal computer via full-speed USB 2.0, which allows firmware 
upgradeability, and requires no additional power supply for the programmer or target application board. 
The PICkit 2 comes with a set of easy-to-understand tutorials that allow users to learn at their own pace. 
In addition, the PICkit 2 can easily plug into development boards via In Circuit Serial Programming (ICSP) 
technology. 

Tile kit includes tile programmer, USB cable, CDs and an 8/14/20-pin evaluation board. Initially, the pro
grammer supports 33 different low pin count, Flash PIC microcontrollers. For additional information visit 
the Microc~lip Web site at www.microchip.com/tools 

For the chance to win a PICkit 2, log onto www.microchip-comp.com/elecworldpickit2 
and enter your details into the online entry form 
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Short-Range Wireless 
Communication: 
Fundamentals of RF System 
design and application, 
second edition 

Alan Bensky 
Elsevier (Newnes) 

~is paperback 
I comes with CD

ROM, which includes 
an electronic copy 
(PDF) of the book, 
an evaluation copy 
of Mathcad and 
Mathcad worksheets. 

The book is a 352-
page tome and, on its back cover, there is 
the suggestion that the CD represent 'The 
Complete Toolkit for the Hottest Area in 
RFIWireless Design'. In a book of this 
size, this comment is somewhat ambi
tious, but what the book does do is to 
provide an insight into the technical and 
regulatory factors, which need to be con
sidered by system implementers involved 
with SRDs (short range devices). 
Chapter 1 sets the scene for the rest of 
the book, providing an introduction and 
context for short-range radio, often 
referred to in the UK by the Of com term 
'Short Range Device' or SRD. In Section 
1.3, Characteristics of Short-Range Radio, 
typical features are mentioned, which 
define the scope of the book. It may be 
noted, however, that 'non-critical band
width specifications', which traditionally 
have been an SRD feature, are nowadays 
less acceptable, as more devices share a 
limited radio resource. 
Chapters 2 to 6 review basic technolo
gies for SRDs, providing an introduction for 
engineers unfamiliar with radio practice. 
Chapter 2, Radio Propagation, gives a very 
brief introduction to propagation issues, 
including some that are not applicable to 
SRDs. The useful parts of this chapter are 
those references that introduce the con-
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cepts of path loss, multipath effects and 
fading. Maxwell's equations are included at 
the end of this chapter, though it is difficult 
to see why, and the web tutorial reference 
included here illustrates a common web 
reference problem, however, the link 
appears to no longer work. 
Chapter 3, Antennas and Transmission 
Lines, is practical and includes most of 
the antenna types appropriate to SRDs, 
but surprisingly, includes only a brief ref
erence to the inductance-loaded short 
vertical antenna, which many practical 
SRDs use. The Smith Chart is introduced 
in the section on impedance matching, 
with only a single example - and no refer
ence, despite many excellent Smith Chart 
tutorials being available on the web and 
elsewhere. 
Chapter 4, Communications Protocols 
and Modulation, attempts to review 
coding and modulation and does give the 
reader a feel for the options available. It is 
unfortunate, however, that in describing 
advanced digital modulation schemes, 
that there is only a short paragraph at the 
end of the section reminding the reader 
that there are carrier-to-noise implications 
as the bandwidth efficiency increases. 
The chapter includes a qualitative intro
duction to spread-spectrum techniques. 
Chapters 5 and 6, Transmitters and 
Receivers, give qualitative descriptions of 
some common circuit techniques. 
Chapter 7, Radio System Design, is 
where the book will be most useful for the 
majority of SRD users. It explores the 
basic system parameters (system range, 
receiver sensitivity, noise figure, band
width) and looks at issues such as 
unwanted receiver responses, intermodu
lation and dynamic range. 
Chapter 8, System Implementation, is 
really a review of modules and devices 
available at the time of writing (August 
2003 for the second edition) and includes 
reference to some useful industry sources. 
Chapter 9, Regulations and Standards, is 

Book Review 

necessarily too brief to cover all the 
details, but does give the reader a useful 
overview and comparison of the regula
tions in the US and Europe, and a 
reminder that the SRD bands may be unli
censed, but are not unregulated. 
References are given for the complete 
standards documentation. 
Chapter 10, Information Theory, is an 
oddity - it includes an introduction to 
error control coding in the second half of 
the chapter, which could have been 
expanded, with the earlier discussion on 
probability reduced. 
The final Chapter 11, Applications and 
Technologies, looks at applications such 
as wireless local-area networks (WLANs), 
personal-area networks (PANs), Bluetooth 
and Zig Bee and UltraWideBand (UWB). It 
is useful in reminding the reader of the 
options available and providing a rough 
comparison of their capabilities. 

There is a list of references, ranging 
from standards and articles, to manufac
turers' application notes, many of which 
are directly relevant to SRDs. 

The CD that comes with the book con
tains a number of Mathcad worksheets 
with the relevant basic equations for 
some of the techniques mentioned in the 
book. Whilst they in no way replace CAD 
facilities, they do allow the reader to get a 
feel for, amongst other things, component 
values in matching networks, some 
antenna designs and simple propagation 
issues. 

To conclude, does the book meet its 
aim? The answer is a qualified 'yes'. In the 
preface to the First Edition, there is the 
statement that it is intended primarily for 
'adapters of wireless subsystems' who 
may develop products that incorporate 
SRDs. The book doesn't provide them with 
all the answers, but it does give a useful 
insight into the issues involved. It is a read
able book, with few typographic errors. 

Ian Whitworth 

SUBSCRIBER OFFERS 
For detai Is of the latest special offers for 

subscribers contact Debbie Jenner 
d.jenner@nexusmedia.com 

Telephone:+44(0)1322611210 REF: 294 
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Radio Modules/Modems 
www.radiotelemetry.co.uk 

1/4W Metal Film Resistor Kit ............... ~ 
- 1080 high quality resistors 
- 75"'E12J24 values (00 - 1 OMO) 
- 1 % resistance tolerance 
- Max voltage: 250v 
- Packed & labelled in Individual values 

112W Metal Film Resistor Klt ................ ~ 
- 1040 high quality resistors ~::;:::;" 
-73'E'12J24 values (100- 10MO) 
- 5% resistance tolerance 
- Max voltage: 250v 
- Packed & labelled In individual values 

Other fantastic value kits: 
Radial Electrolytic Capacitor K1t •...•. ..•.• ........................ .....•..... E4.99 

- 1015 capac/tonl from O.~ to 22OOf.rF 
Miniature Polyester Capacitor Kit ............................................ £4.99 

- 100 capacltorB from 1 nF to 470nF 

Ceramic DIsc Capacitor Kit ......... . . .. ... . ............... . ... ............... .. £4.99 
- 260 capacltorB from 4.7pF to 100nF 

Tantalum Bead Capacitor Klt ............................................... ... £4.99 
- 37 capacitors from O.22¢= to 47j./F 

1206/0805 SMD Resistor Klt ........................................... .. . £12.99 
_ 1130 resistors from OR to 10MR 

1206/0805/0603 SMD Capactor Klt ............................... .. . £14.99 
- 900 capacitors from 1 pF to 100nF 

BNC Connector Kit ................. .. ..................................... .. .. .. .... £4.99 
- Selectlon of connectors and adaptors 

Professional GFRP Stripboard ........................................... .. ... . £2.99 
- Professional grade pre-tinned GFRP (100 x 290mm) 

Simply the best way to buy components from the best components klt supplier. 
Mall order P&P: £2.50 (Free UK P&P for over £20). Quote promotional keyword 

'MARCONI' and save a further 10%1 

fastcomponents.co.uk 
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WEB SITE WWW.JOHNSRADIO-UK.COM WWW.JOHNRADIO.COM 
JOHNSRADIO ELEGRONICS TEST AND COMMUNICATION EQPT 

MARCONI TF2019A Synthesized Signal Generators - 80Khz to 1040Mc/s 
AM . FIV1 - High Class with many functions - £285 each. 

TEKTRONIX 2445 A OSCILLOSCOPE 150Mc/s Four Channel £300. 
HP COMMUNICATION TEST SET 8922M . 10 - 1 OOOMc/s + GMS 83220E 

Converter 1710 - 1900Mc/s - DCS - PCS - MS £500 
HP COMMUNICATION TEST SET 8922M OPT 010(DuaJ) etc, £750. 

ALL UNITS AND PRICED EX WORKS WITH INSTRUCTIONS - TESTED BASIC 
WORKING. CARR + PACKING IF REQUIRED EXTRA. 

Phone for appointment or to request item lists, photos, site map. 
All welcome, Private or Trade, sales, workshop repairs or calibration 

PLEASE CONTACT PATRICIA AT WHITEHALL WORKS, 84 WHITEHALL ROAD 
EAST, BIRKENSHAW, BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE, BD11 2ER. 

Tel: 01274684007 Fax: 01274651160 

WEB SITE WWW.JOHNSRADIO-UK.COM WWW.JOHNRADI 
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Gadgets 

The Imation Disc Stakka unit is an automated carousel that stores, protects and retrieves 
optical discs. Holding up to 100 discs, it connects to a computer via an USB for power 
and data. Units can be staked up to five high to create a tower that holds up to 500 
discs without requiring additional cabling or desk space. 
Coming complete with the content management software OpdiTracker, which 
includes a database and powerful search engine, you can browse your stored 
database as you would the folders and files stored on your computer's drives. Also 
take advantage of the OpdiTracker software search engine to locate any disc or file 
within seconds. Once located, you can eject the disc that contains the content you 
require. Around £99.99-109.99 
Amazon.co.uk, dabs.co.uk, microanvika.com, 
www.Maplin.co.ukandebuyer.com 

The NEC LT20 projector is 
the firm's tiniest. It weighs 
only 1 kg and it's the size of 
a paperback book. It is 
particularly easy to carry in 
either a briefcase or jacket 
pocket and it makes an ideal 
investment for people who spend a lot 
of time on the move. 

The tech air 5504 
laptop bag not only will 
earn you 'cool' points, but 
this range is packed with 
enough features to excite the 
techie in us all. 
Every bag comes complete with 
a subscription to i-TRAK, a 
system that provides a unique 
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Despite its com
pact size, the LT20 offers top-quality 
performance. With a contrast ratio of 
2,100:1 it delivers a bright, sharp image, 

and its 'Picture-in-Picture' capability allows 
business presenters to simultaneously display 

images from two input sources, making it ideal 
for complex presentations. Around £1,105 

www.nec.co.uk or 02087523535 

The Virtual Keyboard (VKB) is a pocket-sized device that projects a full
size laser QWERTY keyboard on to any flat sUliace and is compatible 

with over 50 handheld devices and PCs. 
It uses infrared technology to produce an invisible circuit and laser 

technology to project the keyboard, which behaves exactly like a 
real one. Detection technology based on optical recognition 

enables the user to tap the images of the keys, complete with 
realistic tapping sounds, which feeds into the compatible 

hardware. Typing sensitivity offers accurate and reliable 
detection of up to 400 characters per minute. 

Around £129.99 
www.virtualkeyboard.info 

identification code for both bag and laptop. Hence, anyone who 
finds the luggage can immediately inform i-TRAK who will then 
send the owner an SMS of its location. 
The bag maker used TechAir Protection Technology, where the 
laptop is wrapped in air cells to disperse the impact if dropped -
leaving the notebook in perfect working order. 
Around £49.99 - 89.99 
www.techair.co.uk 
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Circuit Ideas 

Current mode first order all-pass 
filter using CDTA 
All-pass (AP) filters find 

many applications in 
analogue signal processing 
tasks, to shift the phase of a 
signal with constant ampli
tude, to produce various 
types of filtering characteris
tics and to implement high-Q 
frequency selective circuits. 
Literature is full of first-order 
AP voltage-mode circuits 
constructed around different 
contemporary active building 
blocks. The reported circuits 
have the drawbacks of being 
non-canonical and with 
limited bandwidth perfor
mance. 

On the other hand, current
mode (CM) filters are receiving 
much attention owing to the 
advantages of inherently wider 
bandwidth, simpler circuitry, 
lower power consumption and 
wider dynamic range. Study of 
the reported CM filters reveals 
that these use an excessive 
number of active and/or pas
sive components and are 
associated with the realisibility 
condition. But, the circuit that 
is devoid of this condition 
lacks the essential feature of 
electronic gain adjustment, 
which suits contemporary IC 
design techniques. 

Here we propose a new CM 
first-order AP filter using a 
minimum number of compo
nents vs two passive compo
nents and one recently intro
duced active device current 
differencing transconduc
tance amplifier (CDTA). The 
circuit enjoys the salient fea
tures of being devoid of the 
realisibility condition and 
gives output current at high 
impedance, which suits cas
cadibility without use of addi
tional buffers and permits 
electronic adjustment of gain. 
The gain of the circuit is tem
perature invariant, being ratio 

of transconductance gains of 
operational transconductance 
amplifiers (OTAs), which 
themselves are temperature 
dependent. The circuit can 
yield another type of AP filter 
through CR:RC transforma
tion. The workability of the 
filter is checked with PSPICE. 

The port relations character
ising the COT A are given in 
Table 1. 

A routine analysis of the AP 
circuit of Figure 1 yields the 
following current transfer func
tion: 

~ = g 2 l-sCR 

lin g[ 1 +sCR 
The gain and phase are 

respectively given by: 

(1 ) 

(2) 

<p = -2 tan - I (wRC) (3) 

From Equations 2 and 3 it is 
clear that gain and phase can 
be adjusted independent of 
each other. The tunability of the 
former parameter can be 
achieved through g2 and/or g1 
while the later through Rand/or 
C, besides the frequency of the 
applied signal. An examination 
of Equation 2 reveals that the 
gain will remain stable against 
temperature variations, as it is 
a ratio of transconductance 
gains. Through implementation 
of CR:RC transformation, the 
circuit yields another version of 
AP circuit for which the transfer 
function is given by: 

10 =_&l-sCR 

lin gll+sCR 

and the phase by: 

\ ' 1 

"'-V 11_ 
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C 
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0 0 0 

CDTA 

~oo -,----------~ 40 

Top: Table 1 

Middle: Figure 1 

Right: Figure 2 

I] 

100 

<p = Jt - 2 tan -\ (wRC) 

This version offers same 
advantages as that of the orig
inal configuration. 

PSPICE simulation was car
ried out to check the worka
bility of the filter. The filter was 
designed for pole frequency of 
159kHz and gain of 20dB.The 
designed values are R = 1 kQ, 

1 OGO I e+{J04 I e+{J05 I e+{J06 

Frequency (Hz) 

C = 1nF, g1 =1ms and 
g2 =10ms. Figure 2 shows 
the amplitude and phase 
responses of the circuit. 

N. A. Shah, S.Z. Iqbal and 
Munazah Quadri 
Department of Electronics and 
Instrumentation Technology, 
University of Kashmir, 
India 
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EPABX battery protector 
~is circuit was designed specifically to protect the discharge of the 

I battery below the specified limit. This is required because if a 

battery discharges below the lowest usable value repeatedly and 

it is still used, the chances of the battery getting damaged are 

increasing. 

In rural India electricity is interrupted for 4-Sh as part of load shed

ding. This would automatically take the EPABX in those regions to 

the battery mode. Repeated interruption of electricity means that the 

time for recharge of battery increases. Hence, the batteries are never 

charged to the fullest capacity when the demand to supply voltage 

arises because of the interruption of the electricity. 

If batteries are not protected, they would repetitively operate 

below the specified lower limits and, eventually, they get dam

aged. 

Circuit operation is as follows: 

>- With the mains present, K1 relay gets supply from the trans

former output secondary DC through R2. 

>- K1 contact produces a reference voltage 12V across OS. 

>- The reference makes output of comparator IC1A high. 

~ The "l'loat-cum-boost-charger is also getting the mains supply 

and thus supplies 12VDC to op-amp IC1 A. 
~ This makes the output of op-amp IC1A high and the transistor 

02 'on', resulting in the contact K2 becoming 'on'. 

>- The circuit remains 'on' for the battery, even if the mains supply 

is interrupted. 

>- The circuit remains 'on' till the battery voltage is such that the 

voltage at pin 3 goes below that of pin 2. This is set when the 

battery voltage reduces to 42VDC or less. 

>- When this happens, the transistor 02 becomes 'off' and the 

contact of K2 opens, preventing further discharge of the battery. 

>- When the contact of K2 is opened, the supply to 12V zener breaks 

and the supply to the op-amp is devoid and, hence, the transistor 02 

remains 'off'. This is important to avoid the chattering (on-off-on) of 

relay K2. As the voltage of the battery rises back to approximately 

4SVDC in no load condition. 

Ser. No. Component label Value 
1 Tr1 0-230 /0-12V, 250mA 

----, 

--' 

2 C3 1 OOOuF / 2.5VOC 

3 K1 12V relay, 1500hm 
---------, 

~ 

4 R2 470 ohm, 5W 

5 R1 150 ohm, 5W 

6 R3 470 ohm, 5W 

7 R4 1kohm,10W 

8 08 12V zener 

9 C4 10uF 

10 C2 0.1uF 

11 R6,R7,R9,R10,R11 10k ohm ? watt 

12 R8 10k 10 T pot 

13 C1 1uF 
~ 

14 Q2 Tip 122 with heatsink 
-..---, 

15 IC1 LM324 
-

16 K2,R13 Oependinq upon the 
exchange battery voltage and battery rated current. I used 470 ohm 5W. 
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Jayant Kathe 
India 
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Circuit Ideas 

An inexpensive pulse width modulated 
speed control for 12V DC motors 

12v 

Drive 
Period 

4 Reset 

1/2 55 
f------'-" Dis 

Thr 

f----'-----j Trig 

C1 
100nL 

T 
Ov 

3 elrl 

The motive to produce this 
circuit came from a friend 

who wished to slow the fridge 
cooling water pump on his 
boat, as it was too noisy. 
There are, of course, other 
applications. 

Whilst looking for motors to 
test the circuit, I remembered 
that we had a Doublo train set 
in the loft and so used the 
loco as a test load, so that's a 
possible application (see the 
note later). It also makes a 
very good dimmer. 

To justify the claim of 'inex-
pensive': the cost of the 
semiconductors used (from 
Maplin's) is just over £1. 

One half of the 556 (dual 
555) is an astable multivi-
brator with a period of about 
3ms. This period gives a rea-
sonable size for the timing 
components. The astable 
device triggers the other sE1C-
tion of the 556 - connected 
as a monostable - via the dif-
ferentiator R3 C3 to shorten 
the trigger pulse - as the 'on' 
period of the monostable 

50 

C3 
10nF 

C4 
100nF 

T T 

cannot be shorter than the 
trigger pulse. D1 clamps the 
positive spike from the differ-
entiation that would otherwise 
go above 12V. The monos-
table has maximum 'on' 
period of about 3ms, varied 
with VR2, the speed control. 
The output of the monostable 
drives the base of 01 
(ignoring 02 and R6 - see 
later), a 10A Darlington tran-
sistor. 

Ideally, the monostable 
should be re-triggerable so 
that, as its 'on' period 
approaches that of the drive, 
the output would change 
from pulsed to continuous. 
Unfortunately, the 555 is not 
re-triggerable. This means 
that, if the monostable 'on' 
period exceeds the interval 
between trigger pulses, the 
output divides by two. 

Accordingly, with the speed 
control at maximum, VR1 
should be adjusted at a point 
just short of where division by 
two occurs. This is most 
easily carried with a scope, 

14 
vee 

Reset 

elrl 
Gnd 

Out 

R5 
4k7 A 

R6 
4k7 

B 
1---_---1 01 BDX33C 

R6 and 02 only needed for train type control. 
Otherwise link A to B. 
02 any low power NPN e.g. BC550 

but failing that, a voltmeter on either clockwise for forward 
the output will show a drop of or counter-clockwise for 
50% at the critical point, or reverse. This type of control 
the load speed will drop. A is possible with this circuit -
stable duty cycle of 98% with slight modification. 
(ton/(ton+ toft)) is possible - The 20k pot could be 
near enough to continuous. replaced with a 1 OOk with the 

As VR2 is adjusted over its ends of the track connected 
full range, the duty cycle together. This arrangement 
changes by a factor of 10:1. gives 0 at each end and 25k 
This may be too large for in the centre (the law inciden-
some applications (too great tally is parabolic). 
a dead zone). In which case It is also necessary to invert 
R4 should be increased to the drive to the Darlington 
give a smaller range of duty transistor 01. This is the 
cycle. Increasing R4 causes function of 02 and R6 in the 
the maximum 'on' period to diagram above. 
increase, so that the drive This modification gives 
period must also be maximum speed at each end 
increased via VR1 to com- of the pot with minimum in 
pensate. With the compo- the middle. 
nents as shown, there should I leave it to the reader to 
be sufficient range of adjust- devise an appropriate method 
ment on VR1 to allow R4 to of reversing the polarity of the 
be increased to 6k8, giving a supply to the running rails . 
4: 1 duty cycle range. 

Note for train control: Tony Meacock 
A conventional model train UK 
controller has a centre stop 
position and then rotates 
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'Circuit Ideas 

Cascode buffer gives op-amp 
600V output swing 
Traditionally, cascode 

amplifier circuits have 
been associated with low
level signals in the input 
stages of VHF receivers. This 
one is a little different. 

This circuit was designed to 
interface the output of an 
operational amplifier to the 
control grid of a high voltage 
tetrode but it could be used 
wherever an output swing of 
several hundred volts is 
required. It has been used on 
systems operating at 80kV 
and has proved to be robust 
in the presence of 'flashovers 
and the repeated operation of 
crowbar circuits. 

The choice of components 
and the possible addition of 
zener diode or similar DC 
offset circuits to the output 
will depend on the actual job 
the circuit is used for. The 
TI100 tetrode is no longer 
available but various other 
small transmitting valves 
could be used instead, 
depending on the particular 
appl ication. 

The circuit has a nominal 
voltage gain of 100. With the 
particular valve of input bias 
resistor shown (the 3kQ to 
-15V) the quiescent output 
voltage should be 500V. This 
will allow an output swing of 
about ±300V. The negative 
bias applying to grid 1 of the 
tetrode is dependant on the 
device used and should be 
adjusted so that the voltage 

V bias -20V nom 

liP from Op amp 

at the collector of the tran
sistor is about 20V. The 
clamping diode connected to 
the collector of the transistor 
protects the transistor from 
overvoltage if the input signal 
goes excessively negative. 

If the 10kQ load resistor was 
replaced by a tank circuit, the 
1 OOkQ feedback resistor dis
connected and the biasing 
suitably adjusted for the class 

Send new circuit ideas to: 

+ 850V 

100W 

-..------ O/P 

-15V 

C operation, it should be pos
sible to make the circuit 
operate as a 200W grounded 
grid transmitter output stage 
having low drive requirements. 
This has not been tried. 

Warning: 

\r-~t--

Vg2 

+170V 

V clamp 
+40V 

BF337 with heatsink 

OV 

P.F.Gascoyne 
UK 

Circuits such as this one should only be built and used by 
those proficient in the safe handling and operations of high 
voltage devices. 

The Editor, Nexus Media Communications, Media House, Azalea Drive, Swan ley, Kent BRS SHU 

or email to:ewcircuit@nexusmedia.com 
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IA pROMAXI 
COMPLETE 

AFTER SALES 
SERVICE 

IN THE UK 
TO FULL 
FACTORY 

STANDARDS 
WITH 

SAME DAY 
CALIBRATION 
TRACEABLE 
TO NATIONAL 
STANDARDS 

IA pROMAXI 

THERE IS 
NOTHING 
ON THE 
MARKET 

TO MATCH 
THE 

EXPLORER 
FOR 

FEATURES, 
SIMPLICITY 

& ACCURACY 

IA pROMAXI 

ORDER NOW, 

FOR 
SEPTEMBER 
DELIVERY ... 

FIRST 
ORDERED .. . 

... FIRST 
DELIVERED! 

IA pROMAXI 
Orders Accepted by 

Telephone : 
01727 832266 

Facsimile : 
01727 810546 

Email: 
i nfo@alba nelec tron ics .c o. u k 

explore all channels in the band 

identify signals automatically 

THE TV EXPLORER 
A METER FOR ALL OCCASIONS 

I All measurements at oncel 
Th6 ·DII·j(lo{)tl ·set n diSplay mDkos ' lid 

II1eIlSIIf"m<m' fJlI rl and /8 II r 

IA pRDMAXI 

IA pROMAX! 
SELECTED ITEMS 

FROM THE PROMAX 
RANGE OF TEST 

EQUIPMENT 

Analogue and Digital 
Satellite Detector. 

IA pROMAXI 

IJ 1-
PRODIG 1+ 

Satellite Dish 
Installer' s Meter. 

Does more than just 
Eutelsat & BSkyB 

Analogue & Digital 
Aerial Meter 

Measures digital 
channel power & C/N 

MC 577 
Analogue & Digital, 

Satellite & Terrestrial 
Measures channel 

power and C/N 

IA PROMAXI www.promax.es/theexplorer IA PROMAXI 

~ ALBAN ELECTRONICS LIMITED 

Alban THE PROMAX SERVICE CENTRE 
6 Caxton Centre, Porters Wood, St. Albans, Herts, AL3 6XT. 

TEL : 01727 832266 FAX: 01727 810546 
www.albanelectronics.co.uk info@albanelectronics.co.uk 

SALES + SERVICE + CALIBRATION 
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PC 

****U-
Earth 2160 affords you four playable parties with different basic technologies 
and abilities. Modular construction then allows you to customise endless build
ings and units, increasing the lifespan of the game. 
The actual game engine is incredibly powerful for a real time strategy game, 
with viewpoints from hundreds of meters high, down to two meters from the 
ground - all available at the touch of a button. 
While some may find it hard to get into straight away, the game will appeal to 
the more curious among you, as well as diehard RTS fans. 

RIDGE RRCER 
pSP 

***DU-
Graphically, playing games on a PSP is like playing portable PS2 games. The 
screen offers lush widescreen images and games like Ridge Racer take advan
tage of them; absorbing you into the gameplay. 
A simple-to-pick-up racing game, Ridge Racer provides a more than adequate 
excuse to show off your PSP, keeping you engrossed in the action from start to 
finish. With numerous different modes from arcade, single race and world tour, 
you 'll run out of battery before you run out of things to do. 
Also, if you know others with PSPs, you'll be able to link up wirelessly and take 
on each other! 

'8-1 Rllnc nR nlE rpR- E' liE' , n I I IIL'C. ,_, UI I. VI '-LI) 

PS2,Xbox,PC 
Not rated 

187 is a blending of genres; combat and 
racing. You play Buck, who's living the thug 
life in Los Angeles and defending his terri
tory by racing for control. The golden rule is 
to win by any means necessary, even if it 
involves 'taking out' your opponents. 

':'ERIr1'IS CR,-n II rp- RE-'IIE" n -' 1'-''-' J II I I II l VI LUJ 

Xbox,PC 
Not rated 
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When all you want to do after a bad 
day at work is to blast away at an 
army of aliens, Serious Sam II offers 
an outlet for your aggression. It's a 
simple-to-grasp first-person shooter 
that really doesn't take itself seriously. 
This series is well known for its 'killfest' 
feel, where the object of the game is to 
complete missions whilst fighting your 
way through never-ending waves of 

Basically, this is a racing game with 
guns. You control both your car and 
weapons as you aim for first place, 
shooting anyone who gets in your 
way. The controls take a while to get 
used to and the game adds nothing 
new to either genre, but if you like the 
idea of the two melding, then perhaps 
you may want to check this out. 

assailants; in total there are 45 different 
creatures to make monster mash from. 
In addition to its stress relief abilities, 
'Sam also offers colourful, detailed 
backdrops for venting your anger and, 
even better, you can play multiplayer, 
both on or offline. 
If you're looking for a game that acts 
as an aggression vent, then Serious 
Sam II is it. 
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Letters 

but how to manage it. less networking and camera The HIPAA in the US, cou-
Modifying patient behaviour is phones quite arbitrarily and pled with stringent legal 
one way of doing this, as are without considering standing imperatives of a commercial 
drug therapies. A few hours regulations, whether it is operation in a litigation culture, 
delay in retrieving this data will licenced or DoH-approved, has raised the awareness and 
make no material difference. whether IT can support it, attention of US board man-
Mobile phone, e-mail or snail whether it impacts any other agement to get security and 
mail are all equally good services, data protection health and safety issues 

Engineers: means of communication. issues, the business/patient addressed there. A similar Act 
listen, don't talk .... Designing such monitors impact of device failure or here would be buried under 
The mobile communications probably falls into the category loss, the high risk of theft of bureaucracy and rendered 
expert who wanted to 'rip of what Professor Heinz Wolfe momentarily abandoned toothless. 
apart the old hospitals ... ' called URINE, (Uninteresting items, biological and technical Before we get too smug, the 
(Editorial Comment, page 3, Research into Necessary cross-infection issues, the same insidious creep of tech-
September 2005) was no Equipment). By and large the opportunity for third parties to nological vulnerabilities is pre-
doubt thinking of what inter- electronics industry seems to enter into electronic communi- sent in the industrial control 
ested him (or her) as well as be missing an opening in the cation with devices to copy, and automotive domains and 
the lucrative contracts that market for simple, not very misuse or change medical and may well lead to tears before 
would flow from it. Real time exciting products, which private data, the interference too long. 
monitoring of patients, cou- would meet real needs. with medical devices As engineers we enjoy the 
pled with the possibility of Perhaps the most important (Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11 excitement of the challenges 
instant medical intervention, is point to be made is that the devices operate in the unli- of design and the achievement 
a 'sexy' area because it electronics industry needs to cenced SMI bands and can of amazing miniaturisation or 
throws up so many interesting ask doctors and those saturate local signalling microcircuitry, yet often fail to 
problems. But 'batch pro- involved in the wider aspects between medical devices). see the bigger picture. 
cessing' based upon presently of health care what they want The absence of, or default Phil Phillips, 
available storage technology, and not try to tell them what settings for, encryption and President, BCS Information 
i.e. semiconductor memory, they can have. Less talking the failure to change default Security Specialist Group 
may have much more to con- and more listening by elec- account names or passwords UK 
tribute to medical and health tronics engineers might be a gives an unaudited, unfettered 
related support for people. good start. path into most medical sys- DIY approach is costly 

When a patient has a The fact that we can do tems, if they can be accessed. As a sales engineer, elec-
chronic condition like a car- something with electronics Examples occur where med- tronics firms are often 
diac problem or diabetes, the does not mean that we should ical suppliers have designed approached me to 'fix' preci-
best the doctor can do is to do something. That is why I devices such as scanners that sion motion systems that have 
order an ECG or a blood sugar would like to see any increase do not employ anti-virus soft- been built in house. Such 
test and base the diagnosis in the use of electronics and ware, incorporate web-tech- companies have often 
and treatment on the results. computing in health care nology or use raw Microsoft scoured the motion control 
All it tells him (or her) is that on being driven by those involved operating systems. This has industry for an off-the-shelf 
that day, at that time, under in health care not by the elec- resulted in disruptions to sur- solution to meet their require-
those conditions, the blood tronics industry. (One can rounding systems and unau- ments but come up blank. As 
sugar was some particular make a similar point about thorised connection to the a result, they often turn to their 
value. Regular monitoring computers in education). Internet. in-house engineers to specify 
simply yields more of this. Les May The solutions that are a linear motion system. 
What happens the rest of the UK rejected are from the 'not- This team then produces a 
time is anyone's guess. invented-here' type, solutions machine that is outside the 

If a suitable sensor is avail- ... and try to see the bigger imposed from the centre, solu- sphere of their engineering 
able a week- or month-long picture tions that standardise proce- experience, which inevitably 
record would fit on a typical I enjoyed the [September 2005 dures, solutions that could has problems later in its life 
'memory stick' and could be Electronics World] issue and drive up quality by relevant span. At the very least, the in-
retrieved at any time to be your editorial upon which I metrics or security, solutions house team is likely to over-
replayed for diagnostic pur- make the following observa- that dilute/delegate the power specify resolution, accuracy or 
poses or for patient education. tions from direct experience: of physicians and "gate- repeatability. At worst, the 
For many chronic conditions Medical staff and hospitals keepers". The continuing team might under-specify. The 
the problem for the doctor is introduce IT devices such as stream of new "initiatives" also former leads to a machine that 
not how to cure the condition PDAs, tablet computers, wire- muddies these waters. is more expensive than it needs 
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to be, the latter to a machine 
that doesn't meet its objec
tives. The irony is that , in their 
own field, these in-house engi
neers are some of the most 
informed professionals I have 
ever met - often working, quite 
genuinely, at the cutting edge 
of the electronics industry. 

The simple resolution in high 
precision motion, excuse the 
pun, is to avoid the DIY 
approach. Instead, find a 
partner willing to sit down with 
a blank sheet of paper and 
work on the project from day 
one. This kind of custom build 
capacity should be the min
imum requirement in a high 
precision linear motion appli
cation. With the eco-design 
directive EuP being introduced 
on July 6, RoHS already 
beginning to bite and ATEX 
still having an impact, design 
engineers need to be rnore 
conscious than ever that spe
cialist projects need specialist 
advice. 
Philip Wallington 
Applications Engineer 
Anorad UK 

Auto light controller 
I would like to point out a few 
observations regarding the 
Auto Light Controller in the 
July 2005 issue (page 14). 

The following few comments 
are just a suggestion, the pro
ject as stands is a very good 
idea and the suggestions here 
are only in an effort to improve 
the safety and to ensure long 
life of the completed item. 

1 . The rating given for R2 is 
inadequate. In this position you 
should use a resistor rated for 
high voltage use, not a 0.25W 

unit as given and shown. It 
must be a metal film one rated 
for 250VAC use, or, for 
economy's sake, composed of 
two or more 0.25W resistors in 
series. This reduces the voltage 
stress across the individual 
resistors and prevents them 
from arcing over internally. I 
would recommend three 470k 
0.25W resistors in series, con
nected directly across C1 , as if 
R1 fails C1 will retain charge. 

2. R3 should be connected 
at the junction of 01 and C1, 
as there is a suitable wave
form there, and the comment 
as above for R2 also applies. If 
connected to the C1 01 junc
tion, the value should then be 
reduced to 1 M. 

3. Track spacing for the 
wiring, carrying the full mains 
voltage is inadequate. The 
track leading to R3 should be 
cut with a 5mm or more cut, at 
the top of the Figure 5b illus
tration and connected via an 
insulated link to the C1, 01, 
R2 junction. This gives a larger 
creep distance and prevents 
flash over between live and 

Please send your letters to: 

Letters 

earth terminals. 
4. The tracks carrying cur

rent, live, neutral as well as 
earth, should be tinned and 
have a wire soldered to them 
along the track. This is very 
important on the earth con
nection as if it is blown open 
the circuit will still operate, but 
unsafely. 

5. The rear of the PCB should 
receive a conformal coating of 
PCB varnish to reduce the risk 
of flash over if used in areas of 
high humidity. The circuit is, by 
definition, to be used in an 
unoccupied house and needs 
to be able to operate unat
tended. A mains fuse in addi
tion to the plugtop one would 
be better. After all, it is possible 
for the plugtop fuse to be inad
vertently replaced with a 13A 
one, and as well not all coun
tries use fused plugtops. 

6. A 250V transent supressor 
across the mains inlet as well 
as the outlet would be a good 
upgrade. 
Sean Beukes 
Durban 
South Africa 

"Electronics World" Nexus Media Communications, Media House, Azalea Drive, Swan ley, Kent BRB BHU 

e-mail: ewietters@nexusmedia.com using the heading 'Letters' 
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F C bl PTFE insulated 
wires deliver high performance for 
electronic and electrical applications. 
Their compact design and resistance to 
extreme temperatures, acids, alkalis and 
solvents make them the product of 
choice for OEMs and contract 
electronic manufacturers. 

~ Stocked from 28AWG to 12AWG 
to 8S3G21 0 specification. 

~ Voltage ratings A, 8 and C in a wide 
selection of colours. 

~ Temperature ranges: 
Silver - from _75° C to 200°C. 
Nickel - from _75° C to 260°C. 

~ Multi-core and screened versions 
made to order. 

~ Coax cables and composites with 
mixed conductor sizes. 

FS Cables customer services: 

Next working day delivery 

Contract replenishment service 

Carriage paid on orders over £100 

Bulk drums or handy reels 

Free 100+ page cables catalogue 
plus full FS Cables range online at 
www.fscables.com 

Tel: 01121 828 82 
fax: 01121 824 8 
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£2,195 
The new TGR2050 is a synthesised Signal generator with a 
frequency range of 150kHz to 2000MHz. 

Excellent frequency accuracy is matched with high stability, 
wide dynamic range, low phase noise and low leakage. 

FM, phase and AM modulation modes are incorporated along 
with RS232 and GPIB (IEEE.488.2) interfaces. 

The TGR2050 provides 1b..e most cost effective solution 
available for engineers needing a wide range high performance 
RF source. 

~ 150kHz to 2000MHz frequency range with 10Hz setability 
~ -127dBm to + 7dBm amplitude range with 0.1 dBm setability 
~ Better than 1 ppm internal accuracy; external frequency lock 
~ FM, Phase and AM modulation, internal or external source 
~ Direct numeric entry or rotary control with user setable 

frequency and amplitude increments 
~ Non-volatile set-up memories for repetitive testing 
~ Full remote control via RS-232 and GPIB interfaces 
~ Unrivalled performance and features at this price level ! 

For applications with a narrower frequency requirement a 
1 GHz generator, the TG R 1040, is available for around £1 ,200 . 

For full details of both generators, please contact us directly, 
visit our website, or circle the reply number below. 

nn 
Measurably better value 
Thurlby Thandar Instruments Limited 
Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE29 7DR 
Tel: 01480412451, Fax: 450409, e-mail: sales@tti-test.com 
Web: www.tti-test.com 

THURLBY THANDAR INSTRUMENTS 
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Combination MultiMeter 
and IR thermometer 

Extech Instruments has intro

duced Model Extech 470 - a 
new ergonomically designed 
multimeter with a built-in, non

contact infrared (IR) thermo
meter. The IR thermometer 

provides fast, easy and safe 

measurements ranging from 
-20°C to 270°C in a wide variety 
of applications including 

locations that are unsafe or 
hard to reach. A built-in laser 
pointer targets the area being 
measured. 

Combining temperature with 

other advanced multi meter 
functions provides a highly con

venient test tool for diagnosing 
and troubleshooting. Emissivity is fixed at 0.95, covering nearly all 

applications for non-contact surface temperature measurements. 
The Extech 470 is an auto-ranging True RMS multimeter with a 

4000 count display, 0.3% basic DCV accuracy, capacitance and fre

quency functions, and Type K thermocouple measurements, in addi

tion to its IR capability. It is rated CAT 111-600V and provides high res
olution measurements including 0.1 mV resolution for AC/DC voltage 

and 0.1 ~A resolution for AC/DC current. Features include MAX and 
RELATIVE functions, audible and visual input warnings, low current 

ranges for use with optional current clamp-on adaptors (measure up 
to 2000A), UL listing and 3-year warranty. The comfortable design 

allows for one-hand operation. Complete with CAT III test leads, 
multi-position tilt stand, Velcro strip for hanging, protective holster 

with test lead holder, bead wire temperature probe and 9V battery. 
The price is $129. 
www.extech.com 

Single-chip Zig8ee module 

Sequoia has announced the 
availability of JMOD01 Zig8ee 
module that measures just 

18x30mm. The module 
contains the ,.JN5121 

IEEE802.14.4 Zig8ee chip, 

Products 

Six-channel audio DAC 
Cirrus Logic has broadened its 
portfolio of audio converters 
for consumer, automotive and 
professional markets. The 
CS4361 digital-to-analogue 
converter is a complete single
chip six-channel solution that 
offers 1 05d8 dynamic range, 
negligible distortion and jitter 
sensitivity. Low-latency digital 
filtering further preserves the 
original audio quality and 
experience and is ideal for 
real-time and live-sound 

applications. There are addi
tional features, such as 
automatic sample-rate detec
tion and on-chip level transla
tors, which reduces the need 
for external components and 
circuit-board space. 

The CS4361 is currently in 
volume production and is 
available in a 20-pin TSSOP 
package. It is priced at $2.70 
in quantities of 10,000 units. 
www.cinus.com 

PCI Express card edge connector 
Designed to 
conform to CPI 

SIG specifica

tions, the 6325 
PCI Express 

card edge 
connector from 

A VX allows user upgrades and 
bandwidth support beyond the 

capacity of PCI slot and AGP 
connectors. The 6325 PCI 

Express connector provides 
2.5Gbps data transfer rate in 

desktop computers, communica
tions equipment, workstations 

and factory automation systems. 
Available in 36(x1), 64(x4), 

98(x8) and 64(x16) contact 
positions, all in 1 mm pitch, the 
one piece high-density connec-

ceramic antenna, 16MHz 

crystal, 1 M8 flash memory and 
a number of resistors and 
capacitors. It is mounted on a 
four-layer PCB. 

A version of the module 
without the on-board antenna 
is also available. 

The on-board 32-bit RISC 
processor allows for 
applications to be in included 
on the module, while the 
hardware MAC and highly 
secure AES encryption 
accelerators, integrated sleep 

tor supports 

different bandwidth 

requirements for a 
1.58mm thick "add 
on" graphics card 

for user upgrades. 
Different tail 

(contact) lengths (2.3mm and 
3mm) are available to support 

differing motherboard thickness. 

Locating bosses ensure proper 
connector alignment to the 

motherboard and an ejector 
latch is also available for easy 

detachment. Tails are offset to 
form four rows on a 2mm pitch. 

This new series A VX offers in 
a lead-free, RoHS compliant 

format. 
www.avx.com 

oscillator and power-saving 

features ensure low power and 
minimum processor overhead. 

Peripherals such as ADCs, 
UARTS, SPI and 12C enable 
users to connect the module to 
their applications with minimal 
additional circuitry. 

Applications for the module 
include telemetry, utilities, low 
power communication, building 
automation, wireless sensor 
networks and others. 

www.sequoia.co.uk 
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www.boffinbooks.com ~b~T~DONICS 

The Electronics World Book Service offers you access to our team 
of specialist publishing experts. Through us you can order any 
book currently in print from War and Peace to Reference Data 
for Engineers. Simply use the form opposite to place on order, 
all books are delivered free of charge* within the UK. 

MECHATRONICS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS: 25 BUILD·IT·YOLIRSELF PROJECTS 
By Newton Braga 

GENIUS 
~5 

'

1 EVIL 
fhe populOi evil genius fmmot provides hobbyists with a lun and inexpensive wW{ to leorn 
Mechotronics (the merger 01 electronics and mechanics) via 25 complete projects. Projects include 
mechanicolrace cor, combat robot, ionic motar, electromagnet, robotic OIm, light beom remote 
conllal, and more Includes "ports lisls" and "tool bin " for each project Covers all the prepOiation 
needed to begin building, such os "how to solder," "how 10 recognize componenls and diagrams, 
"how to read a schematic," etc. 

Avail. July 'as, Paperback 

RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSING 
By Mark Richards 

£14.99 

Advances in DSP (digital signal processing) have radical~ altered the design and usage 01 radar 
systems -- making it essenlial for bOlh wor~ng engineers as well as students to master DSP 
techniques. This text, which evol~d Irom the author's own teaching, offers a rigorous, in-depth 
inlroduclion to todW{'s complex radar DSP technologies. Contents: Inlloduclion to Radar Systems 
• Signal Models ' Sampling and Quantization 01 Pulsed Radar S·rgnals • Radar Waveforms 
• Pulse Compression Waveforms' Doppler Processing' Detection fundamentals 
• Constant false Alorm Rate (CfAR) Detection' Introduction to Synthetic Aperture Imaging 

Avail. July 'as, Hardback 

PHOTOMASK FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY 
By Benjamin Eynon and Banqiu Wu 

£55.00 

Photomasks, the printing masters fmthe fabrication of integrated circuits, have become a nece ssity 
of modern semiconductor manufacturing. This book details the science and technology of industrial 
photo mask production, including fundamental principles, industrial produclion nows, and 
technologicol evolulion. Features: fabrication processing methods, Quality coliliol parometers, 
Resolution enhancement techniques, Defect reduction and control, Pallern formation 

Avail. Ju~ '05, Hardback 

£70.00 

I)IGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: SIGNALS, SYSTEMS AND FILTERS 
By Andreas Antoniou 

Digital Signol Processing is a rapid~ growing academic discipline the world over. This new texl 
ut"rlizes MATlAB and the CD-based DSP lab to prOVide reoders wilh a Iul~ interaclive approach to 
mastering the fundamentals of DSP and filter desrgn. DSP lob allows readers to work problems 
without purchasing MATlAB 

Avail. June 'as, Hardback with CD-ROM 

£68.99 

123 PIC MICROCONTROLLER EXPERIMENTS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS 
By Myke Predko 

The popular Evil Genius format provides hobbyists with a fun and inexpensive wW{ to learn about 
the Mioochip PIC mioocontroller. 123 experiments, each one building on the knowledge gained in 
the previous one, teoch the reoder about programming and how to integrate hOidwOle and software 
from the PIC master. Extends the readers' s~llto include C and assembly language programming for 
mid-range PIC microcantrollers. Compatible with free soltwore development sites 10 subslantially 
reduce the cost of experiments. Includes directions for purchasing a PCB that can be used as a 
power supp~ and electronic control 9{stem 

Avail. June 'as, Paperback 

SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING HANDBOOK 
By Hwaiyu Geng 

£14.99 

This comprehensive reference provides the dolo, applicolions, and solutions needed to design ond 
manage semiconductor manufacturing operations. Consolidating the many complex subdisciplines of 
semiconductor fundamentals and manufacturing into one volume, it ollows the quick look-up of 
specific reference data. 

Avail. May 'as, Hardback 

FORMAL VERIFICATION: FOR DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESIGN 
By Douglas Perry and Harry Foster 

£80.00 

Formal verification is a powerful new digital design rnethod. In this CUlling-edge tutorial, two of the 
field's best known authors teom up to show designers how to efficiently app~ formal VerifICation, 
along wilh hardware des(fiplion languages like Verilog and VHDl, 10 more efficienl~ solve real
world design problems. Contents. Simulation-Based Verification· Introduction to formal Techniques 
• Conllasling Simulalion vs. formal Techniques· Developing a Formal Test Plan· Writing High
level Requirements· Proving High-Level Requirements· Syslem level Simulation 
• Design Example • formal Test Plan· final System Simulation 

Avail. May 'as, Hard bock 

£38.99 
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Code MCG 0071444742 

Code MCG 0071445633 

Code MCG 0071454241 

Code MCG 0071451420 

Code MCG 0071445595 
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for Credit Cord orders or any queries, call 01737 81 27 27 or fax 01737 81 35 26. These 

order/helplines are open from 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday. for out-of-hours orders you call leave 
a message on the above line or, alternatively, e-mail us at boffinbooks@tisroli.co.uk. When placing 

an order please quote your Name, Address (Home and Delivery), Contact Telephone Number, 
Debit/Credit Card Number, Expiry Date/Issue Number, Details of your order. 

Please note: Printed prices may change but are correct at time of going to press. 

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE HANDBOOK 
By Brian McPartland, and Joseph McPartland 

The Best Code Reference in Print! Edition after popular editron, i\icGraw-Hill's National Electrical 
Code(R) Handbook has delivered unmatched put-the-Code(R)-into-practice guidance. No wander it's 
been the leading reference an the NEC(R) for more than 70 years r Complete~ updaled to reflect the 
2005 National Eleclrical Cade(R) this rs the most frequently consulted NEC(R) guidebook rn Ihe 
world -- an indispensable, authoritalive source of Code(R) how-Io's, inlerprelalion, and advice. 

25th Edition, i~ay 'OS 

£44.99 Code MCG 0071443401 

LABVIEW DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING AND DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS 
By Cory Clark 

Notional Instrument's labVIEW glOphicol programming languoge allo'rls engineels to create 
instruments in sofiwOIe -- atllemendous cost savings com pOled to purchasing the actual hard\~are. 
labVIEW virtual instrumenls can make OSP (digital signal processrng) work faster and less 
expensively -- moking it particularly valuable to engineers work·rng on culling-edge commun"rcotions 
9{slems. This re,ource provides engineers with step-by-step tutorial to using labVIEW to creote 
virtual inslruments to handle the most sophisticated DSP applications. CD-ROM contains 
sample l.abVIEW virtual inslruments and colour images from Ihe book.. 

i;,oy 'OS, HOldback 

PHASE· LOCKED LOOP SYNTHESIZER SIMULATION 
By Giovanni Bianchi 

£45.00 

Phose locked loop frequenc{ synthesis is a key component of all wireless systems. This is a complete 
toolkit for Pll synthesizer design, with iilothCAD, SIA~elrix files included on CO, ollowing readers 
to perform sophisticated calculalion ond simulation exercises. Describes how to calculale Pll 
performance by using standard IJl(Jthemotical or circuit ana~sis programs 

April 'as, Hardback with CO-ROi~ 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS DEMYSTIFIED 
By Myke Predko 

£55.00 

Wrillen by renowned digital guru iliyke Predko, the primary focus of this sell-teoching guide is 
on digilal eleclronics and logic, demonstraling how lunclions are designed and inlerfaced 10 
olher devices. Reoders can perform experiments with the lechnologies discussed in the book 
for under f5' fhe author includes two circuit design problems per chapter. 

feb 'as, Paperback 

£12.99 

ELECTRONIC CI RCUITS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS: 57 LESSONS WITH PROJECTS 
By Dave Culcher 

571essans and five complete projects teach ever/thing a hobbyist needs to know about circuils and 
circuit design. Inexpensive hardware components for each prolecl can be purchased from an online 
vendor. Project include 
• An automatic night light • A professional quolity burglar alOim • Building a digital toy using 
logic gates· Designing and building on opplication using digital counting circuits 
• Applying translators and op amps to build on intelCom system 

Jon 'as, Paperbock 
£14.99 

BUILD YOUR OWN ELECTRONICS WORKSHOP: EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
TO DESIGN A WORKSPACE, USE TEST EQUIPMENT, BUILD AND 
TROUBLESHOOT CIRCUITS 
By Thomas Pelruzzellis 

Whether electronics is a hobby or an avocation, this resource covers everything you need to know to 
create a personal electronic workbench. The author includes essential yet difficuilio find information 
~ch as whether to buy or build test equipment, how to solder, hm'lto make circuit boords, how to 
troubleshoot, how to lest components and 9/stems, and how to build your o,/n test equipment. 
• Building on a budget· Sources for equipment 

Jon 'as, Paperback 

ELECTRONICS DEMYSTIFIED 
By SIan Gibilisco 

£17.99 

Best-selling Dernystified author and electronics expert Sian Gibilisco has penned Ihe perfect 
introductory book for con~mers, hobbyists, and sludents alike. Coverage includes essential 
toprcs such as current and power supplies, wireless, digilal principles, measuremenl and 
monitoring, transducers and sensors, location and navigation, and more 

Oct '04, Poperback 

£12 .99 
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ELECTRICAL MACHINES, DRIVES AND POWER 
By Theodore Wildi 

fhis best-selling lexl employs a Ihearelical, praclical, muliidisciplinary approoch 10 provide 
inlroduclory sludenls wllh a brood underslandlng al modern eleclrlc power. The scope of 
Ihe book reOecl> Ihe rapid changes Ihal have occurred in power lechnology over Ihe posl 
few years--(Jllawing Ihe entrance of power electronics into every lacet of induSlriol drives, 
and expanding Ihe field to open more career opportunities. 

6th Edilion feb 'OS, 960 pages Hardback 

£48.99 

CONTEMPORARY ELECTRIC CIRCUITS: INSIGHT AND ANALYSIS 
By Robert Strangeway, Owe Petersen, Richard Lokken and John Gassert 

This succincl yellhorough Ireolmenl 01 DC and AC circuils analysis effeclively communicales Ihe 
concepls and lechniques of circuil analysis wilt! a lac used praclical sly Ie Ihal keeps sludenls 
motivaled. Slarting 01 a levellhal sludenls can grasp, Ihe lexl conlinues wllh clear, focuS8d 
explanations Ihal ad\()nce studenls 10 Ihe desired level of proficiency. 

April 'OS, 480 pages Hardback 

INTRODUCTION TO ROBOTICS 
By John J. Craig 

£58.99 

for senior-year or rirsl-year groduole levelrobolics courses generally loughl from Ihe mechanical 
engineering, eleclricol engineering, or compuler science deparlmenls. Since ils original publico lion 
in 1986, Craig's Introduclion 10 Robolic~ Mechanics and Conlrol has been Ihe markel'S leading 
lextbaak used for teaching robotics otlhe universi~llevel. Wilh perhaps one-half of the material 
hom tradihana\ mechanical engineering malerial, one-fourth controltheorelicol maleriol, and 
one-fourlh compuler science, il covers rigid-body transfarmalions, fOPi/ord and inverS8 posilianal 
kinematics, velocilies and Jocobions of linkages, dynamics, linear conllol, non-linear control, 
farce control melhodologies, mechanical design ospecls, and programming of robots. 

3rd Edilion Sep '04, 408 pages Hardback 

COOL CIRCUITS 
By Marc E. Herniter 

£39.99 

For courses in Introduclion Circuits, Circuit Ana~lsis, Eleclronic Circuil DeSign and Anolysis, and 
Electronics. This book attempts to onwlerthe queslions, "Why ore we doing Ihis?" and "Whal is Ihis 
used far?" when applied 10 analog electronics. Since mosl studenls do not see where or how analog 
eleclronics fil into their lives, this book discusses several demonstrations ond design examples wilh 
Ihe express purpose of showing studenls some of Ihe caolthings Ihat can be done with onalog 
eleclronics. 

Avail. MrJY 'OS, 128 poges 

£9.99 

SIMPLY C+ +: AN APPLICATION-DRIVEN TUTORIAL APPROACH 
By Paul Deitel, Harvey Deitel and Johnny Lott 

for courses in C++ -Inlroduclion 10 Programming . The Simply series cambines Ihe DEITEl· 
signolure LIVE-CODE Approach with 0 new APPliCATI ON-DRIVEN methodology, in which r80ders 
build proclicol, reol-warld applications thol incorporale ( + + programming fundamenlals. 
Readers build ond execute camplele appllCotrons from slorl 10 linrsh while learning the basics 
01 programming Iram Ihe ground up. The obundonl self- ossessment exercises lake Ihe 
some approach-like having 0 lexl ond lob monuol in one 

Sepl '04, 704 pages Paperback 

ESSENTIAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION (EDA) 
By Mark Birnbaum 

£34.99 

Essen~ol Eleclronic Design Automo~on (EDA) demyslifies Ihrs highly lechnical industry for 
anyone with a "need-to-know" about EDA. A friendly, informal introduction to EDA business and 
technology, clear enough for laypeople yel detailed enough for technicalreoders. The book also 
makes on excellent complementary text for cross-disciplinary engineering, business ond 
morketing courS8S on VlSI Design. 

Code PEA 0131969188 

Code PEA 0131115286 

Code PEA 0131236296 

Code PEA 0131193430 

Code PEA 0131277685 

BEGINNERS HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR RADIO 
Clay Laster 

fhis lex I provides Ihe reader wilh Ihe necessary eleclronics background 10 begin "hamming" and 10 
help wilh prepOiaiions lor Ihe fCC novice or "no-code" lechnician closs license examinalion s. " covers 
Ihe basics of wove propagolion, power supplies and electronic circuilS. 

41h edition • 2000 • 550 pages • PB 

PHOTODETECTION AND MEASUREMENT 
Mark Johnson 

£25 .99 

Using basic IheoP!, fully-worked caiculalion, cicuil snippels and rules-of-Ihumb, Ihis book conveys 
Ihe know-how of good oplo-eleclronic design, from low-noise receivers 10 synchronous deleclion. 
"TRY IT" lopics prOVide lighl-heaned demonslralions of key poinls. The grad studenl slarling in 
pholonics and Ihe engineer oplimising on oplo-eleclronic produci will benenl pOilicularly! 

2003 • 298 pages · HB 

Code 0-0713-6187-1 

Special Offer - Only £40.00 - normally £45 .00 Code 0-0714-0944-0 

INTRODUCTION TO ULTRA WIDEBAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
By Jeffrey Reed 

The definilive, end-la-end guide 10 high-perfolmance UWB system design Wrlh Ihe fCC's approval 
of new ultra widebond slondords, UWB is poised 10 drive breaklhroughs in bOlh commercial and 
mililary communicOlions. However, IJWB syslem design is rodi(Ql~ differenl lTOm convenlionol 
communications syslem deSign, and Iradilionol design guides are in sufficienl-or even misleading. 
Now, forlhe Grstlime, Ihere's on oulhorilolive and comprehen sive guide 10 Ihe lalest besl praclices 
in UWB syslem design . 

April 'OS, 672 pages Hardbock 

£70.99 

AGIVE -HDL 6.3 STUDENT EDITION 
for laboratoPI courses in Diailal Design and courses in Advan ced Digital logic, offered in Electricol 
Engineering deporlments This enlry-Ievel Electronic DeSign Automation (EOA) sof~Jlare 1001 is based 
on Ihe some a'jlard-winning EDA 1001 uS8d by profe ssional logic circuit designers every day. Using 
Ihe idenlicol menus, icons and design Oa\\'s Ihal have become EDA industry slandards, studenls 
can become familiar with digilallogic design methodologies that use HardwOIe Descri~tion 
languages (VHDl and Verilag) or a Black Diagram Ed,lor or a finite Slate Mochlne Edilar 
10 creole and compile de~gns. 

April 'OS, Hardbock 

VHDL: A STARTER'S GUIDE 
By Sudhakar Yalamanchili 

£32.99 

If you wish to introduce VHDl inlo undergraduale compuler engineering sequences, Ihenlhis lilies is 
vlhal you needl VHDl is a complex language Ihal is 'Northy of a dedicaled course; yellhrs is not a 
practical oplian in mosl inslilulions. This companion texi enables inslruclars to inlegrate Ihe basic 
concepls of VHDl inla exisling courses. It is designed to develop on inluilian and a slruclured way 
of thinking aboul VHDl models without spending a greal deal of lime on advanced language 
featules. Yalamanchili gives sludents a Ihorough grounding in Ihe basic cancepls and language 
of VHDl, and encourages Ihem 10 apply what Ihey have l80rned using realislic examples. 

2nd Edilion ,\lorch 'OS, 256 pages Paperback 

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
By Neil Storey 

£23.99 

Electricol ond Eleclronic Systems is I!Irilien in a 'Nay Ihal makes il accessible lor all its potenlial 
reoder ~ Siudenis specialising in eleclronic or eleclrical engineering will Gnd malelial thai is 
presenled ina way Ihal is 80SY 10 absorb, providing on excellenl grounding for furlher sludy. for 
those inlendrnq 10 specialise ·lIr olher Oleos of engrneering or science, Ihe book provrdes a good 
grounding in Ihe basics, and progresses inlo delar! only as for as il is appropriale for Iheir needs. 

Code PEA 0131481037 

Code PEA 0131866974 

Code PEA 0131457357 

Dec '03, 258 pages Paperback feh '04, 600 pages Paperback 

_____________ _ _____ £_2_7_.9_9__________ £34.99 '~~!~!I~~!~I~~~~. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CODE DESCRIPTION QTY PRICE 

NAME. 

ADDRESS 

EMAil ADDRESS 

I ENClOSE A CHEQUE / POSTAl ORDER FOR £. 

CARD NUMBER .. 

(POSTAGE AND PACKING FREE TO UK ADDRESSES') TOTAL 

DAYTIME TEl . 

POSTCODE. 

PAYABlE TO 'BOFFIN BOOK SERVICES lTD' OR PlEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS / VISA / SWITCH / DElTA CARD ISSU E NUMBER .. EXPI RY DATE . 

SIGNED 

POST TO BOFFIN BOOK SERVICES LTD, 24 WALTON STREET, WALTON-ON-THE-HILL, TADWORTH, SURREY KT20 7RT, UK 'for postage charges to addresses outside the UK, please contact our sales team 

Tel 01737 812727 • Fax 01737 813526 • E-mail boffinbooks@fiscali.co.uk 
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To reserve your web site space phone Reuben Gurunlian 01322 611261 
reuben.gurunlian@nexusmedia.com 

CHYGWYN 
www.chygwyn.com 

ChyGwyn Limited offers electronic 
design and embedded software 
development for remote monitoring, 
embedded appliances, set-top boxes 
and similar devices. We are experts 
in customisation of Linux and write 
device drivers for custom hardware. 

COMPONENT TECKNOLOGY 
www.component-tecknology.co.uk 

• PIC microcontroller kits and modules 
for students and hobbyist. 

• 18F45X,16F87X Proto-Boards for 
ease and fast development of project 
ideas. 

• Infrared Illuminators for CCNs in low 
ambient ligllt security areas. 

• Analogue 8-channel high voltage isola
tor. Data logging. 

. 5% discount code 'elwwdir2004' for 
Electronics World readers. 

• Consultancy 

• TIG control systems - REIS interface. 

• Real-time X-ray Imaging. 

CONFORD ELECTRONICS 
www.confordelec.co.uk 

\v.lcome to OIIr nltp ot'pro(lfuloa.1 aodlo 
U dpf'OCC:UCOIIIlrmprodlKU 

Lightweight portable battery/mains 
audio units offering the highest technical 
performance. Microphone, Phantom 
Power and Headphone Amplifiers. 
Balanced/unbalanced signal lines with 
extensive RFI protection. 

DB TECHNOLOGY 

www.dbtechnology . co. uk! 

I!\ dB T echno'zogy 
{sfID 

Taking the pain out of EMC 

Experts in £Me Test ing and ConsultancY 

Anechoic chamber and open area 
test site. 

• Compliance Tests 

• Fixes included. FCC Listed. 

• Flexible hourly booking available. 

• Rapid, accurate pre-compliance tests. 

DESIGNER SYSTEMS CO 
www.designersystems.co.uk 

Electronic product design company 
with over a decade of experience pro
moting it's own product range and 
designing and manufacturing innovative 
products for client companies/individuals. 

IPEVA 
www.ipeva.com 

tpeva 
Intellectual Property 
Evolulion + Evalualion + Value 

IPEVA sell FPGA platforms and provide 
Design Services for Embedded 
Systems, OpenCores IP, Analogue, 
Digital , FPGA, ASIC, HDL Translations 
(e.g. Schematics/C/Ctt to VHDL) and 
Migrations. Altium Nexar and Protei 
Bureaux. Tel 0870 080 2340 

MCES LTD 
Web: www.mces.co.uk 

_1 ____ - .. _ .... __ 1oiIfI ..... ol_~_'_., __ _ 

MCES are a specialist electronics com
pany providing a high quality repair, 
rework and re-manufacturing service to 
electronic modules and sub assemblies, 
including handling both large and small 
volume production and rework for 
major manufacturers. Established in 
1972 we have continued to make large 
investments in specialised test equipment, 
surface mount technology and tooling 
enabling us to diagnose repair and verify 

a wide range of electronic modules to a 
very high standard. We also operate a fit
ting service for surface mount multi pin 
IC's and BGA's 

REDRAT LTD 
www.redrat.co.uk 

infrared remote control for your computer 

Infrared remote control input and 
output for computers - USB and 
TCP/IP. 

Applications areas include: 

• Home automation 

• PC based multimedia installations 

• Consumer electronics test systems 

• Broadcast monitoring 

• Show and theatre control 

TEST EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS 
www.testequipmenthq.com 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

SOLUTIONS 

Quall1y Used Test Equipment 
& 

Teal Equipment Rental 

Tel: +44 (0)1753 596000 
Fax: +44 (0)1753 596001 
Email: Info@TeIIEqulpmenlHQ.com 
Website: www..J estEquJpm.en U:lQ.com 

SpeCialising in quality second user 
Test Equipment sales and rental, all 
equipment is fully refurbished and 
tested. We supply manuals and 
accessories with full certification and 
a 12 month warranty. Savings 
greater than 70% can be realised 
over new prices. 

lineage only will cost £150 + vat for a full year. lineage with colour screen shot will cost £350 + vat for a full year 
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OK on')' readers ofter 
ELECTRONICS 
WORLD 

Special subscription offer: 

Get 12 issues for the price of 1 0 
Plus, subscribe today and we will refund you the £4.50 you have just spent* 

A subscription costs £45 a year. Tha t's a savi ng of £9 on 

newstand pri ces (12 issues at £4.50 each). A subscriplion 

w ill guarantee your copy of the magazine each month and if 

at any time for any reason you want to ca nce l just let us 

know we w ill g ive you a refund on all unmailed magazines. 

Yes -I would like a subscription to Electron ics World for 

o 1 year £45 and save £9 on newstand prices' that's 2 issues 

o 2 years £70 and save £38 on newstand prices' Ihat's 8 issues 

o 3 years £90 and save £72 on newstand prices' that's 16 issues 

Nome: ... ..... ..... .... . 

Company nome ...... . ... . 

Address .... . .. . ... ... ...... . 

Telephone N umber 

Email . 

Three Ways to Pay: 
1. 0 Invoice my compony 

2. 0 I enclose a cheque payable to Electronics World 

3. Charge my: 0 Visa 0 Mastercard 0 Amex 0 Swi tch 

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Issue N o. (Swi tch) 0 D Expiry dote DO/DO 
Signature ... ...... ..... ... .... . . .... Date: 

... Job Title: . 

. .. Postcode: ... .... ......... ..... ... .. .... ..... ..... . . 

... .Fox Number.. . ..... . ... . 

o Please tick here is yau ore happy for us to contoct you by email 

Please return to Debbie Jenner, Freepost SEA 11435, Nexus Media Communications, 
Media House, Swanley, Kent BRS SBR (no stamp required) 

o II you prefer not to receive promotional 

mailings from other companies, please tick box 

'Oller ends 15 November 2005 

If you are an overseas reader, complete and send back 
the coupon below and we will send you a special 

introductory subscription offer that will save you money 

Nome: .. .. Company nome. 

Add ress: 

Postcode ........... ..... . 

Telephone Number: .... ........ ...... ....... .... .. ... .. , ............. .. ... .... . . . . .Fox Number .... .... .. ..... . . 

Email: ... . ...... .... .. . 

Please return to Debbie Jenner, Electronics World, Nexus Media Communications, Media House, Swanley Kent BRS SHU United Kingdom Ref: 286 



ELECTRONICS WORLD 
CD-ROM 1999 - 2004 £30 each;nCP&P (UKOn 'Yi 

Add £1 postage for Europe or £5 rest of the world 

• easy to use • easy to browse • full text and diagrams of all articles, circuit ideas, letters etc • 

Please send the following 
CD-ROMs: 

01999 

02000 

02001 

02002 

02003 

02004 

o CDs @ £30 each = £ 
add postage £. H H" 

Total £ 

o I enclose a cheque payable to Electronics World 

Charge my: 0 Visa 0 Mastercard 0 Amex 0 Switch 0 Delta Issue No. (Switch/Delta) DO 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Expiry date: ......... ......... ......... . 

Nanle: .. .. ................................................................ " ...... , .... ,' ..... ,.,"" ... .. , .... , .... ....... .... .............. ,.,., ... ... , .. .. 

Company nanle:"., ... "." ...... ,." ......... , ........... , .. .. .. " .. " .. ,"',." .... ,',.".,' ... , ... ,', ...... , .. ,., ..... ,., ....... ', .. ,." ... .... . 

Address: .... , ... , ..... ', .,", ... ".""" ." .. ... "., .. .. .................. ,. ,',., ...... ,"', .. ," ... ".".,' .... , .... " .. .... ... " ..... , .. ,." ....... , 

.................. ... .. , .. , .. , " .... ".,", ...... , .......................... ,', ., ..... ,',." ..... ,',. Postcode: ...... .. .... "., ...... " .. , ........... . 

Telephone Number: ........................... ................. , ... " . .Fax Number .. , .. "., .. , ..... , .. ,., ... ... ......... .. . ,." ..... ".,. 

Email: ..... , .... " ..... , .. , ... , ...... ,"', .,', ..... "., .. " .... . , ......... ........... ................ ..... . , ... ,.,.,"', .... ", .. , ...... , ... ....... ... . . 

Post to: Katie Butler, Electronics World, Nexus Media Communications, Media House, Swanley, Kent BR8 8BR 
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Booking Form 
Where building services meet technology 
8th November 2005 Coventry University Technology Park 

Date and Venue 
The conference will be held on Tuesday 8th November 
2005 At Coventry University Technology Park 

Conference fees 
Cost per delegate (Standard rate) £295 

An 'early booking discount' of 10% will be applied if 
booked before Friday 16th September 2005 

Recognised educational establishments will be offered 
special rates, please contact for details. 

Fee includes: 
Conference attendance 
Full documentation/papers 
Lunch and refreshments 

Priority Booking Form 

For booking and details 
Intelligent Buildings Conference 2005 
Jean Bourne 
Media House, Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU UK 

Tel: +44 (0) 1322 611209 Fax: +44 (0) 1322 616376 
Email: Jean.bourne@nexusmedia.com 

For information on promotional 
opportunities contact: 

Jill Harrington 
Tel: +44 (0) 1322 611259 Fax: +44 (0) 1322 616376 
Email: jiII.Harrington@nexusmedia.com 

Nexus Media Communications Ltd reserve the right to 
alter the timing, content or speakers of the conference 

You may cancel your registration with a full refund (less 15% administration charge) prior to 7th October 2005. 
Cancellations received after this date will be liable for full registration fee. 
Early booking discount if you book and pay before 16th September 2005 

Please register me for Intelligent Buildings Conference 2005 

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________ __ 

Company: _________________________________ Job position: __________________________________ _ 

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________ __ 

________________________________________________ Country: ______________________________ __ 

Telephone: ____________________________________ Fax: ___________________________________ __ 

Email: ________________________________________________________________________________ __ 

Signature: ______________________________________________________________________________ _ 

How To Pay 
Cheque or draft: 
Invoice: 
Credit Card: 

Send with the form payable to 'Nexus Media Communications Ltd' 
Complete the form and we will send an invoice to you 
Complete the form with your credit card details 

Please tick ~ £~ I enclose a cheque for ______________________________________________________ _ 

~ Please invoice me. Purchase Order No ______________________________________________________ __ 

~ Please charge my credit card (delete as appropriate) MastercardNisai Amex 

Card number: __________________________________________________ ~ Expiry Date: ____________ _ 

Name on card: __________________________________________________________________________ __ 

Signature: ______________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Credit card billing address: ___________________________________________________ _ 

_______________________________________ Date: ____________ _ 

NEXUS 
M E DIA COMMU N ICAT IONS 

• • ••• • Nexus Media Communications Ltd Media House. Azalea Drive. Swanley. Kent BR8 8HU 



FOR SALE 
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED :::== agar 
: ~~~:O:tfn~:::;~~~f,~O;:e quantilles ;m~ Circuits 
• PCBs designed from circuit diagrams 
• Almost all computer files accepted 
• PCB assembly - mechanical assembly 
• Full produci design-manufacture-test-repair 

Unit 5, East Belfast Enterprise Park 
308 Albertbridge Rd, Belfast BT5 4GX 
TEL 02890738897 FAX 028 9073 1802 

info@agarcircuits.com 

SERVICES 

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN 
Switched Mode PSU 

Power Faclor Correclion 
designed to }lour specification 

Tel/Fax: 01243 842520 
e·mail: eugenjus@cix.co.uk 

Lomond Electronic Services 

WANTED 
BEST CASH 

PRICES PAID 

FOR VALVES KT88, 
PX4AND MOST 
AUDIO/OTHER 

TYPES. 

Tel: 01403784961 
Billington Export Ltd 

Sussex RH14 9EZ 
Fax 01403 783519 

Email: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk 
Visitors by appointment 

For a 

FREE 
consultation on how 
best to market your 

products/services to a 
professional audience 

ring Reuben on 

01322 
611261 

64 

SERVICES 

• Prototypes at a fraction of the cost Follow up Services Runs . 

• Tooling and setup included CAM/CAD Consulting . 

• Industry standard quality ONUNE Quotations . 

• Any contour ISO-Approved • 

Service Link 
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SERVICING YOUR 

1 EUROCARD 
(160 x 100 mm) 

+ Tooling 
+ Photopl Is 

Price exa m p Ie 
Any size and contour po 

Optional: 
• Soldermask 
• Fast-turnaround 
• Silkscreen 
• 4-Layer Multilayer 
• 6-Layer Multilayer 

Freephone (}) 
0800-3898560 

Simply send your files 
and order ONLINE: 'PCB-'POOL.COM 



TEST EQUIPMENT Quality Second User 
Test Equipment 

1 tv 
The Industry's 

Most Competitive 

.... " ItocIt LIlt.. ,.. ... , .. whit,.. ....... CAW Test Equipment Rental Rates 

AMPLIFIERS 
AT/HP 8447E IJGHz Power Am~ifier 
AT/HP 8447F IJGHz Pre/Power Dual Amplifier 
Am~ifier Research IWIOOO IGHz IW Rf Amplifier 
Am~ifier Research 25A250 25KHz-250I1Hz 25W Power Amp 
ENI 60lL 800KHz-IGHz I.2W RF Amplifier 
ENI 6071 500KHz-IGHz 7W RF Amplifier 
l1arconi TF2177 3W IGHz Broadband Amplifier 
Wessex RC 113-2 15Hz-10011Hz 2 Watt RF Amplifier 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
Fluke 41 B Power Harmonics Analyser 
HT Italia SPEEDTEST ReD Test Set 
l1eeger PDAI Single Phase l1ains Disturbance Analyser 
l1egger PAT 2 Pat Tester 
Seaward PAT I 000 Portable Appliance Ester 
Seaward PATlOOOS Portable Appliance Ester 
Seaward PAT2000 Portable Appliance Ester 
FREQUENCY COUNTERS 
AT/HP 53131A 225~Hz 10 Digit Universal Counter 
AT/HP 5316A 100l1Hz Frequency Counter 
AT/HP 5334A1030 UGHz Frequency Counter 
AT/HP 5342A 18GHz Frequency Counter 
ATlHP 5370A 100l1Hz Universal Time Interval Counter 
AT/HP 537IA 500l1Hz Frequency/Time Interval Analyser 
AT/HP 5372A 500l1Hz Frequency/Time Interval Analyser 
l1arconi 2440 20GHz l1icrowave Counter 
Philips PI16666/036 160l1Hz Frequency Counter 
Philips PI16670/0 I 120l1Hz Frequency Counter Timer 
Racal 1991104A 160l1Hz Frequency Counter 
Racal 1992 I.3GHz Frequency Counter 
Racal 1998 1.3 GHz Frequency Counter 
Racal 9921104A IOHz-3GHz Frequency Counter 
Thandar TF830 I.3GHz Frequency Counter 
FUNCTION GENERATORS 
AT/HP HI2A 1311Hz Function Generator 
AT/HP HI4A 2011Hz Function Generator 
AT/HP 3325A 2111Hz Function Generator 
AT/HP 3325B 2111Hz Function Generator 
AT/HP 3335A 8111Hz Function Generator 
AT/HP 3336CJ04 2111Hz Function Generator 
AT/HP 8111A 2011Hz Function Generator 
AT/HP 8116A 5011Hz Function Generator 
AT/HP 8904A104 600KHz Function Generator 
Black Star jupiter 2000 211Hz Function Generator 
Black Star jupiter 500 500kHz Function Generator 
Fluke PI15139/04 2011Hz Function Generator 
Levell TG303 211Hz Function Generator 
Philips PI15138/04 1011Hz Function Generator 
R&S AFG 0.0 I Hz-2011Hz Function Gnerator 
Thandar TG 1304 1311Hz Function Generator 
Thandar TG230 211Hz Function Generator 
NETWORK ANALYSERS 
AT/HP 11500F APC Cable 3.5mm 
AT/HP 35677A 200tlHz 50 Ohm S Parameter Test Set 
AT/HP 35689A 150tlHz 50 Ohm S-parameter Test Set 
AT/HP 3577A 5Hz-200tlHz Vector Network Analyser 
AT/HP 41951A Impedance Test Kit For 4195A 
AT/HP 41952A 500tlHz T ransmission/Reftection Test Set 
AT/HP 4195A 500tlHz Vector Network/Spectrum Analyser 
AT/HP 85032B Type N Calibration Kit 

s ... 
(GBP) 

950 
1250 
950 

1550 
850 

1150 
950 
850 

650 
400 
450 
225 
450 
450 
675 

950 
295 
495 

1250 
1250 
1650 
2575 
1150 
550 
495 
395 
550 
695 
550 
550 

750 
925 
775 
950 

1395 
1125 
995 

1495 
950 
300 
225 

1250 
190 
950 

1250 
495 
150 

395 
1895 
1500 
3950 
1700 
1950 
6950 
1300 

n 
14 
11 
II 
15 
15 
45 

)9 

II 
28 
52 
11 
50 
JI 
n 
n 
10 
Jl 
JO 
Jl 
J1 
n 

AT/HP 85032B/K05 Type N (Q Cal ibration Kit 
ATlHP 85046A 3GHz 50 Ohm S Parameter Test Set 
ATlHP 85047A 6GHz S Param Test Set I Solid State Switch 
AT/HP 85054D 18GHz N Type Economy Calibration Kit 
AAT/HP 8714C 300kHz-3GHz Vector Network Analyser 
AT/HP 8714ETIIE I 3GHz Vector Network Analyser dw TR 
AT/HP 87512A 50 Ohm Transmission 1 Reflection Test Set 
ATlHP 8753D/002l0 10 3GHz YNA dw S Parameter 
AT/HP 8753D/006 6GHz Vector Network Ana dw S Param 
Anritsu tl5340 I B 10 110Hz-3011Hz Network Analyser 

Check out our latest 

Product Guide !! 
Ca ll Us Now for Your Copy 

OSC I LLOSCO PES 
AT/HP 54502A 2 Channel 400l1Hz 400l1S/s Digitising Scope 1100 
AT/HP 54503A 4 Channel 500l1Hz 20l1S/s Digitising Scope 1695 
AT/HP 54510A 2 Channel 25011Hz Digitising Scope 1100 
AT/HP 54600A 2 Channel 100l1Hz 20l1SIS Digitising Scope 850 
AT/HP 54603B 2 Channel 6011Hz 20l1S/s Digitising Scope 850 
AT/HP 546450 2 Channel 100l1Hz 20011S/S + 16 Ch LA 2450 
AT/HP 548HA 4 Channel 500l1Hz 2GS/s Digitising Scope 5850 
Fluke 199 2 Channel 200l1Hz 2.5GS/s Digitising Scope 1695 
Lecroy 9420 2 Channel 350l1Hz Digitising Scope 1250 
Lecroy 9424E 4 Channel 35011Hz Digitising Oscilloscope 1675 
Tek 2225 2 Channel 6011Hz Analogue Scope 350 
Tek 2230 2 Channel 100l1Hz Digitising Scope 650 
Tek 2430A 2 Channel 150l1Hz Digitising Scope 950 
Tek A11503S/03/A2 Current Probe System (inc.A6302 Probe) 1350 
Tek TDS340 2 Channel 100l1Hz 500l1S/s Digitising Scope 1050 
Tek TDS644B124/4D 4 Ch 500l1Hz 2GS/s Digitising Scope 5450 
POWER METERS 
ATIHP 436A RF Power l1eter 725 
AT/HP 437B RF Power l1eter 795 
AT/HP 438A Dual Channel RF Power l1eter 1350 
Various HP/Anritsu/Gigatronidl1arconi power sensors .. ..from 525 
Gigatronics 8451C Universal Power l1eter 1550 
Gigatronics 8541C Single Channel RF Power l1eter 1350 
l1arconi 6960B RF Power l1eter 995 
l1arconi 893B AF Power l1eter 450 
PULSE GENERATORS 
AT/HP 8012B 5011Hz Pulse Generator 695 
AT/HP 8112A 5011Hz Pulse Generator 1450 
AT/HP 8160A 5011Hz Pulse Generator 1350 
Philips PI15715111 I Hz-5011Hz Pulse Generator 765 
SIGNAL & SPECTRUM AN A L't'SERS 
Advantest R3261A 2.6GHz Spectrum Analyser 3450 
Advantest TR4I35/06 3.6GHz Spectrum Analyser 2950 
Advantest U3641 3GHz RF Spectrum Analyser 3950 
AT/HP 3561A 100kHz Dynamic Signal Analyser 2250 
AT/HP 3562A 100kHz Dual Channel Dynamic Signal Analyser 2450 
AT/HP 3588A 150l1Hz Spectrum Analyser 4450 
AT/HP 85024A 3GHz Active Probe 1350 

AT/HP 8560E/002 50Hz-2.9GHz Synth Spectrum Analyser 
AT/HP 8561 E 6.5GHz Spectrum Analyser 
AT/HP 8563E/006/007/008 30Hz-26.5GHz Spectrum Analyser 16950 
AT/HP 8566B 22GHz Spectrum Analyser 6950 
AT/HP 8568B 100Hz-I.5GHz Spectrum Analyser 2950 
AT/HP 8591A10 10/021 1.8GHz Spectrum Analyser With TG 3950 
AT/HP 8593E/004/0411130 22GHz Spectrum Analyser 11750 
AT/HP 8594E/041 2.9GHz Spectrum Analyser 4500 
ATlHP 8903B/001I010/051 20Hz-100kHz Audio Analyser 1800 
AAnritsu I1H680AI 100kHz-2GHz Tracking Gen for I1S260lB 850 
Anritsu I1S260 I B 2.2GHz Spectrum Analyser 2950 
Anritsu I1S265 I B 3GHz Spectrum Analyser 3950 
Anritsu 11S27IIA 3GHz Handheld Spectrum Analyser 2950 
Anritsu I1S610B IOkHz-2GHz Spectrum Ana~ser 1950 
R&S ZZ-I 0.1-2700I1Hz Demodulator 450 
Racal 900811 l1odulation l1eter 350 
SRS SR760 Spectrum/FFT Ana~ser 1950 
SIGNAL GENERATORS 
AT/HP 837 II AI I E I 1-20GHz Synthesised CW Signal Gen 7650 
AT/HP 8373IBIIE5 1-20GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 12500 
AT/HP 8648BII E5 2GHz Signal Generator 4250 
AT/HP 8648C 3.2GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 5150 
AT/HP 8657A IGHz Synthesised Signal Generator 1600 
AT/HP 8657D/00 I IGHz DQPSK Synthesised Signal Generator 1350 
Anritsu 6769B 1011Hz-40GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 9250 
Anritsu 68047C12A116 1011Hz-20GHz CW Generator 11250 
Anritsu I1G360 IAl02 IGHz Signal Generator 1600 
l1arconi 2018/GPIB 520l1Hz Synthesised Signal Generator 750 
l1arconi 2019A I GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 900 
l1arconi 2022lGPIB IGHz Signal Generator 950 
l1arconi 2024 9kHz-2.4GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 3950 
l1arconi 203110011002 2.7GHz Signal Generator 4950 
l1arconi 2032 IOkHz-5.4GHz Signal Generator 8450 
l1arconi 2041100 I 2.7GHz Low Noise Signal Generator 6950 
l1arconi 2051100 I 10kHz-2.7GHz Digital & 'fetor Sig Gen 5950 
Philips PI15330 180l1Hz Signal Generator 550 
VOLTMETERS 
AT/HP 3400B 2011Hz True RI1S Voltmeter 450 
l1arconi 2610 True RI1S Voltmeter 695 
Racal 9300 5Hz-2011Hz True RI1S Voltmeter 450 
Racal 9300B 5Hz-2011Hz True RI1S Voltmeter 515 
Racal 930lA True RI1S Voltmeter 495 
Racal 9302 1.35GHz True RI1S Voltmeter 550 
WIRELESS 
AT/HP 1183 5A100 I Data Buffer With GSI1 Relerence 750 
AT/HP 83201A Dual l10de Cellular Adapter For 8920 Series 250 
AT/HP 83220El010 GSI1/PCS/DCSl800 (1710-1900) Test Set 1950 
AT/HP 8902A I.3GHz l1easuring Receiver 7950 
AT/HP 8920AlI03 IGHz Radio Comms Test Set mo 
AT/HP 892211/0011006/010 IGHz GSI1 MS Test Set 2950 
Anritsu ME4510B Digital l1icrowave System Ana~ser 4750 
IFR 2935 GSI1 Test Set (Tri Band] 3650 
IFR 2967112116/21 Radio Comms Test Set With GSM & TACS 4950 
IFR 2967116117/21 Radio Comms Test Set with GSI1 4950 
IFR 54421-003j RF Directional Power Head 250 
l1arconi 2966A112 IGHz Radio Comms Test Set with GSH 4750 
Racal 6103100 1100210 14/420/430/04T Digital l10bile RTS 4250 
Racal 6104/00110021003/006/0 14/04T Digital l10bile RTS 7250 
W&G 4106 GSH/OCSI800/PCN1900 l10bile Phone Tester 2250 

Prices shown are for guidance in £UK GBP, ecclusive of ~T and Ex-Works. All 
items subject to prior sale. Rental prices are per week for a rental period of 4 
weeks. Free carriage to UK mainland addresses on sale items. Rental or non UK 
deliveries wi ll be cha~ed at cost This is just a selection of equipment we have 
available - if you don t see what you want, please call. All items are supplied 
ful~ tested and refurbished. All manuals and accessories required for normal 
operation included. Certificate of Conformance supplied as standard. Certificate of 
Calibration available at additional cost. Test Equipment Solutions Ltd Terms and 
Conditions app~. All E&OE. 

www.TestEqui pmentHG.com 
email: info@TestEquipmentHG.com 


